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A B S T R A C T
Nowadays, geoprocessing has moved in large parts from isolated desktop us-
age into the Web. Thereby, the overall availability of geoprocessing functionality
has theoretically improved. Nevertheless, web-based geoprocessing functional-
ity is still not readily available and usable as means to find and subsequently
compare functionality are yet missing. Discoverability and exchangeability of
geoprocessing functionality are limited, and the fundamental benefits of online
usage are not fully exploited. To close this gap, this thesis defines a conceptual-
ization with geooperators representing well-defined geoprocessing functionality,
and categories representing distinct geooperator attributes as a starting point.
Geooperators and categories are connected by associative and hierarchical links
forming an interlinked network. The conceptualization serves as basis for two
purposes:
On the one hand, discovery of geooperators has to be improved. There is a
multitude of different GIS users from varying backgrounds, all having a slightly
different view on geoprocessing functionality. To embrace these varying views,
several actually existing and established categorizations for geooperators are
integrated into the conceptualization and structured hierarchically. Thus, mul-
tiple different perspectives on geooperators are enabled. The perspectives and
the underlying categorizations are integrated into a geooperator browser serving
as client that users can employ for discovery. The geooperator browser offers
a faceted browsing interface based on the derived perspectives and categories.
Several different search modes are offered and can be used simultaneously,
thereby facilitating an improved discovery.
On the other hand, to establish comparability and subsequently semanti-
cally interoperable exchangeability of geooperators, respective geooperator at-
tributes are defined. Thereby, backend and provider independence of geopro-
cessing services is achieved. The conceptualization is formalized to allow for
machine readability and processing which is required for usage in Spatial Data
Infrastructures and the Semantic Web. The formalized conceptualization is la-
beled geooperator thesaurus. It is encoded by Semantic Web standards and of-
fered in a Semantic Web compliant manner. The integration into geoprocessing
service metadata is enabled by injecting semantic annotations that link to the
respective concepts in the geooperator thesaurus. The thesaurus serves as the
underlying data model for the geooperator browser.
The thesis concludes with an outlook and discussions of future work. Fore-
most, the content of the geooperator thesaurus needs to be extended as it cur-
rently only comprises a representative subset of geooperators. An approach
is suggested to involve the geoprocessing community as an important source
of geoprocessing expertise in the maintenance and further development of the
thesaurus. On a conceptual level, the thesaurus needs to be extended to a fully-
fledged ontology including a formal geoprocessing algebra to support the cre-
ation of geooperator workflows. From a discovery point of view, the concept of
geoprocessing patterns is outlined. Geoprocessing patterns list geooperators that
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are commonly used for certain geoprocessing tasks, and provide best practices
about applying them in a meaningful manner and sequence.
Z U S A M M E N FA S S U N G
An Stelle von isolierter Desktop-basierter Nutzung von Geoprozessierung wer-
den heutzutage mehr und mehr webbasierte Angebote zur Verfügung gestellt.
Dadurch hat sich die generelle Verfügbarkeit von Geoprozessierungsfunktiona-
lität theoretisch verbessert. Da jedoch das Auffinden und anschließend oft not-
wendige Vergleichen von Funktionalität nur eingeschränkt möglich ist, können
die Vorteile einer webbasierten Verfügbarkeit nicht vollständig genutzt werden.
Um dieser Problematik zu begegnen, wird im Rahmen der vorliegenden Ar-
beit eine Konzeptualisierung entwickelt, die wohldefinierte Geoprozessierungs-
funktionalität als Geooperatoren und Kategorien als Unterscheidungsmerkmale
für Geooperatoren zur Verfügung stellt. Geooperatoren und Kategorien sind
über assoziative und hierarchische Links zu einem Netzwerk verknüpft. Diese
Konzeptualisierung erfüllt zwei grundlegende Aufgaben:
Einerseits muss das Auffinden von Geooperatoren für Nutzer mit unter-
schiedlichsten Anwendungshintergründen möglich sein. Diese Nutzer haben
unterschiedlichste Sichten auf Geooperatoren, die berücksichtigt und unter-
stützt werden sollen. Dazu werden etablierte Kategorisierungen aus Litera-
tur und Praxis in die Konzeptualisierung integriert, entsprechend hierarchisch
strukturiert und als Perspektiven auf Geooperatoren für den Zugriff nach Außen
zur Verfügung gestellt. Diese Perspektiven und die darunterliegenden Kategori-
en werden als Facetten in einen Geooperatorbrowser integriert, der als webbasier-
ter Client von den Nutzern für das Auffinden von Geooperatoren verwendet
werden kann. Die explorative Suche über Facetten nach Geoprozessierungs-
funktionalität wird durch eine Schlüsselwortsuche und einen geführten Such-
modus ergänzt und damit insgesamt die Auffindbarkeit von Geooperatoren
verbessert.
Andererseits sollen die Vergleichbarkeit und der anschließend semantisch in-
teroperable Austausch von Geooperatoren ermöglicht werden. Dazu werden
durch einen Vergleich von Geooperatorattributen Ähnlichkeiten von Geoope-
ratoren definiert und zusammen mit der Konzeptualisierung als Geooperator-
thesaurus formalisiert. Durch die Formalisierung wird eine Maschinenlesbar-
keit und -prozessierbarkeit erreicht. Nur so kann ein anbieter- und backendun-
abhängiger Austausch von Geoprozessierungsdiensten in Geodateninfrastruk-
turen ermöglicht werden. Der Thesaurus nutzt Semantic-Web-Standards und
wird in einer Semantic-Web-kompatiblen Art und Weise im Web publiziert. Die
Integration in Metadaten von Geoprozessierungsdiensten wird durch semanti-
sche Annotationen erreicht, die auf die entsprechenden Konzepte im Thesaurus
verlinken. Der Thesaurus dient als Datenbasis für den Geooperatorenbrowser.
Die Arbeit schließt mit einem Ausblick auf und einer Diskussion von zukünf-
tigen Forschungsarbeiten ab. Da der Thesaurus zurzeit nur eine repräsentative
Menge an Beispieldaten enthält, muss als erster wichtiger Schritt der Inhalt
des Thesaurus erweitert werden. Für die mittel- und langfristige Instandhal-
tung und Weiterentwicklung des Thesaurus wird ein Konzept zur Einbindung
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der GIS-Community vorgeschlagen, da hier gebündelte Geoprozessierungsex-
pertise vorhanden ist. Auf einer konzeptuellen Ebene muss der Thesaurus für
eine semantisch und technisch verbesserte Verkettung von Geooperatoren zu ei-
ner vollständigen Ontologie mit einer formalen Geoprozessierungsalgebra wei-
terentwickelt werden. Für eine weitere Verbesserung der Auffindbarkeit von
Geooperatoren wird das Konzept von Geoprozessierungspatterns skizziert, die
Geooperatoren zusammenfassen, die oft im Kontext einer bestimmten Aufgabe
zusammen genutzt werden. Zusätzlich werden über die Patterns Best Practices
zur sinnvollen Anwendung und Verkettung der enthaltenen Geooperatoren zur
Verfügung gestellt.
v
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N
Geoprocessing functionality is manifold and is used to analyze and solve geo-
spatial issues. Usually, desktop Geographical Information Systems (GIS) are ap-
plied for this purpose but geoprocessing shifts also more and more towards
interoperable and distributed Web environments (Neteler and Mitasova, 2007,
p. 12), e.g. as standardized and syntactically interoperable Open Geospatial
Consortium (OGC) Web Processing Services (WPS) in Spatial Data Infrastruc-
tures (SDIs). The WPS is then often wrapping legacy GIS (N.B., the term legacy
GIS stands for existing GIS in this thesis.) functionality as described by Papazoglou
and Heuvel (2007); Brauner et al. (2009b). This transition however is hampered
by a major issue still preventing the efficient usage of geoprocessing functional-
ity: its discovery and assessment. These two aspects are often neglected because
usually the technical solutions are the main focus of the implementations, as
e.g. described in Ostländer (2008).
To support discovery and assessment of services offering geodata, geospa-
tial catalog services collect, structure and centrally publish respective metadata.
However, for geoprocessing services, similar mechanisms are still missing but
are crucial for their discovery and are essential for the subsequent assessment
by users whether the discovered service can be applied for their individual
problems or not. Finally, such mechanisms enable users to ascertain the level
of similarity of service functionality by providing the necessary semantic meta-
data, thereby further facilitating interoperability. The approaches and formal-
izations described in this thesis provide a conceptual basis for the development
of those, yet missing, catalog mechanisms for geoprocessing services and for
the associated establishment of semantic interoperability.
In order to achieve this, formalizations for geoprocessing functionality have
to be established, requiring a general classification or categorization based on
intrinsic functionality properties. So far, there have already been several at-
tempts to classify and categorize geoprocessing functionality according to spa-
tial analysis concepts like buffering or interpolating. But who has actually defined
what a buffer is or what it exactly means? Certainly, some functionality is well
defined, e.g. the concepts underlying Map Algebra. For many geoprocessing
tools however, such well defined concepts either do not exist at all or there
are too many, e.g. there are several GIS textbooks describing what a buffer does.
Without a specific definition, it is difficult to decide whether or not e.g. using
a Geographic Resources Analysis Support System (GRASS) v.buffer leads to the
same result as an ArcGIS Buffer.
Nevertheless, GIS users usually have a concept of a buffer in mind when they
intend to use it. Often, this concept is more related to how they have experi-
enced using a buffer tool for the first time than how it is defined in respective
textbooks. This way, the concept a user has in mind is often thoroughly linked
to a certain GIS even after getting to know and use alternative GIS, where the
concept is implemented slightly different. This leads to a fundamental consid-
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eration: why not use this implemented functionality as a starting point for concepts
of geoprocessing functionality? Why not use it, instead of abstract concepts, which are
either insufficiently defined or ambiguous because there are too many definitions? A
GRASS v.buffer module is unambiguously defined by its implementation, as is
an ArcGIS Buffer tool: needless to say that they are very similar to each other
and provide almost identical functionality leading to the same or very similar
results. But in the end they are not exactly the same and thus qualify for being
addressed by different concepts.
On the one hand, this proposed course of action clearly contradicts the prin-
cipal ideas of interoperability rather making such functionality exchangeable
and fully provider and backend independent. However, interoperability is cru-
cial and will not be given up for the sake of a swift solution in this thesis. On
the other hand, basing geoprocessing functionality concepts on implemented
functionality assumes that it is well defined by its implementation. Furthermore,
implemented functionality entails a large community of respective GIS users
providing collective knowledge about geoprocessing concepts. The community
could and should thus be involved in extending and maintaining the solutions
discussed in this thesis.
These concepts of well-defined and mostly implemented GIS functionality are
defined as geooperators and represent key elements in this thesis.
1.1 motivation
“Because of the huge investments involved, the development of GIS
tends to have been driven by application rather than by more ab-
stract principles, and so the capabilities of current systems tend to
reflect the needs of the commercial marketplace [. . . ]. The field ap-
pears to have paid relatively little attention to more idealistic visions
of the significance of GIS. It is not surprising therefore that much
academic research on GIS has focused on technical issues.” (Good-
child, 1987)
Although this statement has been written almost 30 years ago, parts of it
still hold true today. GIS has evolved manifold since the late 1980ies and a lot
of scientific activity has taken place since, indeed addressing mainly technical
issues. Today, desktop GIS proof themselves powerful tools but comparability
and reproducibility of functionality among different GIS products is missing.
This lack of comparability is also very apparent in the context of SDIs where GIS
functionality is used as distributed geoprocessing Web Services and supplied
by different providers. Missing comparability and exchangeability hamper in-
teroperability of SDI geoprocessing Web Services to a high degree.
Even more, the trend towards the Semantic Web vision requires semantic
interoperability, for which existing classifications or categorizations, e.g. by Al-
brecht (1996, pp. 61–66), or the standards driven taxonomy by International
Organization for Standardization (ISO) 19119 (ISO/CEN, 2011, pp. 29–36) are
often described as insufficient, see e.g. Lemmens et al. (2007). For fulfilling the
vision of the Semantic Geospatial Web, Egenhofer (2002) explicitly proposes
that many tasks in the Semantic Geospatial Web need integration of “primitive
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objects in meaningful ways” (Egenhofer, 2002). This thesis interprets the need
to formalize these ‘meaningful ways’ as geooperators. Again, comparability is
required to integrate geoprocessing services in meaningful ways.
Anyway, achieving semantic interoperability is challenging, e.g. Kiehle et al.
(2007) argue for semantic interoperability and semantically described spatial
operations as “one of the next frontiers in Geographical Information Science”
(Kiehle et al., 2007). The importance of semantic interoperability is proposed
rather often, e.g. in their five to ten year vision, United Nations Initiative on
Global Geospatial Information Management (UN-GGIM) underlines the impor-
tance of integrating semantics for analysis processes in standardization pro-
cesses and envision Semantic Web techniques to achieve it (Carpenter and Snell,
2013, pp. 13–14).
In terms of SDI initiatives and activities, achieving comparability is one impor-
tant step towards fulfilling the Digital Earth vision originating back to 1998 and
the former U.S. vice president Gore. The Digital Earth vision requires amongst
other aspects well defined intelligent descriptions for models and processes, im-
proved means for spatial and temporal analysis in form of a language, and im-
proved workflows for spatial analysis based on geoprocessing services. Thereby,
syntactic and semantic interoperability of such models are enhanced, with the
latter being described as a major task for research activities (Craglia et al., 2008,
2012), proposed to be conducted in a Global Earth Observation System of Sys-
tems (GEOSS)1 context.
From an OGC and ISO standardization perspective, activities in regard to com-
parability of GIS analysis functionality and their meaning have been requested
from the early beginnings of SDI standardization (Albrecht, 1996, p.20) but are
only recently started to be addressed with the upcoming second version of the
OGC WPS standard.
Besides these SDI centric aspects, reproducibility of research results is also
a hot topic in the geoinformatics science community as recent discussions
(Bernard, 2014) show. Often a GIS based analysis is part of algorithms for (ap-
plied) geoinformatics research. The necessity to be able to reproduce research
results based on the original publication rises. In cases where the originally
used GIS is not available it is difficult to discover alternatives that can be used in-
stead and reproduce the same results. Structured knowledge about GIS function-
ality i.a. knowledge about links from one functionality to similar functionality,
facilitates such lacking discovery and thereby enables a backend-independent
geoprocessing.
Establishing and assessing the comparability of geoprocessing services re-
quires clearly defined concepts that share a common set of attributes. Addition-
ally, it requires the collection and definition of meaning for such concepts. Such
a knowledge organizing framework is yet missing for geoprocessing function-
ality, although already described to be beneficial for structuring spatial analysis
techniques by Goodchild (1987).
From a research perspective, citations over a time span of roughly twenty
years show that the challenges of categorizing geoprocessing functionality are
still not properly met:
1 http://www.earthobservations.org/geoss.php
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“We badly need a taxonomy of spatial analysis, developed perhaps
from an enumerated set of data models, but going well beyond the
primitive geometrical operations” Goodchild (1992b) and “Integra-
tion between GIS and spatial analysis might also take the form of a
language, whose primitive elements would represent the fundamen-
tal operations for spatial analysis” Goodchild (1992b).
“Despite these substantial advances, however, a standard set of an-
alytical tools that incorporate spatio-temporal extensions to funda-
mental vector and raster operations is not readily available” (Men-
nis, 2010).
However, categorization of geoprocessing functionality facilitates usage in a
number of ways: (1) discovery of geoprocessing functionality is improved when
categories representing distinct geoprocessing properties can be used to narrow
down search results, (2) as discovery of functionality is improved, the range of
available and usable geoprocessing functionality is increased, and finally (3) as
the range of choices increases, more complex geoprocessing workflows can be
built and performed. Consideration of existing categorizations is mandatory
for a successful implementation of this process.
To conclude, discoverability and comparability for geoprocessing functional-
ity is crucial in a number of ways, in particular for enabling (semantic) interop-
erability for geoprocessing in distributed systems, and in general, to increase
the available and usable range of geoprocessing functionality for users. How-
ever, comparability is still lacking for geoprocessing functionality because a
rigid framework for comparison is missing. Such a framework needs to rigidly
define concepts for geoprocessing functionality by a number of shared attributes
that can be compared. Furthermore, the framework needs to capture knowledge
about and meaning for these concepts to enable meaningful comparisons.
1.2 research questions
The research conducted in this thesis addresses the previously discussed as-
pects of discovery, comparability, and meaningful assessment of geooperators,
including the development of a rigid formalization. The following research
questions are formulated:
research question 1 : How and where from can meaningful geooperator cate-
gories be derived? Is there one universal classification or categorization?
Literature review shows a large number of already existing general classifica-
tions, categorizations, taxonomies and even first drafts for ontologies integrat-
ing and assessing knowledge about spatial analysis and geoprocessing. Also,
legacy GIS provide their own categorizations by the way the functionality is
structured and represented to the user. Furthermore, users come from different
backgrounds and act according to their habits when exploring GIS and when
searching and choosing their GIS tools. Thus, each user has a slightly differ-
ent perspective on GIS and geooperators. Furthermore, Albrecht states that GIS
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users are solely familiar with the functionality they are regularly using (Al-
brecht, 1996, p. 29), thereby the general GIS expertise and perception of GIS
varies to a high degree among users.
Thus, it is one of the main objectives of this thesis to facilitate the integra-
tion of these different general, special and most importantly already developed
views and to avoid the creation of yet another all-encompassing view. This ap-
proach follows an assumption of Chrisman that there are in general multiple
views on GIS which are all required and have to be considered when forming a
GIS:
“The organizing framework adopted for Exploring Geographic Infor-
mation Systems [title of his textbook] simultaneously views the sub-
ject as a technical problem, as an empowering application, as a sci-
entific endeavor, as an academic pursuit, and as a social necessity.
Geographic information systems can be approached from each of
these perspectives, but no single perspective is adequate to build
the whole structure.” (Chrisman, 2002, p. iv)
The benefit from taking multiple perspectives on GIS and geooperators into
account for this thesis is addressed in the following research question.
research question 2 : How can geooperators and knowledge about geooperators
be structured and integrated into a single framework?
This research question has also been asked in a similar form by Goodchild
in the 1980ies: “is it possible to enumerate the set of possible GIS functions in
a rigorous manner, and to organize them within some consistent conceptual
framework?” (Goodchild, 1988). This question is still relevant today, as the mul-
tiple approaches for such a geooperator categorizations identified for research
question 1 show. An integration into one conceptual framework is yet missing.
By providing different perspectives on geooperators, geooperators can be
discovered via a variety of different ways and terms, and the chance that users
actually find the geooperators they want increases substantially. The challenge
addressed in this thesis is to collect all these different aspects and perspectives,
and integrate them into a single knowledge structure. Feasibility of this en-
deavor is challenged by statements like “[. . . ] a complete set of fundamental
spatial operations will probably never be found [. . . ]” (Svensson and Huang,
1991) or “it is not possible to define a single universal GIS task taxonomy” (Al-
brecht, 1996, p. 30) and “there is no easy way of organizing or codifying SDA
[Spatial Data Analysis]” (Goodchild, 1991).
research question 3 : How can comparability and exchangeability be accomp-
lished for geooperators?
Many usage scenarios in the geoprocessing context require the exchange of
functionality across backend boundaries. However, interoperable exchange is
often not possible, as parameters differ on a syntactic level as well as the func-
tionality differs on a semantic level. Assessment of the similarity of geooper-
ators is essential for the discovery of alternatives by users and to enable an
additional backend independence to finally pave the way for syntactic and se-
mantic interoperability.
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research question 4 : How can existing techniques be used to formalize and rep-
resent geooperator knowledge?
In order to be usable, knowledge about geooperators needs to be formalized
in a way that it is beneficial for users as well as readable by machines. Different
techniques from library and information science, like controlled vocabularies
and thesauri, can be combined with formalizations identified for the Seman-
tic Web to capture this knowledge. The formalization of such knowledge is a
constant topic in geoinformatics, addressed e.g. by Burrough:
“The efficacy of analysis could be improved for the users by attempt-
ing to formalize knowledge about how to use these tools, when to
use them in combination and which data they operate on. This for-
malized knowledge could also be made available in a meta-infor-
mation system or knowledge base so that users could be advised
directly of the best way to achieve their aims.” (Burrough, 1992)
More recently, this suggestion is taken up again e.g. by Díaz et al. (2012), addi-
tionally proposing to use light weight formalizations where applicable, which
is also recommended by Kavouras and Kokla (2008, p. 298). The appropriate
level or degree of formalization is further discussed in the methodology sec-
tion below.
research question 5 : How can geooperator discovery be improved for users?
There are several different search strategies eligible for geooperator discovery,
each requiring a different user interface. Ideally, the different user interfaces are
integrated into one tool focusing all available knowledge about geooperators.
In general, discovery is described as being “the worst usability problem on
the Web” (Morville and Callender, 2010, p. 1) and is in this particular case
additionally hampered by the lack of registries and catalogs for geoprocessing
functionality.
research question 6 : How can the collection, publication and maintenance of
knowledge about geooperators be ensured in the long term?
The collective geoprocessing user community is presumably the largest source
of expertise about geooperators. Thus, involvement of the community with the
maintenance and extension of the formalizations is at least crucial if not manda-
tory. A concept for the integration into an appropriate community platform is
required. The importance and a careful consideration of such user endorsement
aspects is motivated for the general Semantic Web by Shadbolt et al. (2006);
Leise (2008) and for the geospatial context by Finney and Watts (2011).
1.3 methodology and design principles
In terms of methodology, existing state of the art work and a case study rele-
vant for this thesis are analyzed based on the research questions and respective
conclusions are drawn. These conclusions are the starting point for a devel-
oped conceptualization which is subsequently implemented as a formalization.
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The usability of this formalization is shown by its application for several us-
age scenarios for which software demonstrators are implemented. The proof
of concept for the developed conceptualization and formalization is provided
by showing how the demonstrators are successfully employed in the proposed
usage scenarios.
In general, the research approach in this thesis remains as pragmatic as possi-
ble, focusing on the user. This fundamental principle further argues for a mixed
bottom up and top down approach basing the research primarily on existing
(bottom up) and well defined (top-down) concepts which can immediately be
used as a representative selection for the required proof of concept. Regarding
the knowledge formalization, it is pragmatic to gradually increase the level of
complexity, and also consider common sense besides high level expertise, as is
also proposed as a requirement by Kavouras and Kokla (2008, p. 298). The level
of complexity for formalizations can then be increased as part of future work
and can be extend according to future requirements. Technically, this extension
should be fairly easy to implement as the applied Semantic Web standards can
also be used together with more sophisticated formalizations as e.g. ontology
standards.
“When technology precedes requirements, the user experience suf-
fers.” (Morville and Callender, 2010, p. 11)
This statement is originally intended for search implementations but is never-
theless also applicable for general software development. Derivation of require-
ments can be supported in any software development project by use cases and
case studies, and is a major discipline in software engineering. A good start-
ing point into the topic is given by Cockburn (2000). An outline of deriving
requirements for information systems in the geo- and environmental domain is
given in Usländer (2010). A general overview about software engineering best
practices and relevant standards is provided by the Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Computer Society’s Software Engineering Body of
Knowledge (SWEBOK) (Bourque and Fairley, 2014), an earlier version also being
standardized as ISO 19759 (ISO/IEC, 2005).
However, software developed in this thesis primarily constitutes a proof of
concept implementation. A formalized software engineering approach based on
fine-grained requirements and use cases is therefore not conducted in full detail.
High level requirements and a use case are derived from a user perspective,
providing the basis for the proof of concept implementations. Overall, a less
formalized and thus pragmatic approach to software engineering is applied.
Generally, in this thesis, users are more important than the abstract technical
and implementation perspective, a proposition also recently stated by Kuhn
(2014) for his future high-level language of GIS.
1.4 thesis structure and content
This thesis starts with definitions and discussions of fundamental concepts and
terms (Chapter 2) used further on in this thesis. As topics are introduced the
distributed and interoperable geoprocessing (Section 2.1), a definition of geo-
operators as building blocks for workflows (Section 2.2), and a discussion of
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the Semantic Web and required formalizations including an overview about
general knowledge management techniques (Section 2.3).
Chapter 3 describes a case study for a Spatial Decision Support System (SDSS)
in the context of transport route planning (Section 3.1 and Section 3.2), focus-
ing on geooperators required to support transport route planning (Section 3.3).
The identified geooperators serve as a representative selection of commonly
used geooperators for the remainder of the thesis. Furthermore, requirements
from a user perspective are derived that address the general topic of the thesis
(Section 3.4) and deliver first input for research question 5 in particular.
Chapter 4 addresses research question 1 and research question 2: the
first subsections deal with the analysis and discussion of existing classifica-
tion and categorization approaches based on the literature and standardization
(Section 4.1), on pragmatic tasks (Section 4.2), and finally on how geoprocess-
ing functionality is organized in the legacy GIS GRASS and ArcGIS (Section 4.3).
Intermediate conclusions from this analysis are drawn in Section 4.4, revealing
varying levels of granularity for geooperators and the existence of at least six
different perspectives on geooperators that need to be integrated in a knowl-
edge base.
Based on the categorization conclusions, a conceptualization is developed
as a Unified Modeling Language (UML) model. The conceptualization shows
how geooperators and geooperator categories are described and how they re-
late to each other, including selected categories for each identified perspective
on geooperators (Chapter 5). Finally, a concept map is derived as first draft of
the knowledge structure, including relationships between geooperator perspec-
tives, their assigned geooperator categories and geooperators (Section 5.4).
Chapter 6 deals with the formalization of the collected geooperator knowl-
edge (Chapter 4) as a geooperator thesaurus. It mainly addresses research
question 3, research question 4, and research question 6. The chapter
starts with a state of the art analysis of syntactic and semantic formalization
techniques for geoprocessing in SDI, followed by an introduction into thesauri
formalizations (Section 6.1). By comparing ArcGIS tools with GRASS modules
more details describing the similarity of geooperators are derived to address
the exchangeability of geooperators beyond their respective implementation in
GIS (Section 6.2). The conclusions from the state of the art analysis and these im-
plementation comparisons are integrated in the geooperator conceptualization
(Chapter 5). The formalization of geooperator knowledge as a Simple Knowl-
edge Organization System (SKOS) based thesaurus is described in Section 6.3.
The geooperator thesaurus is implemented as proof of concept (Chapter 7).
It is published online in a Semantic Web compliant manner, and semantic anno-
tations based on the thesaurus content are injected into geoprocessing service
process descriptions (Section 7.1). The geooperator browser as thesaurus Graph-
ical User Interface (GUI) is described in Section 7.2. The integration of both
geooperator browser and thesaurus into a geoprocessing community platform
is outlined (Section 7.3), including ways to induce community involvement to
extend and maintain the thesaurus. Finally, an implementation of ArcGIS tool
labels used in the GRASS GUI (Section 7.4) shows an alternative perspective on
GRASS.
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Chapter 8 discusses concepts and recommendations for future work. It de-
scribes the concept of geoprocessing patterns which list geooperators com-
monly used for certain tasks and combines them as suggestions for best prac-
tices (Section 8.1). Furthermore, a state of the art analysis for creating work-
flows based on geooperators is conducted and the requirements to develop an
extended ontology and an algebra supporting this task (Section 8.2) are pro-
posed. It concludes with a description of the next steps for future work based
on the research in this thesis.
Eventually, a summary and discussion of all conclusions drawn in this the-
sis are given in Chapter 9. Supplementing material supporting this thesis and
providing detailed research results are given in the appendices.
2
F U N D A M E N TA L S
Before addressing the main research, meaning and usage of fundamental terms
are defined. After the definition of geoprocessing and subsequently distributed
geoprocessing, a short overview and references for the concepts of SDI and
interoperability as its driving motivator are given and linked to geoprocessing
(Section 2.1). In addition to the more general concept of geoprocessing, the
term geooperator as building block for geoprocessing workflows is analyzed and
defined (Section 2.2). The chapter closes with deliberations about knowledge
conceptualizations and their formalizations, especially regarding the vision of
the (geospatial) Semantic Web (Section 2.3).
2.1 geoprocessing - distributed and interoperable
The term geoprocessing is often used synonymously with GIS and therefore in-
cludes all aspects of typical GIS functionality for acquisition, analysis, storage,
display and publishing of information about geographic features (OGC, 2014a).
A similar versatile definition is given for GIS functionality by Neteler and Mi-
tasova (2007, pp. 11–13). Over time, the focus changed and nowadays geopro-
cessing is more and more emphasizing usage in Web Service environments
(Neteler and Mitasova, 2007, p. 12), and regarded as focusing on the analytical
aspects of GIS. It is thus often defined and cited as:
geoprocessing “A GIS operation used to manipulate GIS data. A typical geo-
processing operation takes an input dataset, performs an operation on
that dataset, and returns the result of the operation as an output dataset.
Common geoprocessing operations include geographic feature overlay,
feature selection and analysis, topology processing, raster processing, and
data conversion. Geoprocessing allows for definition, management, and
analysis of information used to form decisions.” (Wade and Sommer,
2006, p. 89)
This definition is used in this thesis.
Esri defines the purpose of geoprocessing as “to provide tools and a frame-
work for performing analysis and managing your geographic data” (Esri, 2014d).
Geoprocessing is seen as one of the three pillars of ArcGIS besides mapping and
editing (Esri, 2014d).
From an early standardization perspective, OGIS (1996) defines geoprocess-
ing as follows:
“We define geoprocessing to be any kind of digital computing that
uses geodata, including: geographic information systems (GIS), land
information systems (LIS), Earth imaging and image processing,
storage of geodata in databases of all kinds, digital surveying meth-
ods, navigation, meteorology, seismology, CAD that uses geodata
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(as in facilities management and civil engineering), transportation
management, digital cartography, business geographics, flight simu-
lation, and others. Geoprocessing software helps users answer ques-
tions such as: Where is something located? Where is a certain condi-
tion or pattern of spatial relationships found? What has changed in
a given span of time? What is the best route? What if certain condi-
tions were changed?” (OGIS, 1996, 1.1 The Problem: Geoprocessing
Non-Interoperability)
According to Janowicz et al. (2010), geoprocessing does not equal a geoprocess
in the real world (e.g. a flood), but represents geoprocess models that are used to
map between the real world geoprocesses and respective computer simulations.
Thus, geoprocessing can be defined “as the application of a model represent-
ing real-world geoprocesses” (Foerster et al., 2011), where the input and output
datasets either contain interpretation of geodata or geodata itself and the anal-
ysis is embedded in a geospatial context (Foerster et al., 2011). However, this
definition disregards certain analysis techniques that do not have a real world
counterpart, as e.g. an aggregation.
The concept of geoprocessing is also used in other contexts but called by a
different name. The term GIS functionality is used e.g. by Neteler and Mitasova
(2007, pp. 11–13, p. 22), and GIS text books (e.g. Worboys and Duckham, 2004,
pp. 5-6), and the term data transformation is used by Burrough and McDonnell
(1998, pp. 14).
Geoprocessing is considered to be closely related with spatial (data) analysis
as e.g. defined by Goodchild:
“Spatial Data Analysis is a set of techniques devised to support a
spatial perspective on data. To distinguish it from other forms of
analysis, it might be defined as a set of techniques whose results are
dependent on the locations of the objects or events being analyzed,
requiring access to both the locations and the attributes of objects
(Goodchild, 1987).” (Goodchild, 1991)
Distributed and interoperable geoprocessing in Spatial Data Infrastructures
As geoprocessing nowadays often takes place in distributed and interoperable
environments, the definition of geoprocessing given above needs to be broad-
ened for usage in this thesis. Foerster et al. (2011) give the following definition:
“creating and performing geoprocess models that are encapsulated as Web Ser-
vices and access remote resources (i.e. Geoprocessing Services or Data Services)
to generate geoinformation is called distributed geoprocessing” (Foerster et al.,
2011).
A similar definition is given by Fu and Sun (2011, p. 61) for geoprocessing ser-
vices emphasizing the sharing of locally build geoprocessing models. However,
the definition omits the publication of geoprocessing models as Web Services
and the whole act of running them. Additionally, they distinguish between
geoprocessing services on the one hand and geocoding services, network anal-
ysis services, and geometry services on the other hand, which are explicitly
included by Foerster et al. (2011).
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With the distributed and interoperable usage of geoprocessing, online geo-
processing tools are becoming more and more popular (Bernard et al., 2003;
Brauner et al., 2009b). Usually, the distributed and interoperable usage of geo-
processing is used in SDIs. For the concept of SDI manifold definitions can be
found in the literature. A technically oriented definition is provided by Kiehle
et al., extending the concept of Service Oriented Architectures (SOAs): “The SDI
concept enhances mainstream Information Technology’s (IT) widely accepted
principle of Service Oriented Architectures (SOA) to include spatial features”
(Kiehle et al., 2007).
This definition misses some often described and equally important aspects
of SDIs. Groot and McLaughlin (2000) extend the definition of Geospatial Data
Infrastructures (GDI), which can be synonymously used to SDI, to also include
non-technical aspects:
“Geospatial Data Infrastructures encompasses the networked geospa-
tial databases and data handling facilities, the complex of institu-
tional, organizational, technological, human, and economic resources
which interact with one another and underpin the design, imple-
mentation, and maintenance of mechanisms facilitating the sharing,
access to, and responsible use of geospatial data at an affordable
cost for a specific application domain or enterprise.” (Groot and
McLaughlin, 2000)
Williamson (2003) and Nebert (2004, p. 8) provide similar definitions addi-
tionally including policies and institutions such as governmental stakeholders,
commercial stakeholders (e.g. Google Maps and Bing Maps), non-profit stake-
holders, and the academia and citizens (e.g. OpenStreetMap). SDIs exist on dif-
ferent levels ranging from local, to regional, to national, and to international
levels (Bernard et al., 2005b; Rajabifard et al., 2003). One of the first legally
binding SDI initiatives is the U.S. National Spatial Data Infrastructure (NSDI)
decreed by President Clinton in 1994 (Clinton, 1994). Recent legally binding ini-
tiatives for the European Union member states are triggered by Infrastructure
for Spatial Information in the European Community (INSPIRE) (Europarl and
Council, 2007).
A recent study by Bernard et al. (2013) identifies different types of SDIs, dis-
tinguishing administrative GDI (Geodata Infrastructure; also synonym for SDI),
commercial Map Services, geodata crowd sourcing, and Scientific GDI. Their
GDI also includes sensor-based and simulation based Webs. All types feature
the sharing of geoinformation. Sharing of geoprocessing is still in its infancies
but a fundamental part especially in Scientific GDIs. (Bernard et al., 2013)
In SDIs, interoperability between system components is crucial. In mainstream
Information Technology (IT), interoperability is the “capability to communicate,
execute programs, or transfer data among various functional units in a manner
that requires the user to have little or no knowledge of the unique characteristic
of those units” (ISO, 1993). More specifically, interoperability is crucial for SOAs
which provide the technical architecture for SDIs as well, as described above
by Kiehle et al. (2007). General information about SOAs and interoperability in
SOAs can be found in e.g. Erl (2005), Yu et al. (2008), and Papazoglou and Heuvel
(2007). Another interoperability definition from the earlier days of distributed
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GIS using Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) instead of SOA
is given by Albrecht (1996, p. 17). From a SDI standardization perspective, the
predecessor of the OGC, the OpenGIS Consortium (OGIS, later also OGC) refined
interoperability during the early days of SDIs as follows:
“Interoperability, in the context of OGIS, is software components op-
erating reciprocally (working with each other) to overcome tedious
batch conversion tasks, import/export obstacles, and distributed re-
source access barriers imposed by heterogeneous processing envi-
ronments and heterogeneous data.” (OGIS, 1996, 4.2 What is Inter-
operability by Means of Specification?)
This definition is still widely accepted. Both, ISO and OpenGIS definitions for
interoperability, are used in this thesis. ISO 19101 provides further aspects for
interoperability of geographic information (ISO/CEN, 2005a, pp. 13–15) which
are not covered in depth in this thesis.
There are two aspects of interoperability that can be distinguished. Two or
more systems can be:
• “syntactically interoperable: two system are syntactically inter-
operable if they use the same structure for the information that
flows between the systems and is processed by the systems;
• semantically interoperable: two systems are semantically inter-
operable if they have a common understanding of the seman-
tics of the information that flows between the systems and is
processed by the systems.” (ISO/CEN, 2011, p.28)
Semantic interoperability becomes more and more acknowledged outside of
the research community, as e.g. shown by a major European Commission (EC)
initiative to facilitate (semantic) interoperability called JoinUp intended for pub-
lic administrations (EC, 2014).
Achieving syntactic interoperability for SDIs in general and distributed geo-
processing in particular is well advanced, e.g. by implementing the OGC WPS in-
terface (OGC, 2007) and ISO 19119 (ISO/CEN, 2011). Semantic interoperability
on the other hand, especially for distributed geoprocessing, has not advanced
accordingly although having been identified as crucial for geospatial applica-
tions several times during the last fifteen years e.g. by Harvey et al. (1999);
Brauner et al. (2009a); Foerster et al. (2011); Brauner (2012). Semantic interoper-
ability is further discussed in greater detail by e.g. Bishr (1998) and Kavouras
and Kokla (2008, pp. 43–51).
If two implementations share the same interface and are thus syntactically
interoperable, they can be exchanged with each other. This enables general
vendor independence. However, if the implementations of two different ven-
dors share the same syntactical interface they are not necessarily exchangeable
as they may produce different results. Deciding whether two implementations
share the same functionality and produce the same results requires knowledge
about the meaning of the implementation. To ensure semantic interoperability
this knowledge has to be formalized (Section 2.3 and Section 6.3).
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Evolution of distributed and interoperable geoprocessing
There are three stages of evolution of distributed and interoperable geopro-
cessing in SDIs characterized by increasing numbers of users and decreasing
amounts of required expertise (Bernard, 2014):
1. Sharing geoprocessing libraries/tools:
Several well established systems like desktop GIS and software libraries
are used to develop logic and algorithms. The systems are usually used
locally and are proprietary, e.g. customized models are built with the Arc-
GIS model builder and included into the user toolbox or implemented as
Python scripts. Possibly, they can be exchanged mutually and by hand
between users. This usually requires manual adaption and lacks automa-
tion.
2. Sharing geoprocessing capabilities:
The generic OGC WPS is used more and more to publish and share geopro-
cessing capabilities, e.g. for spatial decision support, interpolations, aggre-
gations, or routing. Brauner et al. (2009a) provide a review of common us-
ages. The WPS enables syntactic interoperability by using well formalized
process descriptions exactly describing the necessary input and output
parameters, and technical parameters on how the result shall be handled.
If desktop GIS and software libraries do not provide standardized inter-
faces they can be wrapped with a WPS interface and thus become more
accessible (Brauner, 2008; Brauner et al., 2009b).
3. Sharing geoprocessing logic (algorithms):
Exchanging geoprocessing logic is the next step towards semantic inter-
operability which requires (1) accepted exchange mechanisms and (2) ac-
cepted formalizations containing the meaning of geoprocessing logic.
To meet (1), techniques are currently being developed, combining the
moving code paradigm (Müller et al., 2010, 2013) as suggested by Bernard
et al. (2005a); Brauner et al. (2009a), improved descriptions of necessary
processing environments (Müller, 2013), and a community platform simi-
lar to an appstore for improved collaboration between geoprocessing de-
velopers and domain scientists (Kadner et al., 2012).
Addressing (2) and establishing the required formalizations are the main
scope of this thesis, leading towards the (geospatial) Semantic Web vision
(Section 2.3).
2.2 geooperators - building blocks for workflows
Geooperators play a central role in this thesis for the categorization and formal-
ization but subsequently also as building blocks for geoprocessing workflows.
A comprehensive definition for the term geooperator as used in this thesis is
given at the end of this subsection.
First, the terms product, binary relation, function, and operation need to be de-
fined:
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product “The binary operation product returns the set of ordered pairs, whose
first element is a member of the first set and second element is a member
of the second set. The product of sets S and T is denoted S× T .” (Worboys
and Duckham, 2004, p. 94)
binary relation “A binary relation is a subset of the product of two sets,
whose ordered pairs show the relationships between members of the first
set and members of the second set.” (Worboys and Duckham, 2004, p. 94)
Some relations have additional properties:
• "A relation where every element of the set is related to itself is termed
a reflexive relation.
• A relation where if x is related to y then y is related to x is termed a
symmetric relation.
• A relation where if x is related to y and y is related to z then x is
related to z is termed a transitive relation." (Worboys and Duckham,
2004, p. 95)
function From a strictly mathematical point of view, a function is a left-total
and right-unique relation (Bartsch, 1998, pp. 306–307).
A function can also be seen as “[. . . ] a special type of relation which has the
property that each member of the first set relates to exactly one member
of the second set. Thus a function provides a rule that transforms each
member of the first set, called the domain, into a member of the second
set, called the codomain. We use the notation:
f : S→ T
to mean that f is a function, S is the domain, and T is the codomain. If the
result of applying function f to element x of S is y, we write y = f(x) or
f : x ↦→ y." (Worboys and Duckham, 2004, p. 96)
operation is related to the term function and as such often used in mathe-
matics. It is defined as “an action or procedure which produces a new
value from one or more input values, called ‘operands’ ” (Wikipedia,
2014). An operation describes the whole process towards calculating the
result, whereas the operator is the actual connector between the inputs
defining its character. A common example are the operators for the ba-
sic arithmetic operations (plus, minus, times, and obelus). An operator
takes one or more operands (also: arguments, or inputs) from a domain
to derive new objects (the value, result, or output) in the codomain from
input objects; the number of inputs is called arity, whereas unary (oper-
ations with one input) and binary operations (operator with two inputs)
are most common. (Wikipedia, 2014)
Specific geoprocessing related definitions for operation are given below.
Geooperators
Following the definition of geoprocessing and distributed geoprocessing (Sec-
tion 2.1), geooperators provide building blocks for geoprocessing models, espe-
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cially for distributed geoprocessing, sometimes also referred to as geoprocess-
ing workflows (Foerster et al., 2011). Geooperators are used to manipulate geo-
data and associated data (e.g. buffer distances) resulting in new geodatasets or
to analyze and interpret spatial phenomenon (e.g. whether two streets intersect
or not). The input geodatasets represent operands of an operation.
For successfully bringing together geooperators and applicable geodatasets,
both need to share the same understanding of what they provide (geodataset)
and what is done (geooperator). For instance, a geooperator expects wind di-
rection to calculate an air pollution plume. Without a shared understanding of
wind direction the plume may be calculated in the opposite direction (Janowicz
et al., 2010).
Geooperators can deal with the basic components of geodata, e.g. Aronoff
(1991, pp. 162–164), Chrisman (2002, pp. 16–18, however neglecting topology):
• Geometry (geographic position),
• Topology (spatial relationship),
• Semantics (attributes),
• Dynamics (time).
This holds true for multidimensional geodata (three spatial dimension, one
temporal dimension, and unlimited thematic dimensions) as well. Besides, geo-
operators can operate on all data and feature models, including the raster and
vector data type, even using inputs from different models or changing the data
type or model during the operation. Geooperators can be parameterized with
non-spatial data (e.g. buffer distances) or non-spatial parameters to run and
control the operation.
In terms of the thematic dimension, any scale of geodata attributes can be ma-
nipulated by a geooperator. This includes the scales defined by Stevens: nomi-
nal, ordinal, interval, and ratio (Stevens, 1946), and also Chrisman’s extension
of Steven’s scales (Chrisman, 1995), additionally taking location and time into
account. Scales of attribute data play a major role in the decision whether cer-
tain geooperators can be used for a meaningful analysis of the dataset at hand
(Stasch et al., 2014). Scales of attribute data thus qualify as geooperator cate-
gories.
From a legacy perspective, GIS provide a multitude of functionality. But not
all functionality is actually spatial as e.g. data preparation and data conver-
sion and especially data visualization functionality are not necessarily spatial
besides dealing with spatial data. However, following the definition of geopro-
cessing from Foerster et al. (2011), even if the considered attributes are nominal
and per se non-spatial (e.g. selecting roads which are attributed as one-way or
pedestrian-only) it is still considered geoprocessing as the output are spatial
features or the analysis takes place in a geospatial context. Such functionality
thus also qualifies for being conceptualized by geooperators.
There are alternative terms for geooperators which are widely used. Some
are discussed further below to emphasize why the term operator was chosen.
As legacy GIS play an important role, the terms and definitions used within are
highlighted here as well.
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algorithm is a set of rules representing a conceptual model (also see model
below) for solving a problem before it is being implemented for computer
usage (Burrough and McDonnell, 1998, p. 298).
command is used in the GRASS online manual (GRASS, 2014a) and by Neteler
and Mitasova (2007, p. 25) to address GRASS modules (see definition for
module below). Most likely the term originates from the command line us-
age of GRASS (Neteler and Mitasova, 2007, p. 25) in the past. The definition
aligns with the definition of Burrough and McDonnell (1998, p. 299).
functionality is a collective term for functions implemented in software. It
is often used to describe the range of functions that are implemented, e.g.
GIS functionality describing the amount of tools and thus representing the
capabilities of a GIS, see e.g. Worboys and Duckham (2004, pp. 5–16) and
Neteler and Mitasova (2007, pp. 11–13).
model is amongst others defined by Burrough and McDonnell (1998, p. 303)
as a “set of algorithms written in computer code that describes a given
physical process or natural phenomenon of the earth’s surface”. This
aligns with the definition of geoprocessing by Foerster et al. (2011) as
discussed in Section 2.1.
A model is defined as a “model of a physical process” (Burrough, 1992)
which is an “ordered set of operations that describe the essence of that
process in terms of observable or verifiable inputs and outputs” (Bur-
rough, 1992).
“A model defines a representation of parts of one domain in another. In GIS, mod-
els are needed to define the relationship between our geographic environment (the
source domain) and the representation of that environment within a computer
(the target domain).” (Worboys and Duckham, 2004, p. 133)
The term is also used in data model (Burrough and McDonnell, 1998, pp.
301), which is defined further on.
In ArcGIS, model is usually referred to as a user built geoprocessing
model which is an ArcGIS tool (Esri, 2014b).
A conceptual model represents abstract representations of phenomena in
the human mind (Burrough and McDonnell, 1998, p. 299).
module is a single part of software offering a certain functionality (Burrough
and McDonnell, 1998, p. 303), e.g. an interpolation. Many modules usually
form a system, e.g. a GIS like the 350+ GRASS modules forming GRASS
(Neteler and Mitasova, 2007, pp. 331–345).
operation is a “specification of a transformation or query that an object may
be called to execute. It has a name and a list of parameters.” (ISO/CEN,
2011, p. 14)
“Operations are the procedures that manipulate the information to con-
struct new relationships or to extract results from the sources.” (Chrisman,
2002, p. 103)
General mathematically related definitions for operation are given above.
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package is “a set of computer programs that can be used for a particular
generalized class of applications” (Burrough and McDonnell, 1998, pp.
304).
In the GIS context the term is often used as GIS package, encompassing all
GIS functionality for data collection, management and storage, analysis/
transformation, and visualization (Worboys and Duckham, 2004, p. 2).
process /processing “Fundamentally, a process is a physical or computa-
tional operation that may receive input and based on configurable param-
eters and a methodology, generate output” (OGC, 2014d, p. 27).
“An atomic process can be understood as a transformation of geospatial
data based on well-defined functions” (Janowicz et al., 2010).
processing service “Processing services are services that perform large-
scale computations involving substantial amounts of data. [. . . ] A pro-
cessing service does not include capabilities for providing persistent stor-
age of data or transfer of data over networks” (ISO/CEN, 2011, p. 29).
Processing services comprise four subtypes of geographic processing ser-
vices (ISO/CEN, 2011, p. 32):
• Spatial,
• Thematic,
• Temporal,
• Metadata.
Examples for each type are given in ISO/CEN (2011, pp. 33–35). Further
details can be found in Section 4.1.5.
tool is used in ArcGIS to describe a distinct functionality, similar to a GRASS
module described above. Tools are integrated into different toolboxes
(Esri, 2014b).
toolbox /toolset are containers for different tools in ArcGIS, usually con-
taining tools for a certain purpose, e.g. the Network Analyst toolbox (Esri,
2014b). Toolboxes are used to create a hierarchy of tools in ArcGIS.
workflow is relevant as in a geoprocessing workflow, a concept defined by Fo-
erster et al. (2011) used to chain different geoprocessing services to solve
complex geospatial problems.
A workflow is also describing the technical implementation of a geopro-
cess model as Web Service (e.g. WPS). An in-depth analysis of building
and using geoprocessing workflows is given by Foerster et al. (2011).
Initially, all of the defined terms above (algorithm, command, function, func-
tionality, module, operation, process/processing service, tool) were considered
as alternatives for (geo)operator but have since been discarded for various rea-
sons. Algorithm is very abstract and usually integrating a number of steps to
solve a problem; this research focuses on the building blocks of an algorithm.
A command not necessarily uses I/O parameters and is additionally a term fre-
quently used in GRASS. Functionality encompasses a number of functions and is
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thus a too broad term. Module and process/processing service are again two of the
more fitting candidates in terms of granularity, but focus on the actual imple-
mentation in software or Web Services - geooperators are yet more conceptual.
Tool is a good candidate as well, but missing the notion that operands and pa-
rameters play an important role as well - besides the fact that in the geospatial
context the term is coined by ArcGIS. Operator is chosen above operation as it
captures the essence of an operation and focuses on the links between operands.
Although all of the above terms are - to various extents - relevant for this
research, in the end, the term geooperator was chosen. It comprises a rigid defi-
nition of input and output parameters and the definition of further parameters
to control the execution. This is especially important for the formal descriptions
necessary for the integration into SDIs and for the assembly of workflows from
geooperators. Additionally, the term geooperator is not in use in the context of
legacy GIS, thus emphasizing the independence from GIS vendors.
Geooperators require spatial datasets as operands. Spatial datasets are often
described by three terms: data model, data structure, and data format. They are
used as follows in this thesis - as long as they are not part of a quotation:
data view is usually distinguished in field and object/entity view on the
represented world (Kuhn, 2012; Neteler and Mitasova, 2007, pp. 7–8).
Sometimes the term conceptual models is used instead, see e.g. Burrough
and McDonnell (1998, pp. 20–21).
Mitchell (1999, p. 12) distinguishes between discrete features and continuous
phenomena which can be mapped to field and object/entity respectively.
ISO 19109 does not distinguish between fields and objects but defines that
everything in the real world can be represented as a feature. If it has
spatial attributes it is a geographic feature (ISO/CEN, 2006a, pp. 12–25).
More specific ISO standards introduce objects (ISO 19107) and coverages
(ISO 19123) as subtypes for feature.
data model is “an abstraction of the real world which incorporates only
those properties thought to be relevant for the application or applications
at hand, usually a human conceptualization of reality” (Peuquet, 1984).
Data model “in a GIS, [is] composed of a measurement framework and a
scheme of representation” (Chrisman, 2002, p. 38).
Data model is distinguished into raster model and vector model, e.g.
Aronoff (1991, pp. 164–180), Burrough and McDonnell (1998, p. 21–26),
Chrisman (2002, pp. 76–83), Neteler and Mitasova (2007, pp. 8–9), Mitchell
(1999, p. 14–15). Although there is a conceptual difference between data
model and data structure, both terms are often used synonymously.
From a standardization terminology perspective, ISO 19107 defines that
vector data is represented by objects (ISO/CEN, 2005b, p. 8). ISO 19123
(ISO/CEN, 2007, p. 5) defines raster data as coverages.
Data models in GIS cannot be compared to data models as known from
databases (Chrisman, 2002, p. 38).
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data structure is “a representation of the data model often expressed in
terms of diagrams, lists and arrays designed to reflect the recording of
the data in computer code” (Peuquet, 1984).
Data structure is “an arrangement of data entities that permits the con-
struction of relationships through software operations; implements a data
model” (Chrisman, 2002, p. 71).
Data structure means e.g. raster and vector data structures (in a more
technical context than data model), e.g. Burrough and McDonnell (1998,
pp. 26–27). Berry (1993, pp. ix–16) uses these terms as well, however not
consistently; sometimes he also uses data model. Although there is a con-
ceptual difference between data model and data structure, both terms are
often used synonymously.
data format represents encoding, e.g. Geographic Markup Language (GML).
Details are discussed e.g. in Neteler and Mitasova (2007, pp. 53–82).
data type is used to describe attribute data, e.g. Boolean, Integer or String,
e.g. Burrough and McDonnell (1998, pp. 27–28).
N.B., with regard to the above terms, the OGC uses the same terminology and defini-
tions as ISO.
A rather rigid definition of these terms is required to prevent confusion es-
pecially in standards for spatial information (Probst et al., 2004; Kuhn, 2012).
However, the subject of geospatial data representation constantly provokes so-
phisticated debates, as e.g. discussions in Peuquet (1984); Couclelis (1992); Egen-
hofer and Frank (1992); Goodchild (1992a); Albrecht (1998); Kuhn (2012, 2014);
Câmara et al. (2014) show.
Conclusion - definition of geooperator
Geoprocessing functionality is implemented by either desktop GIS, software
libraries, or encapsulated in Web Services. The concept of geooperators is in-
troduced providing a general term which is neither used in context of these
implementations nor the relevant literature.
Based on the assessment of literature and the findings in this section, the
following definition of geooperator is derived and used further in this research:
geooperator is a distinct, well defined and usually implemented piece of
software serving a particular purpose for geospatial analysis or transfor-
mation.
If a geooperator is well-defined in the literature but not implemented
in any GIS, it is defined as an abstract geooperator. Geooperators have
an arbitrary number of input and output operands, most of them spatial.
Additional non-spatial parameters can be defined to control the operator,
e.g. a buffer distance.
Following the definition of geooperator, geooperators can be anything from
an atomic operator up to a more complex workflow built from a number of
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atomic operators. Thus, the granularity of geooperators is rather diverse. Sec-
ond, geooperators are used in a wide range of different domains and can thus
be known by a number of different names, although conceptually being the
same.
The above definition of geooperator is conceptualized in Chapter 5, especially
in regard to formalization requirements.
To distinguish the terms process/processing and (geo)processing service from the
term geooperator, they are used in this thesis as follows:
process/processing when used in a geospatial context, process/processing
encapsulates a distinct functionality offered by an OGC WPS (see Section 2.1
for a differentiated discussion of the term geoprocessing).
(geo)processing service GIS functionality, geooperators, and GIS modules
are often wrapped as geoprocessing services in a WPS.
According to the above definition of geooperators, they are well-defined ei-
ther by explicit implementation in a GIS or in the literature. To achieve (se-
mantic) interoperability for geooperators, they need to be exchangeable. An
exchangeability of geooperator instances on implementation level is trivial, as a
geooperator instance GRASS v.buffer from provider A does not differ conceptu-
ally from a geooperator instance of GRASS v.buffer from provider B. It can thus be
concluded that the geooperator GRASS v.buffer does not need to be exchangeable
on a concept level. More important is the exchangeability with a geooperator
ArcGIS Buffer, which provides almost identical results if properly configured.
This leads to the following definition of exchangeability for geooperators for
usage in this thesis:
exchangeability of geooperators A geooperator can be exchanged with
another geooperator from a different backend if the alternative geooper-
ator can be configured to derive (almost) identical results. Such backend-
independent exchangeability is aspired to enable semantic interoperabil-
ity. Conceptually, an exchange of geooperators on instance level does not
occur for the reasons given above.
2.3 formalizations - towards the semantic web
As mentioned before, the establishment of the required formalizations for geo-
processing leading towards the (geospatial) Semantic Web vision is addressed
in this thesis. The Semantic Web vision is defined and motivated by Berners-Lee
et al. (2001), and revisited by Shadbolt et al. (2006). So, although the idea of the
Semantic Web is not a very recent one, it is currently still a mere vision. The
concept is extended to the Semantic Geospatial Web by Egenhofer (2002). Both
concepts are discussed in relation to this thesis in this section, as they provide
a sound basis for the conceptualization for geooperators and categories (Chap-
ter 5) and its formalization (Section 6.3). This research supports the migration
towards the Semantic (Geospatial) Web - and addresses geoprocessing in SDIs.
The current Web is designed for human readers, computers are not able to
process and manipulate its content in a meaningful manner and thus cannot
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provide automatic processing for data and information. The Semantic Web pro-
vides a structure for meaningful Web content where software agents can deal
with and solve sophisticated problems. The Semantic Web is not separate from
the current Web but extends it by machine readable logic. To allow software
agents to reason on the available information, information needs to be formal-
ized to be machine readable, and the Semantic Web requires the definition of
inference rules for reasoning. To describe these rules, a language is required
which will be “as expressive as needed to allow the Web to reason as widely as
desired” (Berners-Lee et al., 2001). To achieve an as much as possible versatile
language it needs to be able to accept paradoxes and unanswered questions. As
does the current Web, the Semantic Web relinquishes a central database and is
thus decentralized. (Berners-Lee et al., 2001)
To formalize information, the Semantic Web builds on three basic compo-
nents (Berners-Lee et al., 2001):
1. Extensible Markup Language (XML):
XML (W3C, 2008c) allows for arbitrary and user-defined data structures
and metadata structures (without formalized meaning) that can be pro-
cessed by computers and humans alike.
2. Resource Description Framework (RDF):
“The Resource Description Framework (RDF) is a language for represent-
ing information about resources in the World Wide Web” (W3C, 2004)
using XML syntax. Meaning is represented in sets of triples resembling
subject, verb and object in natural languages. A majority of data processed
by machines is described this way. Automation comes to its limitations
when (similar) terms are defined ambiguously. Therefore unambiguous
Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs) are created containing web accessible
definitions.
3. Ontologies:
Ontologies in the Artificial Intelligence (AI) context and Web context are
structured information collections which formalize classes of objects and
their relations among each other, most commonly in form of a taxonomy
and respective inference rules. There are many different ontologies for the
Semantic Web in existence. This can cause problems when the solution to
a task involves more than one ontology, e.g. one ontology uses U.S. Zone
Improvement Plan (ZIP) codes for addresses whereas the other one uses
postal codes. These problems can be addressed with equivalence relations
defined as links among different ontologies. All in all, ontologies enable
more accurate results for sophisticated Web searches (especially when
multiple locations are involved) and aggregate information with formal-
ized knowledge and inference rules. Further details about ontologies are
given below.
To work with information, encoded in XML, RDF and ontologies, the Seman-
tic Web envisions software agents to collect content from various sources, to
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process this information and to exchange the results with other agents. Addi-
tionally, software agents provide the exchange of reliability details about the col-
lected information (by cross-checking with ontologies). They provide means to
encrypt/sign information for allowing trust management, they autonomously
extract meaning from ontologies they discover, and last but not least they are
able to create workflows (value chains) solving sophisticated problems. (Berners-
Lee et al., 2001)
To enable software agents and users to find information on the Semantic
Web, service discovery is crucial. Service discovery is mainly provided by soft-
ware agents communicating to one another what functionality they provide
and what input data they can deal with. These details are also registered in
directories resembling catalogs in the OGC world or service registries in SOAs.
Catalogs and service registries provide directory capabilities only on a syn-
tactic and functional level, and are strongly based on standards. A first step to-
wards a Semantic Web is provided by directories extended by semantic markup.
(Berners-Lee et al., 2001)
In 2006, Shadbolt et al. (2006) still characterize URIs and RDF as key compo-
nents of a Semantic Web, particularly supplemented by Web Ontology Lan-
guage (OWL) as formalization for ontologies. Accessibility of each concept in
the Semantic Web by URIs is not yet widespread but crucial to fulfill the vision
of a Semantic Web. When entities are missing a URI, they cannot be found, not
linked to each other, and are therefore not accessible, let alone in different rep-
resentations, e.g. formalized for software agents or human readable. Available
ontologies alone are not yet fulfilling the Semantic Web vision either. They also
need to be distributed and linked to be usable. Until then, they cannot fulfill
their role as the core essence of the Semantic Web. Reusing and integrating
external ontologies requires careful tracking of provenance information, espe-
cially when agents compile information of multiple sources. (Shadbolt et al.,
2006)
The Semantic Geospatial Web
In their case study, Berners-Lee et al. (2001) already implicitly envision a spa-
tially Semantic Web: a user searches for the locations of treatment facilities in
a 20 mile radius by an implicit buffer operation. This enquiry can only be ad-
dressed by a spatially aware Semantic Web. This is recognized by Egenhofer
who subsequently defines the “Semantic Geospatial Web” Egenhofer (2002).
Egenhofer initiates an extension to the Semantic Web vision so that the geospa-
tial characteristic and meaning can be dealt with in a suitable manner, resulting
in the development of respective geospatial and terminological ontologies us-
able by humans and machines alike. He states that “higher-level computational
operations that need to compare, query, analyze, combine, or integrate data
cannot be carried out due to the lack of methods that make compatible in-
formation available” (Egenhofer, 2002), which is particularly applicable in the
geospatial context. He describes that current interoperability is primarily ad-
dressing data encoding issues, which is insufficient for proper data processing.
A “key issue for the Semantic Geospatial Web is that it captures, analyzes, and
tailors geospatial information, much beyond the purely lexical and syntactic
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level” (Egenhofer, 2002). Approaches for finding required geospatial data and
processing functionality are yet missing. (Egenhofer, 2002)
In terms of a research agenda for the Semantic Geospatial Web, Egenhofer
sees two initial research issues:
“[. . . ] (1) we need a plausible canonical form in which to pose
geospatial data queries and (2) we need methods to assess the se-
mantics of available data sources to see whether their semantic struc-
ture can be exploited for any particular geospatial query task.” (Egen-
hofer, 2002)
The issues described for (2) are addressed by e.g. Kavouras and Kokla (2008),
Kuhn (2003, 2005), and Rodriguez’s semantic similarity measurements (Ro-
dríguez et al., 1999; Rodríguez and Egenhofer, 2003, 2004). The related work
section in Janowicz et al. (2010) provides a general overview about relevant
work which also addresses (2).
(1) however, is addressed by the proposed geooperators in this thesis as they
represent the building blocks for geospatial data queries. To serve as build-
ing blocks, geooperators are first conceptualized (Chapter 5) and subsequently
formalized (Chapter 6). For the canonical form of geospatial data queries, Egen-
hofer (2002) defines that a <geospatial request> is a <geospatial constraint> which
can be linked optionally with <logical connective> with other geospatial re-
quests. A geospatial request can also be compared in its very basic form to
a spatial Structured Query Language (SQL) WHERE clause. The formal definition
for <geospatial request> is given in Equation 1 (Egenhofer, 2002):
<geospatial request> ::=
<geospatial constraint>
[<logical connective><geospatial request>]
(1)
where
<logical connective> ::= "and" | "or" (2)
and
<geospatial constraint> ::=
<geospatial term>
<geospatial comparator>
<geospatial term>
(3)
The meaning of <geospatial comparator> is defined in a geospatial-relation
ontology and <geospatial terms> can either be geospatial classes (based on a
geospatial feature ontology) or be geospatial labels representing locations, e.g.
coming from a geospatial gazetteer. (Egenhofer, 2002)
The geospatial-relation ontology shall include (Egenhofer, 2002):
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• Synonyms, e.g. in vs. inside vs. within. This is important for the categoriza-
tion of geooperators.
• Algebraic properties of spatial relations (e.g. if a is in b and b is in c then
a is in c). This is why mathematics are important for the processing of
geooperators.
• The mapping of spatial terms onto corresponding geometries (e.g. a is in b
means that the interior of a is completely contained in the union of the
boundary of b and the interior of b).
The geooperators proposed in this research can be seen as part of a geospatial-
relation ontology - considering but not explicitly taking geospatial feature on-
tologies into account. Geospatial feature ontologies represent the meaning of
geooperators’ parameters or operands. Further information about geospatial
ontologies addressing primarily the semantics of geodata can be found in e.g.
Kavouras and Kokla (2008). An overview about steps towards the Spatial Se-
mantic Web is contained in van Oosterom and Zlatanova (2008).
Classification vs. categorization
Both, the Semantic Web and the Semantic Geospatial Web, are based on the
structuring of information to ensure processability by computers and humans
alike. Even current geoprocessing technologies require formalized interface de-
scriptions to achieve syntactic interoperability - which is well advanced and
addressed by the OGC WPS. The challenge to enable semantic interoperability
and address the vision of the Semantic (Geospatial) Web lies in the concep-
tualization and formalization of the meaning of geooperators. This process is
two-parted: (1) first, the knowledge needs to be conceptualized independently
from the actual encoding (Chapter 5), then, (2) the conceptualized knowledge
needs to be formalized using a machine readability encoding (Chapter 6).
For (1), relevant knowledge conceptualization approaches exist, yet indepen-
dently of their encoding. They can be defined as follows:
classification is “[. . . ] a system of classes, ordered according to a prede-
termined set of principles and used to organize a set of entities [. . . ]”
(Jacob, 2004). An entity can only belong to “one class within a system of
mutually exclusive and nonoverlapping classes” (Jacob, 2004). In conclu-
sion, this entails that only one view on all entities can be created with a
classification.
categorization “[. . . ] can be defined as the placement of entities in groups
whose members bear some similarity to each other” (Jacob, 2004). Each
category is defined by a set of criteria representing entity properties that
need to be matched.
Compared to a classification, where an entity can only belong to one class,
an entity in a categorization can be part of multiple categories (Sinclair,
2007, p. 37).
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Classification and categorization are often used synonymously (Sinclair, 2007,
p. 35); this is further discussed in Jacob (2004). For this research however, the
difference between classification and categorization is vital. The research in this
thesis requires geooperators to be able to be assigned to multiple categories, as
is further argued in Section 4.4.2. Therefore, a classification does not qualify for
the purpose of this thesis and a categorization is used.
Controlled vocabularies
Categorization is an indexing technique originating from library and informa-
tion science (Jacob, 2004). A number of categorization approaches and for-
malisms are popular, and require consideration for a geooperator categoriza-
tion. The most generalized term describing categorization approaches is con-
trolled vocabulary. Two references are recommended for discussions and best
practices concerning controlled vocabularies: (Leise, 2008) provides a concise
overview and introduction into controlled vocabularies, further details can be
found in Hedden (2010):
controlled vocabulary “At a minimum, a controlled vocabulary is a re-
stricted list of words or terms used for indexing or categorizing” (Hedden,
2008) a certain concept. To describe entities of this concept only words
from the controlled vocabulary are allowed. (Hedden, 2008)
A pragmatic definition is given by Leise. He defines a controlled vocab-
ulary as a “list of terms and term relationships designed to (1) collect
similar information, (2) assist content authors in consistently tagging con-
tent, and (3) enable users to find the information they need by translating
their language into the language of the information store” (Leise, 2008).
The focus here is on the relationships between terms.
Controlled vocabularies suffer from a missing terminology consensus. Nowa-
days, almost all terms related to controlled vocabularies are called a taxonomy,
including synonym rings, authority files, thesauri, and polyhierarchies (the def-
initions for these terms are discussed further below). Originally, a taxonomy is
defined as a rigid classification of concepts such as the classification of plants,
animals, and minerals Systema naturæ developed by Linné (1767). (Hedden,
2010, Introduction)
All terms in a controlled vocabulary can have and most of the time do have
relationships to other terms. Three types of relationships are identified by Leise
(2008):
synonymy is a basic relationship type and most often applied to terms. It
describes equal or almost equal terms, e.g. chips and French fries. The
context in which terms are used matters significantly, as it can alter the
meaning, e.g. chips and French fries are the same in the U.K. but have a
different meaning in the U.S.
hierarchical relationships specify broader or narrower meaning be-
tween parent and child terms. Two different subtypes are distinguished:
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whole-part relationships describe terms for which child terms form
parts of the parent term, e.g. wheels, air bags, etc. form a car.
instance relationships are used to pool child terms which are of a
parent type term, e.g. pyramids and skyscrapers are buildings.
associative relationships is the most complex relationship type. It re-
flects arbitrary connections between terms, e.g. photography has a rela-
tion to cameras. In contrast to hierarchical relationships, associative re-
lationships are symmetrical bijective, e.g. cameras also have a relation
to photography. Relationships within the same and between different
branches of the hierarchy are possible. Associative relationships are to
a larger degree affected by subjectivity than the other relationship types.
(Hedden, 2010, Chapter 4)
Subsequently, the controlled vocabulary terms synonym ring, authority file, tax-
onomy, and finally thesaurus are discussed in regard to the relationship types
defined above by Leise (2008):
synonym rings only use synonymy relationships.
authority files also use only synonym rings but additionally define one
preferred term, e.g. French fries are the same as chips but French fries is
the preferred term.
taxonomy is the same as an authority file but supplemented by hierarchical
relationships, so called broader terms and narrower terms. Taxonomies
can either have one single top level term, which is then called a strict
taxonomy or several different top level terms.
thesaurus includes all features of a taxonomy and in addition permits as-
sociative relationships. Thesauri are the most sophisticated controlled vo-
cabularies.
Thesauri are standardized by ISO 25964 (ISO, 2011, 2013). Unfortunately,
the full text documents were not accessible during the time of the writ-
ing of this thesis. However, the accessible U.S. national American Na-
tional Standards Institute (ANSI)/National Information Standards Organi-
zation (NISO) standard Z39.19–2005 (R2010) (ANSI/NISO, 2010) confirms
the aspects described in this subsection.
polyhierarchies are extensions for both taxonomies and thesauri. They en-
able a term to reside in multiple categories at once. They are very chal-
lenging in regard to their software support.
Controlled vocabularies are deployed for a number of possible usages. They
are often used for navigation, e.g. as site maps on websites, and they are often
used to enhance search functionality by improving search results based on key-
words from the controlled vocabulary or by providing search result categories
resembling a basic facet browsing as described in Section 7.2. The facets used
for facet browsing depend on the discovery context as well as on user needs.
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Usually, there are multiple paths to follow in facet browsing to discover desired
results. (Leise, 2008)
Leise (2008) states that controlled vocabulary creation is tedious and easily
worthless without proper and continuous maintenance. Thus, governance as-
pects need to be considered carefully: “if it is used by more than one person,
there is control over who adds terms or how terms can be added to the list”
(Hedden, 2008). This especially includes:
• "Add/delete associative relationships
• Revise term
• Add/delete term
• Reorganize hierarchy (change hierarchical relationships)
• Modify facet label (major hierarchy section label
• Add/delete facet or major hierarchy section" (Leise, 2008)
Furthermore, there needs to be an instance governing the maintenance, defin-
ing rules for the previously described maintenance operations, and an instance
owning the controlled vocabulary. Even more important is a defined and con-
tinuous review process, ensuring the correctness of the included knowledge. If
these organizational aspects are not well covered, the controlled vocabulary is
doomed to insignificance. (Leise, 2008)
Terms used to describe categorizations as required by future work (Chapter 8)
include:
folksonomy is “a collection of keyword terms or tags that have been as-
signed to content by multiple users (the creators of content and/or the
readers of content). These terms do not belong to any controlled vocab-
ulary but are rather words of the users’ own choosing” (Hedden, 2010,
Appendix B: Glossary).
Sinclair (2007, pp. 119–196) describes a folksonomy based approach to
categorize information. Kuhn (2012) also motivates to use folksonomies
to capture meaning.
ontologies “An ontology is a logical theory accounting for the intended mean-
ing for a formal vocabulary, i.e. its ontological commitment to a particular
conceptualization of the world” (Guarino, 1998). This definition supersedes
the one postulated in Guarino and Giaretta (1995) and provides a more
formal definition of the ontology description used by Berners-Lee at al.,
previously given in this section for the Semantic Web context.
Ontologies can also be defined as a philosophical discipline (the term is
then often used with a capital “O”), an informal conceptual system, a
formal semantic account, a specification of conceptualization, a represen-
tation of a conceptual system, the vocabulary used by a logical theory, and
as a specification of a logical theory (Guarino and Giaretta, 1995). These
definitions are immaterial for this thesis.
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“The semantics of concepts of a given domain is usually encapsulated, elu-
cidated, and specified by an ontology” (Kavouras and Kokla, 2008, p. 10).
Ontologies provide formal descriptions of data, and allow for knowledge
discovery, reasoning, semantic-based query processing, similarity com-
parisons and Web semantics (Kavouras and Kokla, 2008, pp. 10–12). A
figurative overview how the real world relates to ontologies is given in
Lemmens et al. (2007) following an approach of Fonseca et al. (2002a,b).
Kavouras and Kokla (2008, pp. 27–42) provide an overview about geo-
graphic ontologies.
Preliminary conclusions - formalization
After analyzing the fundamentals in regard to formalizations, the following
preliminary conclusion are drawn for the research in this thesis:
Following a simplistic and pragmatic approach, geooperators in this thesis
are categorized instead of classified. A geooperator needs to be able to be as-
signed to multiple categories at once, e.g. a category that describes the under-
lying geodata model and a category describing the GIS backend in which it is
implemented. This topic including the definition of geooperator categories is
further discussed in Section 4.4.2 and Chapter 5.
As controlled vocabulary type to contain geooperator knowledge, a thesaurus
is chosen, because relations build on synonymy are obviously required for geo-
operators, e.g. the ArcGIS Buffer tool is (almost) equivalent to the GRASS module
v.buffer. Whole-part relationship are relevant for e.g. categories based on geo-
processing patterns (Section 8.1) and geooperators belonging to a Map Algebra
category. Instance relationships are elementary as well, e.g. both the ArcGIS
Buffer tool and the GRASS module v.buffer belong to a category Buffer operators.
Associative relationships represent all other possible relationships or links, e.g.
least cost path often requires Map Algebra or raster calculator operators. Obvi-
ously, polyhierarchies are required for geooperators and categories as well (see
previous paragraph).
In terms of encoding and in contrast to plain RDF, OWL and SKOS, both based
on RDF, enable improved machine readability and thus enhance interoperability
in the Semantic Web (W3C, 2004). To achieve its full potential, geooperator
formalization needs to build on these widely used standards. A majority of
data processed by machines can be described with RDF triples (Berners-Lee
et al., 2001). The decision to use RDF/SKOS for this purpose is discussed in
Section 6.1.6.
In regard to future work, besides formalizations for geooperators and cate-
gories, further knowledge formalizations are required for creating and describ-
ing workflows for automatic execution. This includes formalizations allowing
for basic evaluation and validation of meaningful workflows. Also, the pro-
posed recommendations for the user (‘this geooperator may be useful for your
problem’) need an appropriate formalization. For the future definition of an al-
gebra, more advanced formalization concepts need to be used. An algebra can
e.g. be formalized as a formal language, including a grammar, e.g. based on
the Extended Backus-Naur Form (EBNF). More details on these requirements
for future work are given in Chapter 8.
3
C A S E S T U D Y - T R A N S P O RT R O U T E P L A N N I N G
To substantiate the conceptual work in this thesis by a real scenario, a study on
a GIS based Multi Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) problem (Malczewski, 2006)
is selected. The case study originates from a transport route planning problem
in the context of the Via Baltica project. The Via Baltica shall be an autobahn
leading from Germany, via Poland, Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, Finland, and
Sweden finally to Norway. It represents a major EU prestige project for the
Baltics. The leg leading from Warsaw, Poland, to Budzisko, Poland, is disputed
contentiously as it leads through numerous environmentally protected sites.
Therefore, all factors influencing route planning need to be carefully weighted,
this being a focus of the case study. The route shall build on the existing road
network which is upgraded respectively, it shall be in close proximity to the
rail network to support intermodal transportation, it shall leave out as many
protected sites as possible, and it shall support the economic growth of the
region. These requirements are defined as basic criteria and constraints and are
supplemented by further criteria. (Keshkamat et al., 2009)
The study from Keshkamat et al. (2009) is selected as case study in this the-
sis for various reasons: (1) the study represents a typical process analyzed in
GIS, applying much commonly used GIS functionality, and including both, the
raster and the vector data model. (2) Eventually, the functionality needs to be
integrated into a rather complex workflow to solve the underlying problem. (3)
Potential participants of such a transport route planning process are not neces-
sarily geoinformatics experts but are practitioners coming from a wide range
of different planning disciplines. As this thesis applies a pragmatic approach,
these users are the primary focus. The functionality used in this case study will
also serve - where applicable - as a representative amount of functionality to
show the general applicability of the approaches developed and the geoopera-
tors described in this thesis.
In this chapter, problems and fundamentals of the described approach used
by Keshkamat et al. are briefly outlined (Section 3.1), followed by an overview
about operationalization of the different criteria influencing the decision sup-
port (Section 3.2). The workflow and the identified required geoprocessing func-
tionality for each step in this workflow is presented in Section 3.3. Conclusions
are derived from the described case study and outlined in Section 3.4.
3.1 background - decision making for the via baltica
The case study at hand requires a basic understanding of the following terms:
multicriteria decision making (mcdm) “is a set of procedures for anal-
ysis of complex decision problems involving noncommensurable, conflict-
ing criteria on the basis of which alternative decisions are evaluated” (Mal-
czewski, 1999, p. 346).
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Figure 1: Phases of the MCDA process. (Malczewski, 1999, p. 96)
Synonym for Multicriteria Decision Analysis (Malczewski, 1999, p. 81).
spatial decision support system (sdss) An SDSS is “an interactive, com-
puter-based system designed to support a user or group of users in achiev-
ing a higher effectiveness of decision making while solving a semistruc-
tured spatial decision problem” (Malczewski, 1999, p. 348)
spatial multicriteria decision analysis (smda) is “a process involv-
ing a set of geographically defined alternatives (events), from which a
choice of one or more alternatives is made (their ordering performed)
with respect to a given set of evaluation criteria” (Malczewski, 1999, p.
349).
Synonym for Spatial Multicriteria Decision Making (Malczewski, 1999, p.
81).
The weighted sum SMDA approach in Keshkamat et al. (2009) follows the
three subsequent phases of MCDM (Figure 1). In the intelligence phase the prob-
lem is assessed and defined. Based on the problem definition, evaluation crite-
ria are determined and constraints are defined which exclude alternatives from
further evaluation. Based on evaluation criteria, decision alternatives, and crite-
ria weights, a decision matrix is created (design phase). Optionally, to analyze ro-
bustness and determined uncertainties, a sensitivity analysis can be conducted.
Subsequently, recommendations are given based on respective decision rules
(choice phase). (Malczewski, 1999, pp. 95–100)
Pursuing the general SMDA approach as outlined above and the general ap-
proach described e.g. in Mitchell (2012, p. 215–268), and Neteler and Mitasova
(2007, p. 135–139), the following workflow overview is established to solve the
route planning problem of the case study (Keshkamat et al., 2009):
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1. Intelligence phase: criteria are defined and operationalized by datasets. One
dataset can be used in different criteria. Additionally, criteria are grouped
in themes and assessed respectively. One criterion can be part of different
themes and may be assessed differently, e.g. one time having a positive
impact and another time having a negative impact. The following themes
are defined:
• Transport efficiency,
• Ecology,
• Social impact and safety,
• Economic costs and benefits.
Details about the criteria, themes and datasets are given in Section 3.2.
2. Design phase and choice phase: according to stakeholder and expert knowl-
edge, first the criteria in a theme are weighted and subsequently the
themes themselves. Different configurations of the theme weights are de-
veloped representing four different visions for the route:
• Equal vision (all themes are weighted the same),
• Social vision (focusing on social impact and safety, and transport
efficiency),
• Ecology vision (focusing on ecology, and transport efficiency),
• Economy vision (highest impact from economic costs and benefits,
and transport efficiency).
Details about the weights and visions follow in Section 3.2.
3. Geoprocessing: A workflow is implemented representing the decision model,
including pre-processing of all datasets and their integration into the
model. The implementation of the weighting model (where the actual
decision making takes place) and the subsequent calculation leading to
the different routes according to the four visions are also presented.
The model building and the required included GIS functionality is dis-
cussed in Section 3.3.
3.2 operationalization - datasets , criteria , and views
Table 1 contains the proposed themes for the case study. Each theme is sub-
divided into several criteria. Each criterion is either marked benefit, cost or
constraint. These attribute values are important for the assessment of the cri-
teria - whether a criterion provides a positive impact (benefit) or a negative
impact (cost) for the decision matrix. Criteria marked as constraint have an ab-
solute impact on the alternatives, meaning they ultimately permit or prohibit
the construction of the autobahn in the location under consideration.
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Table 1: Themes and criteria for the case study. The explanation column contains an
indicator how the criteria will be considered in the decision making. Criteria
not used in this thesis are given in italics. (Keshkamat et al., 2009)
theme criteria explanation
Transport
efficiency
Proximity to existing rail network Benefit
Proximity to proposed Rail Baltica Benefit
Current traffic density Benefit
Ecology
Internationally protected natural areas
(Natura 2000 sites)
Constraint
Nationally protected areas, such as Na-
tional and Landscape Parks (and Re-
serves)
Cost
Forests and semi natural areas Cost
Wetlands and peat bogs Cost
Water courses and lakes Cost
Social
impact and
safety
Proximity to urban areas Benefit
Risk of accidents in urban areas Cost
Population served Benefit
Hazardous areas Cost
Economic
costs and
benefits
Current agriculture land use Cost
Economic zones Benefit
Best agriculture soils Cost
Current status of the road (category of
the road)
Benefit
Intersections with water bodies Cost
Intersections with secondary roads Cost
Problem soils for construction Cost
Ancillary structures for urban areas Cost
For all criteria, datasets are required as input into the decision model, e.g. if
the soil type is relevant for the decision, a dataset covering the soil types in the
planning area is required. One dataset may serve as input for several criteria,
e.g. peat bogs are relevant in the ecology theme but also for the economic costs
and benefits (best agricultural soils and problem soils for construction). Some
datasets are used as surrogates, meaning that they do not actually contain the
data required but other parameters or observations it can be derived from. For
instance, data for economic zones is not available as such. However, night light
satellite imagery can be used to derive this parameter, as it shows zones with
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Table 2: Weights for themes according to visions in MCDM. (Keshkamat et al., 2009)
theme vision
Equal Social Ecology Economy
Transport efficiency 0.25 0.27 0.27 0.27
Ecology 0.25 0.06 0.52 0.06
Social impact and safety 0.25 0.52 0.15 0.15
Economic costs and benefits 0.25 0.15 0.06 0.52
much artificial light during night time, indicating human or industry activity
from economic zones. The following datasets are used for the given criteria:
• Coordination of Information on the Environment (CORINE) land cover
(EEA, 2013b) for forests and semi-natural areas, water courses and lakes,
wetlands and bogs,
• Nighttime lights (NGDC-EOG, 2012) for economic zones,
• European Soil Database V2.0 (JRC, 2004) for peat areas (fire hazards),
potentially prime agriculture areas, existing agriculture, construction on
peat,
• VMap0 dataset (GIS-Lab, 2014) for proximity to existing rail network,
proximity to proposed Rail Baltica, proximity to urban areas, risks of ac-
cidents in urban areas, construction in urban areas, intersections needed,
current status (category) of the road, bridges needed,
• LandScan (Bright et al., 2008) for population served,
• Natura 2000 data (EEA, 2013a) for nationally protected areas,
• The World Database on Protected Areas (IUCN and UNEP, 2014) for in-
ternationally protected natural areas.
Two weighting processes are applied. First, each criterion inside a theme is
weighted according to its expected degree of influence. The actual weights are
derived in cooperation with experts and stakeholders alike (Keshkamat et al.,
2009). Second, all themes are weighted according to the four visions described
in Section 3.1. The weights for the different themes are shown in Table 2.
The standardization process required for the weighting of all input datasets
is described in Section 3.3.
3.3 geoprocessing - used functionality
The general SMDA is based on the assumption that a data integration approach
is used which is least prone to data loss. For the case study at hand, this can
be achieved by using raster data to model all spatial constraints, costs, and ben-
efits, and make them comparable and summable. A look at the input datasets
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shows that most of them are available as raster data. Additionally, the model-
ing of a road network as 2D vector (polyline) is less suitable as roads have a
lot of impact to the right and left of the roadway, especially in terms of influ-
encing ecology. So, choosing the raster data model as base data model for the
overall analysis also takes the proximity of the road into account. Last but not
least, the calculations of the raster model are much better suited for area-wide
analysis than using a vector model. A raster cell size of 1 km x 1 km is chosen,
taking into account (1) that based on expert meaning the autobahns influence
the environment at least 500 m in each direction along the road, (2) that only
a negligible part of the road segments are shorter than 1 km in length and (3)
that a considerable number of the input datasets uses cell sizes of about 1 km
x 1 km, thus avoiding information loss due to resampling. (Keshkamat et al.,
2009)
From a modeling perspective, each criterion is a raster layer with each cell
representing either the spatial constraint, the spatial cost, or the spatial benefit.
As the input datasets use a variety of values and scales to encode their infor-
mation, the values need to be standardized to a range from 1 (low costs) to 10
(high costs) to establish comparability. In case of a spatial constraint, the cell
values are classified as NoData to prevent them from being processed further
and also to omit the same pixel from all other criteria during the creation of the
decision matrix. Each raster layer then needs to be (1) transformed to the ref-
erence Coordinate Reference System (CRS), (2) clipped to the same study area,
and (3) aligned with a reference raster layer. The latter (3) is best chosen to be
the dataset which is used most, to prevent information loss due to unnecessary
local resampling. Optionally, if the input dataset is based on the vector data
model, it can be converted to a raster layer, where the cell value contains the
attribute under consideration for the criterion. (Keshkamat et al., 2009)
The following data preparation workflow for each criterion is defined:
1. Develop an individual assessment scheme for the input data on paper.
2. Transform the dataset into the CRS used for the analysis.
3. If input data is vector data, transform it into raster data, assigning the
attribute data under consideration as cell values.
4. Clip the area under consideration.
5. Align it to the reference raster.
6. Reclassify the cell values according to the developed individual assess-
ment scheme: 1 representing low costs, to 10 representing high costs, us-
ing Integer steps, and include encoding for spatially constraint pixels as
NoData.
Especially when the assessment is based on spatial properties further pro-
cessing steps can be required. Details of these special cases are outlined in
Appendix A, which describes the workflow implementation in ArcGIS.
Subsequently to the data preparation workflow, the following weighting steps
are conducted:
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1. First, all assessed raster layers of each subtheme are weighted separately
according to the theme criteria hierarchy. By raster layer addition, a new
raster layer is calculated. It contains the weights of each raster cell from
the included criteria representing an overall suitability (cost) value for the
autobahn construction in each individual cell. This process is repeated
until all subthemes are calculated and there is one layer for each theme
available.
2. The second weighting step calculates the final cost layer from all theme
layers. The weights correspond to the ones given in Table 2 representing
the four different visions. Eventually, there is one cost layer for each vision
available, representing the decision matrix for the calculation of the route.
Each cell in a decision matrix contains the impedance cost to upgrade the
street to an autobahn. To determine the route consisting of the pixel combi-
nations with the least overall impedance, a least cost path, see e.g. Mitchell
(2012, p. 215–268) and Neteler and Mitasova (2007, p. 135–139), from Warsaw
to Budzisko is calculated. Following the least cost path approach in Mitchell
(2012, p. 252–255) for each of the cost layers, the following geoprocessing steps
are applied:
1. If not already available, two layers need to be created, one containing the
starting point, the other containing the destination point. It is irrelevant
whether Warsaw or Budzisko is the starting or end point. The derived
route is identical.
2. Originating from the starting point, a cost distance layer is created show-
ing for each raster cell the impedance (cost) to get there from the starting
cell.
3. Based on the cost distance layer, a cost direction layer is created, showing
for each raster cell the neighbor with the least cost to get to.
4. From the cost distance layer and the cost direction layer the final least
cost path is calculated. Starting with the destination raster cell, the cell
with the least cost to travel to is selected (based on the cost direction
layer) and added to the raster layer containing just the least cost path.
The process stops when the starting cell is reached. The total cost is saved
in the attribute table of the least cost raster. N.B.: only a relative cost is stated
(no unit of measurement).
5. The least cost path layer contains the route which is one cell wide. For
better visualization the layer can be converted to a vector layer.
Appendix A describes how the previously described conceptual transport
route planning workflows are implemented in ArcGIS. Keshkamat et al. (2009)
use the Integrated Land and Water Information System (ILWIS) for the imple-
mentation of the workflows, thus proving that functionality from a different GIS
can be used to come to the same or similar results. The identified and applied
tools are used as a common sample of geooperators for the remainder of this
thesis.
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3.4 summary and conclusions - case study
General conclusions can be derived from the execution and implementation
of the transport route planning case study. As the case study is used as an
exercise in a university course on geoprocessing, especially the observation of
students executing the above workflows contributes fundamental insights. The
conclusions below are distinguished in discovery related ones, and conclusions
addressing a backend-independent geoprocessing. They are referenced again
for the conceptualization and implementations throughout the remainder of
the thesis.
Conclusions related to discovery
Users like students or practitioners from different professional backgrounds
require GIS functionality to solve (planning) problems. In the beginning of a
task, they usually do not know exactly what functionality they need and where
and how to gain access to it. They are also usually not acquainted with the
labels used for GIS functionality concepts. Their individual professional exper-
tise varies and concepts are known by different names. Individual users also
prefer different discovery modes, e.g. browsing or searching by keyword. Solu-
tions are required that support the discovery process of functionality for these
different views, levels of expertise, and user preferences.
Therefore, two general discovery objectives are addressed in this thesis: either,
users want to (1) discover geooperators by underlying data model or required
legacy GIS, or they want to (2) discover geooperators by problem, including find-
ing alternative geooperators to ones they already know or have found recently,
e.g. because they cannot provide the required runtime environments.
Conclusions related to backend-independent geoprocessing
As shown, the transport route planning problem can be addressed by usage of
various backends: on the one hand, ILWIS can be used as originally suggested
by Keshkamat et al. (2009), on the other hand, ArcGIS as described in this
thesis. By applying the framework and implementation proposed by Ostländer
(2008, pp. 67–115), Spatial Decision Support (SDS) problems can be solved in
an SDI environment, instead of solely relying on desktop GIS. She proposes and
develops a general Web Service framework based on OGC WPS as wrappers for
geoprocessing functionality.
Such backend-independent geoprocessing is important for reproduction of
research results (Section 1.1). However, sophisticated GIS expertise is required
to identify alternative geooperators. To lower the barrier to reproduce research
results, two requirements are derived: (1) knowledge needs to be collected and
integrated into a comparability framework that is able to provide the neces-
sary metadata about similar geooperators, and (2) a GUI needs to be developed
that visualizes and provides access to the respective collected knowledge. Both
aspects are addressed in the remainder of this thesis.
4
C AT E G O R I Z AT I O N - D I S C O V E RY O F G E O O P E R AT O R S
Online and offline geoprocessing functionality, the geooperators as defined in
Section 2.2, is generally available, yet their discovery and usability is hampered
(Chapter 1). For geooperator discovery, different kinds of discovery approaches,
discovery objectives and search modes exist.
Following the conclusions in Section 3.4, two different geooperator discovery
approaches are derived:
1. Discover geooperators by data or backend approach:
The datasets and/or required GIS backends are preselected and/or need
to be used as there are e.g. no alternatives at hand or their usage is re-
stricted. Then, to process the datasets, applicable and meaningful geoop-
erators are required. This is the standard situation.
2. Discover geooperators by problem approach:
A problem needs to be solved, independently from dataset and/or GIS
backend availability. The availability of suitable geoprocessing can be
checked before choosing the datasets. In this case, the discovery process is
less constrained as compatibility is not restricted by preselected datasets
and/or GIS backends and it allows for discovering alternative geoopera-
tors to already found ones. The diversity of applicable geooperators is
larger. Compatible datasets need to be found afterwards. The problem-
oriented discovery approach becomes more important for distributed geo-
processing because available functionality is manifold and not limited to
offline sources like e.g. legacy GIS anymore. Generally, availability and di-
versity of data increase continually and thus allow for a more data and
processing independent problem solutions.
Besides these discovery approaches, two major discovery objectives are identi-
fied in Section 3.4: (1) discover and select existing geooperators, and (2) find
alternative geooperators providing the same functionality. They resemble the
two task types postulated by Aditya and Kraak (2005) for geodata discovery:
loosely defined tasks map to (1) and tightly defined tasks map to (2) respectively.
Regardless of the objectives or applied search mode, discovery is usually an
iterative process where results are further refined with each iteration (Morville
and Rosenfeld, 2007, p. 150).
Achieving the discovery objectives for geooperators is influenced by the search
mode. There are two well-known search modes that differ significantly but com-
plement each other: explorative search and known-item search. Known-item search
is based on keywords or queries that describe the search results. It is the search
mode used by Internet search engines such as Google, letting you type a query
and delivering results according to this query. Exploratory search is intended
for learning about the search results, including knowledge discovery, and com-
paring and analyzing. It usually includes guided navigation to browse search
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results. Nevertheless, it is often time consuming and finding the required re-
sults is not guaranteed. The definition and application of search filters in ad-
vance helps prevent the finding of undesired results or result types. (Morville
and Callender, 2010, pp. 6–8 and pp. 27–28)
Most search systems combine and offer both search modes (Morville and Cal-
lender, 2010, p. 27) letting users decide according to their problem. Transition
between the search strategies is fluent, depending on the context (Marchion-
ini, 1995, pp. 77–81). Such search systems are regarded as “the most helpful”
(Marchionini, 1995, p. 121).
In the geoinformatics domain, both search modes are commonly used, e.g.
Henzen et al. (2014) describe exploratory search for metadata about scientific
data, and Lutz and Klien (2005) and Janowicz et al. (2010) present approaches
for keyword based queries for a known-item search. Lutz and Klien (2005) fur-
ther analyze how challenges arising from differences in meaning can be over-
come during Web Service discovery in SDI. How common geodata search inter-
faces can be improved to go beyond plain keyword queries is shown by Aditya
and Kraak (2007).
To overcome plain query applications and to improve geooperator discov-
ery, geooperators need to be made comparable. A comparability framework
helps to define distinct and common geooperator characteristics that each geo-
operator possesses and that can thus be compared among all geooperators.
Such a comparability framework needs to be conceptualized. Existing geoop-
erator categorizations need to be reviewed to identify categories that reflect
geooperator characteristics. Existing categorizations stem from the literature
(Section 4.1), pragmatic approaches (Section 4.2), and the structures used to
organize geooperators in legacy GIS (Section 4.3). Furthermore it needs to be as-
sessed whether and how existing categorizations can be integrated into such a
comparability framework (Section 4.4). The gained conclusions result in a con-
ceptualization for a comparability framework (Chapter 5 and Section 5.4). A
geooperator browser is developed as proof of concept in Section 7.2 taking the
above described discovery approaches, discovery objectives and search modes
into account.
Most of the time, search strategies rely on controlled vocabularies, e.g. a the-
saurus, for facets, keywords, and search terms (Marchionini, 1995, pp. 77–81).
Such a thesaurus is derived, discussed, and formalized in Chapter 6.
4.1 state of the art : categories for geooperators
This section represents the state of the art analysis concerning existing geoop-
erator categorizations from the scientific literature including GIS textbooks, con-
cepts like the Geographic Information Science and Technology (GIS&T) Body of
Knowledge (BoK) and relevant standards.
So far, a number of approaches were made to classify, categorize, or describe
GIS functionality in greater detail. The most prominent examples from the sci-
entific literature include Tomlin’s Map Algebra (Tomlin, 1990), the Egenhofer
operators (Egenhofer and Franzosa, 1991) and all of his subsequent work on
this topic, Albrecht’s 20 universal GIS operations (Albrecht, 1996, pp. 61–66),
Kuhn’s core concepts of spatial information (Kuhn, 2012), various early pub-
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lications of Goodchild (1987, 1988, 1991, 1992a) and Burrough (1992), and re-
spective related work based on these publications (see details in the following
subsections). These publications and relevant ISO standards are analyzed and
assessed further on.
Eventually, an overview of further categorization approaches is given, which
includes categorizations from several GIS text books (Aronoff, 1991; Berry, 1993;
Burrough and McDonnell, 1998; Chrisman, 2002; Worboys and Duckham, 2004;
Longley et al., 2005; Neteler and Mitasova, 2007, amongst others). Text books
describe and categorize GIS functionality in a comprehensive way, not just fo-
cusing on one certain topic. These categorizations are not considered in detail
in this thesis, besides Mitchell (1999, 2005, 2012) described in Section 4.2.
A concerted community driven effort to establish categorizations, e.g. a Vol-
unteered Geographic Information (VGI) like approach (Goodchild, 2007) or a
folksonomy (see Section 2.3 for a definition), seems missing. Such absence is re-
markable, as data collection VGI concepts are rather widespread and common
today, as e.g. OpenStreetMap (OSM) shows.
4.1.1 Spatial analytical perspective on GIS - Goodchild
Goodchild published several articles about spatial analysis in GIS in the late
1980ies and early 1990ies (Goodchild, 1987, 1988, 1991). They are still relevant
today, as current legacy GIS work with some of the described principles, e.g. the
six classes forming the “taxonomy of GIS spatial analysis operations” (Good-
child, 1987) or the basic GIS data models used to classify these operations.
Goodchild envisions a GIS with the “ability to perform a comprehensive range
of spatial analysis on all types of spatial data” (Goodchild, 1987). He proposes
further research on the idealistic visions for GIS instead of just solving techno-
logical issues (Section 1.1). This comprehensive range of spatial analysis operations
shall have a generic character to allow for comparisons with existing GIS on the
market (Goodchild, 1988).
A spatial analytical perspective on geographical information systems (1987) & Towards
an enumeration and classification of GIS functions (1988)
Goodchild (1987, 1988) address similar topics and are thus analyzed together
in this subsection.
Goodchild follows a four component model (cited from Tomlinson et al.,
1976 by Goodchild) for defining GIS: input, storage, analysis, and output - with
spatial analysis being its key component. Input, storage and output are desig-
nated to support the analysis. The storage component differentiates between
the raster and the vector data model, including important means to transform
from one data model into the other. At the time, the discussion about the better
data model (Section 2.2) which should be used in general, was still ongoing.
(Goodchild, 1987)
The data model defines four primitive types of spatial objects: points, lines,
polygons and continuous surfaces. Objects of these primitive types are grouped
according to analysis classes, with each class being based on a set of attribute
types. Each spatial object type can have attribute data, classified according to
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scale: interval, ratio, ordinal, and nominal, indicating a close relationship to
non-spatial statistics. Pairs of objects, both from the same class and from differ-
ent classes, can have a relationship, which itself can also have variable and pre-
defined attributes (e.g. perimeter length, topological information). It thus forms
a virtual object, e.g. a routing network where transportation costs are attributes
of the relationship, or an edge in a graph representation. Further information
about these object pairs can be found in Goodchild (1992a). (Goodchild, 1987,
1988)
Based on this simple data model, the following six different classes of analysis
operations are distinguished (Goodchild, 1987, 1988, in a varying order):
1. Thematic attributes in the same class,
2. Thematic attributes and locational information in the same class,
3. Creation of object pairs either from one class or different classes,
4. Thematic attributes of object pairs (see 3.),
5. Thematic attributes and locational information of object pairs (see 3.) and
more than one class (in contrast to 2.),
6. Creation of a new class of objects from one or more existing ones.
Some example operations and there allocations to the introduced classes are
given in Goodchild (1988). They are shown in Table 3.
Table 3: Example operations for Goodchild’s classes of analysis operations (Goodchild,
1988). Personal comments are given in italics.
operation explanation classes
Boolean selection Selection of objects based on whether
thematic attributes match or not with-
out required location information.
1.
Nearest neigh-
bour analysis
Neighbour statistics based on loca-
tion information of objects.
2.; 4.
Spatial autocorre-
lation
Analyzing spatial autocorrelation for
adjacent objects based on respective
attribute data.
5.
Thiessen poly-
gons
Create Thiessen or Voronoi polygons
from point objects.
6.
Spatial interac-
tion modeling
Also known as gravity models in so-
cial sciences.
5.
... continued on next page ...
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operation explanation classes
Transportation
network analysis
This includes amongst others shortest
path analysis, optimum tour rout-
ing, location-allocation analysis, and
transportation and transshipment
problems. However, connections be-
tween points can be modeled as lines
or point-point object-pairs. The analy-
sis results will be modeled likewise.
5.
Shortest path
analysis
Requires access to point and line ob-
jects, results can be modeled in var-
ious ways, e.g. as node attributes,
new nodes, etc. Can be extended to
use turntables, containing impedence
information for the transition from
one node into another, as e.g. also
described by Mitchell (1999, p. 137).
5.
Polygon overlay Usually new classes need to be cre-
ated containing either the results
of the different overlay operations
or a simple Boolean type indicating
whether two areas intersect. This leads
to the Egenhofer operators and the dis-
cussion what output type the Egenhofer
operators have - the Boolean information,
or the areas or a null element.
6.
Spatial Analysis with GIS: problems and prospects (1991)
Goodchild defines groupings (N.B. the absence of terms like categorization or classifi-
cation here.) of techniques for spatial data analysis based on the underlying data
model of points, spatial objects with attributes, networks of links and nodes,
spatial interaction models, and raster techniques. An overview including fur-
ther details can be found in Table 4. The data model plays a major role in the
groupings of spatial data analysis techniques. Potential data models are subdi-
vided into object (point, line, polygon) and field (cell raster, regular point grid,
polygon tesselation, irregular point grid, set of isolines, Triangulated Irregular
Network (TIN)). (N.B. these subdivisions do not match the groupings.) (Goodchild,
1991)
In regard to data models, Goodchild continues to argue that data models “de-
termine the set of processes and analyses that can be carried out” (Goodchild,
1991) and that “data models provide a logical and useful way of organizing the
functionality of a GIS” (Goodchild, 1991). He states that GIS are still (compared
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Table 4: Groups of techniques for spatial data analysis according to underlying data
model. (Goodchild, 1991) Personal comments are given in italics.
data model techniques of spatial data analysis
Points Techniques used to analyze an undifferentiated set of
points, e.g. point pattern analysis
Spatial objects
with attributes
Techniques that analyze an attribute matrix, and re-
duce space to a square matrix of spatial relationships
between pairs of objects, e.g. measures of adjacency or
proximity [A matrix of relationships is required - later on
given by the Egenhofer operators.]
Networks of
links and nodes
A range of techniques for analyzing networks in trans-
portation and hydrology, based on attributes of network
links and nodes
Spatial interac-
tion models
Models of the interaction between pairs of objects,
based on an analysis of the characteristics of origin ob-
jects, destination objects, and the spatial separation be-
tween them
Raster tech-
niques
Methods of analysis based on the representation of con-
tinuous layers as rasters of cells, and supported by the
so-called raster GISs (a codification of this class has
been developed by Tomlin, 1990 [Tomlin’s Map Algebra])
to his 1987 paper, as discussed above) not focusing on spatial data analysis, but
are instead treated like queryable databases (Goodchild, 1991).
From a spatial data analysis perspective, he defines four aspects which are
important: (1) location (as spatial index), (2) topology (to detect patterns in
neighborhoods), (3) overlay (overlaid data from different themes can be ana-
lyzed together), and (4) distance between objects. (Goodchild, 1991)
Preliminary conclusions
Goodchild states that not all operations fit well in his classes of analysis opera-
tions (Table 3). Nevertheless, it establishes “[. . . ] a framework for organizing an
otherwise amorphous mass of spatial analysis techniques” (Goodchild, 1987).
In terms of relevant categorizations for this thesis, it becomes apparent that
the data model of the input and output data is a common denominator for GIS
functionality comparisons and thus needs to be considered.
4.1.2 Intelligent GIS - Burrough
Burrough (1992) aims to develop intelligent GIS and argues that the “efficacy of
analysis could be improved for the users by attempting to formalize knowledge
about how to use these tools, then to use them in combination and which data
they operate on” (Burrough, 1992).
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According to Burrough, geographic analyses operate on thematic attributes,
location and topology of geographic entities. He distinguished four classes of
geographic objects (Burrough, 1992):
• Exact objects (no uncertainties allowed),
• Inexact objects (in terms of fuzziness, complexity, scale, and error),
• Exact continuous surfaces,
• Inexact continuous surfaces.
These classes are similar to Goodchild’s simple data model, consisting of
points, lines, polygons and continuous surfaces (Goodchild, 1987), but entities
are further distinguished in exact and inexact. New entities or attribute values
can be created by either disregarding contiguity completely, or taking contigu-
ity, or contiguity and time into account. The operations focus on the creation
of new entities or attribute values, thus additionally focusing on the output
characteristics of operations. The operations are subdivided into nine classes
(Burrough, 1992):
1. New attributes and their value from existing exact thematic attributes /
exact objects (including grid cells),
2. New attributes and their value from existing fuzzy thematic attributes /
exact objects (including grid cells),
3. Value of a thematic attribute of a point or grid cell derived from values of
the same or other attributes in a given neighborhood (the attributes are
attached to discrete points),
4. Value of a thematic attribute of a point or grid cell derived from values of
the same or other attributes in a given neighborhood (the attributes are
attached to a continuously varying surface),
5. The neighborhood receives new attributes and their value according to
the attributes of the original entity,
6. New vector objects are created from existing objects or the objects are
modified,
7. New attributes and their values are derived from geometrical attributes
of vector objects or sets of vector objects,
8. Generation of reports based on analyses without creating new geodata,
9. Data management operations.
For the analysis, models of physical processes (see definition in Section 2.2),
of spatial and temporal resolution, and knowledge about the models (includ-
ing state and boundary conditions, calibration, sensitivity and error propaga-
tion) are additionally important and need to be properly formalized (Burrough,
1992).
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Preliminary conclusions
In addition to the operation classes defined by Goodchild (1987), Burrough’s
nine operation classes put a strong emphasis on the expected output character-
istics in addition to input data. Due to the complexity of the classes, it requires
fundamental GIS expertise to understand them, a conclusion confirmed by Bur-
rough himself.
4.1.3 Universal GIS operations - Albrecht
In a strict sense, Albrecht (1996, pp. 61–66) and Albrecht (1998) define neither a
classification nor a categorization of GIS operations but a set of 20 atomic oper-
ators from which all other functionality can be build. He defines the following
goals for his research (Albrecht, 1996, pp. 10–11):
• Simplify the usage,
• Be data model independent (so far without data model knowledge getting
meaningful results is hampered),
• Define atomic operators from which all others can be derived (via sets of
atomic operators),
• Focus on the user perspective rather than the abstract technical perspec-
tive,
• Prevent that knowledge about abstract spatial concepts is required from the
user,
• Proof the concept via an algebraic specification that builds upon a univer-
sal data structure,
• Implement the operations in Virtual GIS as a wrapper to existing GIS,
mainly to simplify its usage and limit the user interface to the essential
operations.
In contrast to Goodchild (Section 4.1.1) and Burrough (Section 4.1.2), Albrecht
defines his operations as data model independent. He proposes to pursue ef-
forts from the Open GRASS Foundation (OGF), the predecessor organization
of the Open GIS Consortium and later on the OGC, which promote an object
oriented data model that supports both raster data structures and vector data
structures. However, besides such a shared data model no further efforts are made
by the OGF to present a similar concept for GIS operations. (Albrecht, 1996, pp.
18–20)
There are several functional taxonomies that are taken into account by Al-
brecht, however they all come from a technology and developer point of view
and not from a user perspective. These taxonomies include Aronoff (1991); Bur-
rough (1992); Goodchild (1992c); de Man (1988); Rhind and Green (1988); Tom-
lin (1990); Unwin (1990).
Albrecht extracts a list of 144 GIS operations (Albrecht, 1996, pp. 20–28) from
these functional taxonomies. He then analyzes these operations according to
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two questions: “(i) how does an operation fit into a thematic context, i.e. is an
operation similar to another one, and (ii) how does an operation fit into the
workflow, i.e. what needs to be done before that operation can be executed and
what other operation does it lay ground for?” (Albrecht, 1996, p. 28). The sec-
ond question aims to extend the scope of geooperator usage to (sophisticated)
workflows by taking preconditions and postconditions into account.
Based on the analysis according to these two questions, Albrecht derives a
semantic net (resembling a low level ontology or conceptual graph) containing
links between the operations (Albrecht, 1996, pp.29–30). The semantic net is
subdivided into general tasks, representing actions where human know-how is
required. They in turn consist of functions, the building blocks for tasks (Al-
brecht, 1996, p. 28).
As the 144 GIS operations under consideration occur as well at function level
as at task level, according to Albrecht a simple categorization or classification is
impossible. Albrecht introduces functional groups to address this problem. They
represent an aggregation of functions and tasks on a technical level (Albrecht,
1995). However, only experienced GIS users are able to grasp their general con-
ceptualizations, e.g. on the goal or metatask level (Albrecht, 1996, p. 34, Table
5). Usually, users always tend to use a data structure centric view. (Albrecht,
1996, pp. 32–34)
Subsequently, Albrecht assesses functional groups of operations as they occur
in GIS products by assessing how the GIS categorize functionality, however he
disregards all data management functionality. As result of this assessment, he
concludes that the data centric view is the major discriminator - in ARC/INFO
as well as in GRASS.
To identify universal operations, Albrecht compares a developer and user
point of view with query types according to Schenkelaars (1994) with his 144
operations. As a result, Albrecht removes several operations from this list that
the system should initially hide from the user as they can be performed auto-
matically (e.g. calculation of area centroids or dissolving lines). Furthermore,
operations not commonly used and duplicates are removed. Finally, Albrecht
comes up with a list of 20 universal analytical GIS operations (Albrecht, 1996,
p. 45, Table 12) divided into six functional groups (Albrecht, 1996, p. 62). The
final list is shown in Table 5. (Albrecht, 1996, pp. 36–46)
Table 5: Albrecht’s universal analytical GIS operations subdivided by functional groups.
(Albrecht, 1996, p. 62)
group operation
Search interpolation (unbound variants)
spatial search
thematic search
reclassification
Locational Analysis buffer
corridor
... continued on next page ...
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group operation
overlay
Voronoi/Thiessen
Terrain Analysis slope/aspect
watershed
drainage/network
viewshed
Distribution/Neighborhood cost/diffusion/spread
proximity
nearest neighbor
Spatial Analysis multivariate analysis
pattern/dispersion
centrality/correctedness
shape
Measurements measurements (unbound variants)
The following list contains a few issues either identified by Albrecht himself
(Albrecht, 1998, indicated by A) or in the course of this thesis (indicated by B),
operation names are given in italics:
• search, interpolation, and reclassify are not analytical operations but highly
important for the other operations and thus included. (A)
It is undefined when non-analytical operations qualify as universal ana-
lytical operations. (B)
• Optionally, a Network group could be inserted, but it was left out because
all network operations can be substituted by neighborhood and measurement
operations. (A)
• Operations are frequently known by different names in different applica-
tion domains although they represent the same functionality, e.g. for cost/
diffusion/spread operations. (A)
These naming conflicts are not resolved. (B)
• Overlaps occur, especially between the Spatial Analysis and the Measure-
ments group. Operations resulting in a single measurement value can be
allocated as measurements. However, when they are based on a complex
algorithm they can be sorted into the Spatial Analysis group. (A)
There is no clear instruction how to deal with such allocation decisions.
The proposed solutions are vague. (B)
• Tomlin’s Map Algebra can be completely allotted to reclassification. (A)
The conclusion from this statement is missing. (B)
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• On the one hand, from a technical perspective, corridor is a special form
of buffer but here these two operations are kept separate due to the user
centric view of the concept. (A)
On the other hand, several other operations are summarized (e.g. interpo-
lation). It is not comprehensible when to keep operations apart and when
to summarize them. (B)
• overlay is an operation but it again is composed of several atomic opera-
tors. (A)
The granularity of operators is not homogeneous and the statements as
to that are contradictory: on the one hand there are universal operations
from which all other operations can be built but on the other hand there
is a large number of more atomic operators below. (B)
• A number of candidates from the Neighborhood and Terrain Analysis groups
fit well in Locational Analysis but are left in place to avoid all-encompassing
groups. (A)
This is an out of place argument - if certain operations seem misplaced
they should consequently be moved. (B)
• A shortest path operation was left out because it can be replaced by a
repeated nearest neighbor operation. (A)
This contradicts the propagated importance of the user point of view.
Users often run shortest path analyses but would not assume that it can
be replaced with a repeated nearest neighbor. (B)
• Unbound variations for measurements and interpolation exceed 20 atomic
operations. (B)
• To prove the applicability of the operations and thus claiming their uni-
versality requires a data model like the Virtual Data Model developed by
OGIS, abstracting from the actual underlying data model or data format.
(A)
Albrecht further concludes that the universal GIS operations are limited when
it comes to 3D and 4D (temporal) analysis. These types of analysis are only
considered briefly and possibly more operators need to be taken into account.
Further difficulties arise from the dependency of GIS on data structures and
from terminology issues, as the same functionality can be called by different
names among the various GIS on the market (Albrecht, 1996, p. 15).
Preliminary conclusions
Albrecht’s universal operations are rather groups of operations, which thereby
qualify as a categorization relevant for this thesis. Besides the initial list of issues
discussed previously, Albrecht’s operations influence this thesis as follows:
1. As discussed previously, the extraction of universal GIS operations is ar-
guable (even in Albrecht’s opinion) and entails several contradictions.
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Such discussions challenge the proposed universality for operations. Ad-
ditionally, the universal operations although implemented in legacy GIS
products are not recognizable as universal operations, not even categorized
by their six functional groups. Even the simplified user interfaces Albrecht
has developed on basis of the operations are not yet established. From the
thesis’ perspective it seems more expedient to not focus on finding uni-
versal operations but to take the multitude of different perspectives on
GIS functionality into account - one being Albrecht’s universal operators.
Even Albrecht himself claims that there is not the one perspective (Sec-
tion 4.4.2).
2. Albrecht’s approach to combine literature surveys, consult users, and an-
alyze categorizations in GIS products is considered practicable and is ap-
plied in a similar fashion in this research.
3. Almost two decades later, it is indicated to reassess how GIS operations
and GIS user interfaces (in terms of how the functionality is presented
to the user) have evolved and what further research has been conducted
thus far. Such an analysis follows in Section 4.3.
4. For improved usage of GIS functionality in SDIs (Chapter 1), the analysis
of geoprocessing functionality in this thesis has a slightly shifted focus,
actually comparing different implementations and deriving means to en-
sure that exchangeability of different vendor implementations is feasible
(Section 6.2). Nevertheless, the analysis also has some overlaps: the uni-
versal operations as such present themselves as categories for underlying
geooperators (Chapter 5).
5. For the use of geooperators in sophisticated workflows, preconditions and
postconditions have to be taken into account (Section 8.2).
4.1.4 Core concepts of spatial information - Kuhn
Spatial information goes beyond geographic information, including science
about natural phenomena that is not explicitly geographic. To transcend the
disciplines’ confines, the involvement of scientists from all kind of non-spatial
disciplines is essential. As spatial and temporal references represent the most
powerful integrators between spatial disciplines, a conceptual consensus has to
be reached for these non-GI specialists to allow for hypotheses and theories
to be formulated in interdisciplinary spatial terms. To address this issue, Kuhn
discusses ten core concepts of spatial information for transdisciplinary research.
He defines core concepts of spatial information as “human constructions imple-
mented in data models and algorithms” and “concepts to interpret spatial data
or computations” (Kuhn, 2012). His ideas represent modeling concepts and not
the models or the modeled phenomena themselves. By aiming at a common
understanding, the concepts intent to overcome the biases caused by varying
terminology from different scientific disciplines, mathematics, and technology.
(Kuhn, 2012)
The methodology for identifying the concepts follows neither a formal nor
cognitive approach. Instead, a survey of actually implemented concepts is the
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starting point for Kuhn’s analysis, followed subsequently by continuous discus-
sions with stakeholders. In terms of granularity, the chosen abstraction level of
the concepts is as broad as possible (e.g. not motion or growth but event), yet still
reflecting common sense. Concurrently, it is not too abstract (e.g. perdurant as
common in high level ontologies). Furthermore, the number of concepts is tan-
gible, enabling the concepts to be grasped at once. Some arbitrariness between
the concepts remains but is tolerated. To ground the concepts and ensure their
usefulness, it is required that a concept is implemented before being defined as
a concept. This bottom up approach ensures that data and tools using the con-
cepts are already available without further effort. The pursued methodology
allows for falsification of concepts by finding data or computations that do not
match a concept, by finding replacement concepts, and by the impossibility to
implement a concept. (Kuhn, 2012)
Kuhn’s ten core concepts for spatial information are subdivided into spatial
concepts for reasoning about space, and informational concepts for reasoning
about spatial information, whereas the informational concept granularity has a
large spatial component. Table 6 provides an overview about the concepts. The
ten concepts include (Kuhn, 2012):
• Location (spatial)
Location answers where questions. It is not a property but a relation ex-
pressing spatial relation between features which are located on the one
hand and chosen grounds depending on context on the other hand. Loca-
tions require spatial reference systems.
• Neighbourhood (spatial)
Neighbourhood answers what is near questions. It is fundamental for spa-
tial analysis and can be paired with location.
• Field (spatial)
Field answers what is here questions with here being anywhere in the con-
sidered space. Fields can contain measurements as well as computed val-
ues. Field is one of the two fundamental ways of structuring spatial infor-
mation. The other one is object.
• Object (spatial)
Object represents individuals with spatial, temporal, and thematic proper-
ties. Object answers questions about properties and relations of objects.
• Network (spatial)
Networks answer questions about connectivity. They are based on bi-
nary relationships between nodes and vertices. Spatiality is enabled by
positioning nodes in space or by adding geometric properties to edges,
e.g. length. Two types of networks exist: link networks showing relation-
ships, and path/transportation networks. Networks are based on well re-
searched graph representations with lots of available algorithms and data
structures to build and analyze networks. Kuhn presumes that network is
the most broadly recognized concept of the ten concepts throughout the
different scientific disciplines.
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• Event (spatial)
Events answer questions about change, e.g. motion, growth, diffusion.
Spatial events occur by changes in location (motion) and neighborhoods,
by changes in fields and objects, and by changes in networks. Different
events are related through time and space.
• Granularity (spatial/informational)
Granularity answers questions about precision. It is defined by the charac-
terization of the size of spatial, temporal, and thematic units. Granularity
is relevant for all spatial concepts.
• Accuracy (informational)
Accuracy answers questions about correctness. It captures how “informa-
tion relates to the world” (Kuhn, 2012). Two assumptions are made: cor-
rect information exists and results from repeated measurements scatter in
some form regularly around it.
• Meaning (informational)
Meaning answers questions about how to interpret spatial information
and represents semantic information, concerning space, time, and theme.
Ontologies are a tool to represent meaning allowing for stating constraints
on the use and interpretation of terms. Folksonomies also help to capture
meaning.
• Value (informational)
Value answers questions about roles played by spatial information in so-
ciety (it does not represent measurement values). Value can be economy,
privacy, trust, infrastructure, or heritage dependent. It is a rather vague
concept compared to the others.
The Field and Object concepts are extended and described in more detail in a
follow-up publication (Kuhn, 2014).
Preliminary conclusions
Kuhn’s methodology to derive concepts requires algorithms and computations
readily available for the concepts before a concept qualifies as core concept.
This is a very pragmatic strategy similar to the general pragmatic approach in
this thesis (Section 1.3). The concepts developed by Kuhn are highly relevant
for this thesis as well as they represent possible categories for geooperators.
Additionally, the concept definition resembles the way the term geoprocessing is
defined in this thesis, which is neither the geoprocess itself (e.g. soil erosion),
nor a complex model for a geoprocess (e.g. model for soil erosion). Last but not
least, the concepts reflect the transdisciplinarity of Geoinformation (GI) science,
especially in terms of geoprocessing which serves not just geography but a
large variety of science disciplines, e.g. climatology, land use, health to just
name a few.
Although Kuhn’s core concepts represent eligible candidates for geooperator
categories, a showcased mapping to the common ArcGIS geoprocessing tools
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Table 6: Kuhn’s core concepts of spatial information for transdisciplinary research sub-
divided by spatial and information concepts (including purpose). (Kuhn, 2012)
concept type concept
Spatial
(serving to reason about
space)
Location
Neighbourhood
Field
Object
Network
Event
Informational
(serving to reason about
spatial information)
Granularity
Accuracy
Meaning
Value
(buffer, clip, intersect, union, merge, dissolve) shows that almost all tools can be
connected to almost all concepts (Figure 2). Thus, the core concepts disqualify
as immediate geooperator categories as they are too broadly defined. However,
the spatial concepts may qualify as high level categories. Accordingly, more fine
granular and more diverse concepts are required to facilitate the discovery of
those geooperators that a user is looking for.
4.1.5 ISO 19119/INSPIRE - service taxonomy
ISO 19119 - Geographic services (ISO/CEN, 2011, pp. 29–36) provide a hierarchical
service taxonomy for geographic Web Services. ISO 19119 is highly debated and
is currently updated by ISO/Technical Committee (TC) 211. The draft is accepted
for registration as an Draft International Standard (DIS) (ISO, 2014, Stage 30.99),
however the draft is not yet publically released.
ISO 19119 follows a Reference Model of Open Distributed Processing (RM-ODP)
view on geographic services. RM-ODP is standardized as ISO 10746 (ISO/IEC,
1998). It provides five different viewpoints on distributed systems: enterprise, in-
formation, engineering, technology, and computational (ISO/IEC, 1998, p. 16). The
service taxonomy for geographic services is described as part of the informa-
tion viewpoint.
Not all geographic services described in ISO 19119 qualify for geoprocessing:
geographic human interaction services, geographic model/information man-
agement services, geographic workflow/task management services and geo-
graphic communication services (ISO/CEN, 2011, pp. 30–32) are not relevant
for this thesis. Geographic processing services and its four subtypes (ISO/-
CEN, 2011, pp. 32–25) however are significant. All geographic processing ser-
vice types are derived from the General Feature Model defined in ISO 19109
(ISO/CEN, 2006a) following the idea that geographic processing services mod-
ify feature properties and thus shall be categorized in a taxonomy based on the
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Figure 2: Kuhn’s core concepts related to ArcGIS Geoprocessing tools
feature property to be modified (ISO/CEN, 2011, p. 32). An overview of geo-
graphic processing service types aligned to the four defined subtypes spatial,
thematic, temporal, and metadata is given in Table 7. The subtypes are basically
defined according to the four components of geodata described in Section 2.2,
with topology being integrated into the spatial type and metadata added as
new explicit type. The list of subtypes for these types is non-exhaustive and
can be extended (ISO/CEN, 2011, pp. 31–32). The standard postulates that if
a service matches the description of a service defined in the standard, it shall
use the respective terminology. However, if a service does not match any of the
defined services, the service does not need to be categorized according to the
taxonomy.
Table 7: ISO 19119 geographic processing service types (lists of subtypes is extensible
beyond the ones defined in the standard). (ISO/CEN, 2011, pp. 32-35)
type sub type
Spatial Coordinate conversion, coordinate transformation, cov-
erage/vector conversion, image coordinate conversion,
rectification, orthorectification, sensor geometry model
adjustment, image geometry model conversion, subset-
ting, sampling, tiling change, dimension measurement,
feature manipulation, feature matching, feature general-
ization - spatial, route determination, positioning, prox-
imity analysis
... continued on next page ...
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type sub type
Thematic Geoparameter calculation, thematic classification, feature
generalization, subsetting, spatial counting, geographic
information extraction, image processing, reduced res-
olution generation, image manipulation, image under-
standing, image synthesis, multi-band image manipula-
tion, object detection, geoparsing, geocoding
Temporal Change detection, temporal reference system transforma-
tion, subsetting, sampling, temporal proximity analysis
Metadata Statistical calculation, geographic annotation
Besides the service taxonomy, ISO 19119 introduces a concept called Service
Organizer Folder (SOF):
service organizer folder “A services organizer folder is a data structure
that shall contain references to a set of services that are applicable to a
given situation.” (ISO/CEN, 2011, p. 18).
A SOF is created by a user to support other users who deal with similar tasks
during service discovery. No ready to use service chains are required, just a
collection of links to service instances. (ISO/CEN, 2011, pp. 17–18)
ISO 19119 in INSPIRE
The INSPIRE Implementing Rule Metadata (Europarl and Council, 2008) applies
the ISO 19119 service taxonomy (ISO/CEN, 2011, pp. 29–36) as hierarchical cat-
egories for INSPIRE Spatial Data Services in form of keywords. Relevant Spatial
Data Services for geoprocessing are discussed further in Section 6.1.1.
The INSPIRE Invoke Spatial Data Services service is defined as:
“Service that allows defining both the data inputs and data outputs
expected by the spatial service and a workflow or service chain com-
bining multiple services. It also allows defining the external web
service interface of the workflow or service chain.” (Europarl and
Council, 2008, p. L 326/23)
The Invoke Service is supposed to act as a workflow enactment and control
instance, see e.g. INSPIRE (2008, p. 11) and GIGAS (2009, pp. 30–31). However,
recently the INSPIRE Drafting Teams Network Services and Spatial Data Services
concluded that current technology is insufficient to define appropriate technical
specifications for this service (INSPIRE, 2013a, p. 28). But, as the Invoke Service
is legally binding in the context of INSPIRE, it is suggested to reduce it to a
service providing the Spatial Data Service invocation metadata, meaning the
metadata response from INSPIRE Discovery Services (INSPIRE, 2013a, p. 28).
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Preliminary conclusions
Each service is categorized according to its purpose. However, if a service imple-
ments multiple types, it is considered an aggregate service without indicating its
purpose explicitly (ISO/CEN, 2011, p. 29). This approach has two drawbacks:
(1) detailed information about service types is lost, and (2) such an exclusive
view on services is no longer contemporary as services are often used for mul-
tiple purposes (Section 4.4.2). By initiative of the research leading to this thesis,
this aspect is addressed in the upcoming revision (ISO, 2014).
All in all, the main relevant content of ISO 19119 (ISO/CEN, 2011) for this
thesis is the geographic services taxonomy. However, the taxonomy needs im-
provements: besides explicitly allowing a service to serve more than one service
type as described above, it needs to provide an improved selection of current
geoprocessing functionality. In anticipation of different perspectives on geo-
processing functionality (Section 4.4.2), the selection should either be inspired
from the Pragmatic or the Geoinformatics perspective. The Geodata perspective
and Legacy GIS perspective can be disregarded: legacy GIS have to be irrelevant
for standardization, and Geodata, because in a general ISO context everything is
a feature (ignoring objects and coverages for the moment).
The proposed SOF concept is highly relevant for this thesis, both for defin-
ing categories for geooperators (Chapter 5), especially from a pragmatic per-
spective (Section 4.4.2) on geooperators, and for consolidating geooperators for
geoprocessing patterns (Section 8.1).
4.1.6 Map Algebra - Tomlin
Tomlin develops the first concept and implementation of Cartographic Model-
ing, which is described in Tomlin (1990). His concept is today widely known as
Map Algebra, see e.g. (Pullar, 2001).
Map Algebra defines operations (Tomlin, 1990, pp. 46–51) for the analysis of
raster data. Raster data has to be organized as layers to be used in Map Algebra,
and each Map Algebra operation expects one or more raster layers as input
and produces one raster layer as output (Tomlin, 1990, p. 49). This allows for
the compilation of arbitrary chains of operations which are called procedures
(Tomlin, 1990, pp. 52–54). For instance, the aggregated cost layer described for
transport route planning (Section 3.3) is the result of a procedure based on
repeated LocalSum operations.
Tomlin subdivides his operations according to their influence on raster cells
in a raster layer:
• LocalFUNCTION operations
Operations that “[. . . ] compute a new value for each location on a layer as
a function of existing data explicitly associated with that location” (Tom-
lin, 1990, p. 64).
They are distinguished in operations calculating results for a single layer,
and in operations for two or more layers (Tomlin, 1990, p. 64). The afore-
mentioned LocalSum operation is a LocalFUNCTION operation.
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• FocalFUNCTION operations
“Each of these operations computes a new value for every location as a
function of its neighborhood. [. . . ] a neighborhood is any set of one or
more locations that bear a specified distance and/or directional relation-
ship to a particular location, the neighborhood focus” (Tomlin, 1990, p.
96).
FocalFUNCTION operations can be applied to immediate and extended
neighborhood contexts (Tomlin, 1990, p. 96) and include a number of In-
crementalFUNCTION operations.
• ZonalFUNCTION operations
Operations that “[. . . ] compute a new value for each location as a func-
tion of existing values associated with a zone containing that location”
(Tomlin, 1990, p. 154).
Contrary to FocalFUNCTION operations, here the size and shape of the
zones under consideration can be arbitrary and are not constrained to
an equidistant shape or otherwise constant relationship. There are two
distinguished groups of operations for either entire zones or partial zones.
(Tomlin, 1990, p. 154)
An overview of all Map Algebra operations is given in Table 8 and by Tom-
lin (1990, pp. 228–241). The operation names are made up of the first part of
the group name, e.g. Local, and trailed by the operation name, e.g. Difference,
leading to e.g. LocalDifference.
Table 8: Map Algebra operations (Tomlin, 1990, pp. 228-241).
group operations
LocalFUNCTION AcrCosine, ArcSine, ArcTangent, Combination, Co-
sine, Difference, Majority, Maximum, Mean, Mini-
mum, Minority, Product, Rating, Ratio, Root, Sine,
Sum, Tangent, Variety
FocalFUNCTION Bearing, Combination, Gravitation, Insularity, Ma-
jority, Maximum, Mean, Minimum, Minority,
Neighbor, Percentage, Percentile, Product, Proxim-
ity, Ranking, Rating, Sum, Variety
Incremental-
FUNCTION
Area, Aspect Drainage, Frontage, Gradient, Length,
Linkage, Partition, Volume
ZonalFUNCTION Combination, Majority, Maximum, Mean, Mini-
mum, Minority, Percentage, Percentile, Product,
Ranking, Rating, Sum, Variety
There are several Map Algebra extensions, e.g. Multidimensional Map Alge-
bra including time and 3D support (Mennis et al., 2005; Mennis, 2010), Map-
Script (Pullar, 2001), Decision Map Algebra supporting multicriteria spatial
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modeling (Chakhar and Mousseau, 2007, 2008) and Array Algebra (Gutierrez
and Baumann, 2007). Map Algebra is implemented in any available multipur-
pose legacy GIS. PCRaster, however, is a GIS explicitly dedicated to implement
Map Algebra. PCRaster is discussed further in Section 4.3.4.
Map Algebra is criticized for a number of aspects. For a start, Map Algebra
only operates on raster data and not on vector data (Albrecht, 1996, p. 21),
falling short of delivering a comprehensive algebra (Chrisman, 2002, p. 104).
Also, Map Algebra is missing a mathematical definition which is highly desired,
see e.g. Burrough and McDonnell (1998, p. 185) and Chakhar and Mousseau
(2007). Albrecht (1996, p. 21) states that Map Algebra is hard to learn and not
very intuitive; expertise is required. Most of these points of criticism have been
addressed over the years, e.g. by the Map Algebra extensions described in the
previous paragraph.
Preliminary conclusions
Despite the criticism given beforehand, Map Algebra is known and used widely,
especially in a geoinformatics context and in various application fields, e.g. hy-
drology. Consequentially, Map Algebra is called on continuously for the remain-
der of this thesis, especially for the definition of geooperator categories.
4.1.7 Egenhofer operators and similar topology operations
Topology is one of the four main components of geodata (Section 2.2). Func-
tionality to analyze topological relationships between geographic features thus
play a major role in GIS and standardization, and has a long history. Early for-
malizations of topological operations are defined by Freeman (1975):
• left of, right of, beside, above, below, behind, in front of, near, far,
touching, between, inside, outside.
Not all of Freeman’s operations are used nowadays to solve spatial analysis
problems, e.g. near/far cannot be measured rationally, and left of/right of
miss a proper reference system. Nevertheless, they influenced later research on
this topic, which is described below.
Later definitions based on Freeman’s operations are conducted in the 1990ies:
Egenhofer and Franzosa (1991) describe a four intersection model which is ex-
tended later to the development of the Nine-Intersection Model (9IM) (Egen-
hofer and Herring, 1992) and the Dimensionally Extended Nine-Intersection
Model (DE-9IM) (Clementini et al., 1993). Clementini et al. (1994); Clementini and
Di Felice (1995, 1996) describe how the 9IM can be implemented in geographi-
cal databases to support spatial queries. A similar model, Region Connection
Calculus 8 (RCC8) (Randell et al., 1992), is implemented in OGC Geographic
Query Language for RDF Data (GeoSPARQL) (OGC, 2012a) besides Egenhofer’s
operators and the ISO Simple Features topology operators as described below.
Grigni et al. (1995) analyze topological operators on different granularity levels.
All mentioned definitions vary in conceptual details of how interior, exterior,
and boundaries are modeled. Furthermore, they provide different types of re-
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sults, like Boolean type answers vs. the geographic features representing the
topological relationship.
Topology operators in standardization - ISO 19107 (Spatial Schema) and ISO 19125-1
(Simple Feature Access)
Topological relations and respective operations play a central role for the defini-
tions of geographic features in standardization. ISO 19125–1 (ISO/CEN, 2006a)
defines the architecture for simple feature access. A simple feature is defined
as:
simple feature is a “feature [. . . ] restricted to 2D geometry with linear inter-
polation between vertices, having both spatial and non spatial attributes”
(ISO/CEN, 2006a, p. 8). A feature is an “abstraction of real world phe-
nomena” (ISO/CEN, 2006a, p. 7).
To analyze the topological relations between Simple Features, the standard
defines methods testing spatial relations between geometric objects based on DE-9IM
(ISO/CEN, 2006a, pp. 10–11):
• Equals, Disjoint, Intersects, Touches, Crosses, Within, Contains, Overlaps, Re-
late.
Contains and Intersects are convenience methods, as they can be substituted
by Within and a negated Disjoint respectively (ISO/CEN, 2006a, p. 24). Equals
(ISO/CEN, 2005b, pp. 39–40) and Relate (ISO/CEN, 2005b, pp. 131–134) are also
defined for ISO 19107.
Similar to the ones defined above, ISO 19107 (ISO/CEN, 2005b) also defines
topological operators. In contrast to ISO 19125–1 (ISO/CEN, 2006a) being just
based on DE-9IM, they suggest three different implementing strategies for topo-
logical operations in increasing order of sophistication (ISO/CEN, 2005b, pp.
131–134):
• bRelate based on Boolean or set operators (this implicates that the ob-
ject closure is defined as the union of interior and boundary; an explicit
boundary is disregarded),
• eRelate based on 9IM as defined by Egenhofer and Franzosa (1991); Egen-
hofer and Herring (1992),
• cRelate based on DE-9IM (Clementini et al., 1993).
Preliminary conclusions
Despite the various slightly different definitions of topology operators in re-
search and standardization as described above, topology operators play a cen-
tral role in any spatial problem solving functionality of almost any legacy GIS.
Thus, categorizing according to the different topology operations is mandatory
in this thesis. OGC (2012a, Table 10, pp. 10–11) provides a helpful overview on
equivalent topology operators between the ones from Egenhofer, Simple Fea-
tures, and RCC8.
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4.1.8 GIS&T Body of Knowledge
The GIS&T BoK (UCGIS, 2006) represents a joint effort of mainly U.S. based re-
search and teaching institutions to streamline a curriculum for GIS&T. Although,
the general content does not differ from the U.S. equivalent, a European GIS&T
BoK is developed in parallel led by Association of Geographic Information Labo-
ratories for Europe (AGILE) to serve specific European requirements (Rip, 2008;
Reinhardt, 2009; Hossain and Reinhardt, 2012). Currently, a GIS&T BoK 2.0 is
underway (Waters, 2013), as is a European counterpart (Hofer et al., 2014; Rein-
hardt, 2014). Both the U.S. and the European GIS&T BoK are generally inspired
by the IEEE Computer Society SWEBOK (Bourque and Fairley, 2014).
The GIS&T BoK 1.0 covers a range of subjects from analytical methods over
data modeling to organizational and institutional aspects, emphasizing and
declaring explicit core units for each topic (UCGIS, 2006, p. 40). Especially, units
from the fields of Analytical Methods and Data Manipulation are concerned with
matters relevant for the categorization of GIS functionality in this thesis. A con-
tent overview of these relevant units and their respective knowledge areas is
given in Table 9.
Table 9: Relevant GIS&T BoK knowledge areas. Core units are emphasized and respective
relevant topics are given for core units. (UCGIS, 2006, pp. 40).
unit topics for core units
Analytical methods (AM)
Query operations and query
languages (AM2)
Geometric measures (AM3) Distances and lengths, direc-
tion, shape, area, proximity and
distance decay
Basic analytical operations (AM4) Buffers, overlay, neighborhoods,
Map Algebra
Basic analytical methods (AM5) Point pattern analysis, kernels
and density estimation, spatial
cluster analysis, spatial inter-
action, analyzing multidimen-
sional attributes, cartographic
modeling, multi-criteria evalua-
tion, spatial process models
Analysis of surfaces (AM6)
Spatial statistics (AM7)
Geostatistics (AM8)
Spatial regression and econo-
metrics (AM9)
Data mining (AM10)
... continued on next page ...
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unit topics for core units
Network analysis (AM11)
Optimization and location-
allocation modeling (AM12)
Data manipulation (DN)
Representation transformation
(DN1)
Data model and format con-
version, interpolation, vector-
to-raster and raster-to-vector
conversions, raster resampling,
coordinate transformations
Generalization and aggregation
(DN2)
Approaches to point, line, and
area generalization, classifi-
cation and transformation of
attribute measurement levels,
aggregation of spatial entities
Preliminary conclusions
As the GIS&T BoK is a collective effort of experts to structure GIS&T knowledge
it represents a reliable source for the matter at hand. Consequentially, geoop-
erator categories based on units from the knowledge areas Analytical Methods
and Data Manipulation are considered for this research, especially in anticipa-
tion of the Geoinformatics perspective (Section 4.4.2). However, they share many
commonalities with other categories identified throughout the state of the art
analysis and further on derived from legacy GIS (Section 4.3). Surprisingly, SDI
is not properly covered in the GIS&T BoK. This thesis emphasizes the proposi-
tion of Hossain and Reinhardt (2012) to include an SDI knowledge area as a
mandatory part for future efforts.
4.1.9 Further categorization approaches
There are several further categorizations for geooperators from the scientific
literature and GIS textbooks:
Aronoff classifies GIS analysis functions according to four straightforward
classes (Aronoff, 1991, Figure 7.5 on p. 196, details on pp. 195–240): mainte-
nance and analysis of the spatial data, maintenance and analysis of the attribute
data, integrated analysis of spatial and attribute data, and output formatting
(Figure 3). The first three of these classes provide an alternative and very user
friendly view on geooperators and qualify as categories as used by this thesis.
Burrough and McDonnell (1998) define a number of basic classes for spatial
analysis for entities (Burrough and McDonnell, 1998, pp. 162–182) and continu-
ous fields (Burrough and McDonnell, 1998, pp. 183–219). The textbook focuses
on geostatistics with the emphasis on interpolation techniques (Burrough and
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1. Maintenance and Analysis of the Spatial Data
• Format Transformations
• Geometric Transformations
• Transformations between Map Projections
• Conflation
• Edge Matching
• Editing of Graphic Elements
• Line Coordinate Thinning
2. Maintenance and Analysis of the Attribute Data
• Attribute Edition Functions
• Attribute Query Functions
3. Integrated Analysis of Spatial and Attribute Data
• Retrieval/Classification/Measurement
 Retrieval
 Classification
 Measurement
• Overlay Operations
• Neighbourhood Operations
 Search
 Line-in-Polygon and Point-In-Polygon
 Topographic Functions
 Thiessen Polygons
 Interpolation
 Contour Generation
• Connectivity Functions
 Contiguity Measures
 Proximity
 Network
 Spread
 Seek
 Intervisibility
 Illumination
 Perspective View
4. Output Formatting
• Map Annotation
• Text Labels
• Texture Patterns and Line Styles
• Graphic Symbols
Figure 3: Aronoff’s GIS analysis function classes (Aronoff, 1991, Figure 7.5, p. 196).
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McDonnell, 1998, pp. 98–161). This classification shares similarities with the
classes developed for intelligent GIS (Burrough, 1992).
Worboys and Duckham describe GIS functionality from a computational view-
point but do not define any classes for operations. They use concepts such as
Egenhofer operators and Map Algebra for their descriptions. (Worboys and
Duckham, 2004, pp. 133–258)
Chrisman’s approach to categorize GIS operations and transformations, given
in Chrisman (1999) and (Chrisman, 2002, p.104) is based on his measurement
frameworks for geodata (Chrisman, 1995), which is an extension to Steven’s
measurement scales as discussed in Section 2.2. He defines the following cate-
gories: attribute-based operations, overlay, distance relationships, surfaces and
near neighbors, comprehensive operations, and finally transformations (Chris-
man, 2002, Part 2). The classification used in the Geo-Operation Ontology (OPERA)
(Lemmens, 2006, pp. 227–243) is based on an extended Chrisman categorization
(Section 6.1.4).
Câmara et al. (1995) define operations for geospatial fields and objects. They
formalize Tomlin’s Map Algebra (Tomlin, 1990) for fields, as described pre-
viously in this section, as well as the topological relationships described by
Clementini et al. (1993) for objects.
Foerster conducts a study on a classification for operators limited to car-
tographic generalization (Foerster, 2009). Follow-ups are provided by Gould
(2012); Regnauld et al. (2014).
Schenkelaars (1994) defines GIS operations classes and respective query classes.
Both class types are defined as first steps towards a graphical interaction lan-
guage, representing a user perspective on GIS operations. According to Schenke-
laars, users prefer to define queries describing their problem instead of thinking
in operations.
Rhind and Green (1988) discuss a classification study cited by them as Green
et al. (1985) which integrates a number of further classifications from the 1980ies.
Svensson and Huang (1991) develop Geo-enabled Simple Query Language
Based On Set Algebra (Geo-SAL) a spatial data analysis query language. They
propose six functionality classes required for a spatial analysis system, which
are aggregated from a number of studies (Svensson and Huang, 1991). As the
functionality classes are aggregated from other studies, including Goodchild
(1987), they will not be further assessed or used in the remainder of this thesis.
Although not explicitly categorizing geooperators, Mäs and Reinhardt (2009);
Mäs (2009) describe a categorization for spatial and temporal integrity con-
straints.
4.2 guides to gis analysis - pragmatic approach
Nearly all previously discussed publications (Section 4.1) have a very scientific
and conceptual view on GIS functionality. Only Chrisman (2002, Part 2, pp. 103–
242) provides a pragmatic categorization of GIS operations.
Following a similar approach as Chrisman, Mitchell provides problem-ori-
ented discussions about GIS analysis in form of three guide books (Mitchell,
1999, 2005, 2012). Each guide describes four to six common geographic analysis
tasks to be solved with current GIS. The guide topics and common geographic
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Table 10: Mitchell’s geographic analysis tasks subdivided by topics. (Mitchell, 1999,
2005, 2012)
topic task
Geographic patterns and
relationships (Volume 1)
Mapping where things are
Mapping the most and the least
Mapping density
Finding what’s inside
Finding what’s nearby
Mapping change
Spatial measurements and
statistics (Volume 2)
Calculating the center, dispersion, and trend
Identifying patterns
Identifying clusters
Analyzing geographic relationships
Modeling suitability,
movement, and interaction
(Volume 3)
Rating suitable locations
Modeling flows
Modeling paths
Finding suitable locations
Modeling interaction
analysis tasks are given in Table 10. Although titled Esri Guides to GIS Analysis,
the books are written independent of a legacy GIS and apply a pragmatic and
user centered point of view with abstract guides to spatial problem solving.
This approach fits well to the pragmatic principles applied in this thesis and is
thus discussed further below.
Mitchell defines the term GIS analysis as follows:
“GIS analysis is a process for looking at geographic patterns in your
data and at relationships between features. The actual methods you
use can be very simple - sometimes, just by making a map you’re
doing analysis - or more complex, involving models that mimic the
real world by combining many data layers.” (Mitchell, 1999, p. 11)
This is a very pragmatic understanding of GIS analysis, avoiding the discus-
sion whether or not a certain operation is spatial analysis or not. It includes the
full range of tasks a typical GIS user employs a GIS for.
Mitchell’s GIS analysis follows a five step approach which reflects the work-
flow of individual geographic analysis tasks in his books (Mitchell, 1999, p. 11):
1. Frame the question
What information is required (often in form of a question)? Being spe-
cific helps to determine how to conduct the analysis, how to choose the
appropriate method and how to present the results. Additional factors
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include information about how the results will be used and who will be
using them. These two aspects indicate how rigorous the methods and
how focused the results need to be.
2. Understand your data
Data type and features influence the required methods. Knowledge is
necessary about what information is contained in input datasets, e.g. type
of features and attributes, and about what analysis results are expected
and how they are structured. The analysis result’s complexity ranges from
simple, e.g. update attribute tables with certain calculations, to complex,
e.g. create a new layer with information.
3. Choose a method
Often, there are several ways to solve a problem with GIS: a quick but
less accurate way and a more complex (in terms of more sophisticated
methods and higher processing time) but also more accurate one. The
decision for one or the other depends on the answers in Step 1. Depending
on the chosen way, the gathering of additional datasets may be necessary
(go back to Step 2).
4. Process the data
GIS provide tools for data processing. Tutorials and advice can be found
in Mitchell’s books.
5. Look at the results
Results of spatial analysis can be visualized in maps, or represented by
values in attribute tables and charts. Several decisions related to the re-
sults can be made: for instance whether intermediate results from the
workflow need to be displayed as well, whether results need to be grouped,
or whether charts should be included for better understanding of the re-
sult. When results are not adequate analysis can be run again with differ-
ent parameters or even different methods. The respective results can then
be compared and the best one chosen.
The following subsections give an outline of Mitchell’s guide books. The
derivation of geooperator categories (formatted in italics) out of individual ge-
ographic analysis tasks is conducted for the first three tasks of the first volume
(Mitchell, 1999). A deeper analysis of Volume 2 (Mitchell, 2005, pp. 232–233)
and Volume 3 (Mitchell, 2012, pp. 406–410) is superfluous, as both volumes al-
ready provide appendices pointing to relevant tools in ArcGIS. An overview
about the respective derived geooperator categories is given in Section 4.2.5.
4.2.1 Working with tables
Working with data tables, e.g. attribute tables or summary statistics, is an im-
portant task and prerequisite for several of Mitchell’s other tasks (although it is
not a geographic analysis task per se). The three most common operations are
selecting, calculating and summarizing (Mitchell, 1999, p. 18):
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• Selecting
Selecting defines subsets of features or assigns new attribute values to
these features. This usually requires a query based on logical operators
like equals, greater than, less than and not equal. Queries can be concatenated
or nested by logical AND and OR statements.
• Calculating
Calculating is used to create new fields (and thus create new attributes
in a table based on either direct assignment (e.g. ranking), or based on
existing attributes (e.g. calculating ratios). It is often used in combination
with selecting subsets of features first, and then calculating new ones.
• Summarizing
Summarizing calculates statistics from specific attributes, including single
statistical values (e.g. total number or mean), creating new tables with
values for different attributes, or counting features (frequency).
4.2.2 Mapping where things are
"Mapping where things are lets you find places that have the fea-
tures you’re looking for, and see where to take action. You can also
begin to understand why things are where they are.
In this chapter:
• Why map where things are?
• Deciding what to map
• Preparing your data
• Making your map
• Analyzing geographic patterns" (Mitchell, 1999, p. 21)
Maps are used to take a look at features, to either inspect individual features,
or inspect patterns of features, e.g. to identify clusters (Mitchell, 1999, p. 22, p.
35). Before actually mapping, two decisions need to be made: which features to
display and how to display the features, e.g. symbology. The decisions depend
on the map purpose and how the information shall be used. The envisioned
map purpose influences the required level of detail, and whether to display
relevant reference locations, e.g. a topographic map. (Mitchell, 1999, p. 24)
In terms of required data, it needs to be checked whether the data is al-
ready spatially referenced or not (if not geocoding is necessary), and whether
the relevant attributes are already available (if not, attributes need to be created).
Attributes can be hierarchical (either as codes in one attribute or stored as mul-
tiple attributes). (Mitchell, 1999, p. 25)
Also, several other aspects need careful consideration before mapping: GIS
takes care of the visualization according to selected symbology and locational
information in the data. Subsetting and selecting according to feature attributes
may be required. Reasonable attribute value grouping may be necessary (via
classify). Zooming in or out can reveal further patterns. (Mitchell, 1999, pp. 26–
34)
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4.2.3 Mapping the most and the least
"Mapping the most and least lets you compare places based on quan-
tities so you can see which places meet your criteria, or understand
the relationships between places.
In this chapter:
• Why map the most and least?
• What do you need to map?
• Understanding quantities
• Creating classes
• Making your map
• Looking for patterns" (Mitchell, 1999, p. 37)
In addition to mapping locations of features, feature attributes can be visu-
alized based on quantities. Quantities can be counts and amounts, ratios, or
ranks. Understanding of quantities is essential to visualize them in a mean-
ingful way. Counts and amounts are based on counting features. Ratios create
new attributes in the data and either calculate averages (dividing quantities of
different measures), proportions (dividing quantities of the same measure), or
densities (dividing quantity by the area of the feature to get a value per unit
of area). Relative values (in contrast to measured values) are usually generated
by reclassifying attributes and arranging them in a certain order. (Mitchell, 1999,
pp. 38, 42–45)
Quantities can be mapped from discrete features (points, lines, and polygons),
continuous phenomena (defined by areas or surfaces), and by data summarized
by area (points, lines, and areas can be summarized by another area). For ex-
ploring data, the data is usually used in a high level of detail. When presenting
data in a map, it is usually generalized in a level of detail that serves the map
purpose. Generating maps is usually preceded by exploring data to detect pat-
terns that influence the generalization techniques. (Mitchell, 1999, pp. 40–41)
A trade-off is required for meaningful presentation of data on maps. On the
one hand, visualizing each individual value with an individual symbol and
thus presenting the dataset as is, results in complex maps and is often used to
visualize ranked quantities on maps. On the other hand, values can be grouped
into classes to facilitate pattern detection by generalizing the data values. As
the resulting maps are easier to grasp, this is the usual approach for mapping
counts and amounts, and ratios. (Mitchell, 1999, p. 46)
Classes can be created manually, by looking for features with specific values,
by selecting standards from industrial or scientific contexts, and by using class
breaks extracted from a larger number of features from an external dataset for
better comparison (e.g. comparing local phenomena to the national average).
(Mitchell, 1999, p. 47)
By using common statistical classification schemes to group similar values,
pattern detection is facilitated. This calculation is done by GIS based on a given
number of classes and the applied classification scheme. Most common schemes
are natural breaks (Jenks, 1967), quantiles (each class contains the same number
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of features), equal intervals (classes are equally bounded), and standard deviations
(classes origin at the mean and have boundaries at the value of the standard
deviation). The general approach for classification schemes based on statistical
parameters is plotting them as a bar chart, deciding on the required number of
classes, and then applying the appropriate GIS tools to calculate statistical pa-
rameters and classes. The decision for a particular classification scheme and an
appropriate number of classes requires user know-how and depends on how
outliers need to be dealt with. Best practices to make the classes easier to read
can be found in the book. (Mitchell, 1999, pp. 48–55)
For map visualization, users can choose from a number of options and styles:
graduated symbols, graduated colors, charts, contours, and 3D perspective views. Best
practices for choosing appropriate styles and step by step analysis instructions
can be found in the book. Pattern detection is solely based on user knowledge
and experience and can only be supported by GIS as described. (Mitchell, 1999,
pp. 56–67)
4.2.4 Mapping density
"Mapping the density of features lets you see the patterns of where
things are concentrated. This helps you find areas that require action
or meet your criteria, or monitor changing conditions.
In this chapter:
• Why map density?
• Deciding what to map
• Two ways of mapping density
• Mapping density for defined areas
• Creating a density surface" (Mitchell, 1999, p. 69)
By mapping density, feature clusters can be revealed. Patterns of features can
often reveal more information than feature locations by themselves. They are
particularly useful, when feature reference areas have different sizes. Often, also
uniform reference areas are chosen. Density can either be mapped by shading
areas based on density value, or by creating a density surface. Features as well
as feature attributes can be mapped. (Mitchell, 1999, pp. 70–72)
On the one hand, for a defined area, density can be mapped by creating dot
maps, where each dot represents a fixed number of locations which are spread
randomly among the reference area. This visualization is useful when many
features are clustered but density is more important than location of features.
Alternatively, a density value can be calculated for a reference area by dividing
the total number of features or total value of features by polygon area. This
approach is particularly useful to detect areas with higher densities without
seeing density centers. (Mitchell, 1999, p. 73)
On the other hand, density surfaces can be represented by raster layers, with
each cell representing the density value according to the number of features
within or in a radius around the cell. This approach results in far more detailed
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visualization but takes a much higher effort to calculate. Density surfaces can
be created from points and lines. (Mitchell, 1999, pp. 73–74)
A number of tools are required for preparation before mapping the density:
reclassifying, area calculation, map coloring, contour maps, vector to raster conversion
(for density surfaces), and adding fields in the attribute table and calculating fields
in the attribute table.
Calculating a density value for a defined area requires division of attribute
value by area of the polygon and addition of the result as a new attribute in the
attribute table. Often, density can be calculated on the fly in common GIS. Dot
density maps require the number of features per dot and the size of the dots as
input. Both are based on user experience and intended visualization purpose.
(Mitchell, 1999, pp. 75–77)
Density surfaces are usually created by specific GIS functionality and require
at least four parameters: the cell size, calculation method, the search radius,
and the units (if units for cells and search radius differ). The calculation can be
parametrized for providing a simple density (units per area) or a weighted den-
sity based on kernel functions giving the closer features more weight. Density
surfaces can also be created from data summarized by other data: the centroid
as a proxy improves the detection of patterns, which works best with a large
number of evenly distributed points. Density surfaces are visualized by grad-
uated colors for which reclassifying is required as well (Section 4.2.3). (Mitchell,
1999, pp. 77–85)
4.2.5 Summary and conclusions - identified geooperator categories from Mitchell
Mitchell describes the identified geographic analysis tasks independently from
the underlying data model, and moreover without the data model being a major
discriminator for the structuring of tasks. He describes solutions for both raster
and vector data, thus acknowledging that problems can often be solved by
using either data model. He also gives recommendations which data structure
can be used for what application scenarios.
Mitchel applies a problem-oriented and pragmatic approach close to the user
point of view. The geographic analysis tasks are problem based and the iden-
tified geooperators can thus be categorized according to these tasks, the cate-
gories representing suitable templates for potential facets for faceted browsing.
Several geooperators can be assigned to different categories (e.g. Figure 4), sup-
porting the assumption that there is more than one perspective on geooperators
(this discussion is resumed in Section 4.4.2).
His concept of geographic analysis tasks is similar to Albrecht’s functional
groups (Albrecht, 1996, p. 33), sharing the same granularity level. However,
Albrecht’s functional groups are rather more abstract.
Mitchell, having a broad scope by also including visualization in his research,
proposes a more fine granular categorization, than e.g. compared to Kuhn’s
core concepts of spatial information (Section 4.1.4). The task level further pro-
vides the missing link between Kuhn’s very broad and general concepts and
geooperators as they are implemented in GIS (Figure 5). This allows for a clearer
assignment of geooperators than the direct links from Kuhn’s concepts to geo-
operators as shown in Figure 2 in Section 4.1.4.
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Figure 4: Consolidated geooperators identified from Mitchell for mapping where things
are, mapping the most and the least and mapping densities.
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Location
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Identifying clusters
Analyzing geographical
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Figure 5: Mitchell’s most common geographic analysis tasks (Mitchell, 1999, 2005, 2012)
on the left, right and bottom, mapped to Kuhn’s core concepts for spatial
information (Kuhn, 2012) on the top and in the middle.
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Additionally, Mitchell describes complete workflows for each geographic
analysis task, leading to templates for geoprocessing patterns (Section 8.1).
The workflows provide best practices for future workflow creation facilitation
and the development of an algebra based on the identified geooperators (Sec-
tion 8.2). Especially the five step approach to solve GIS analysis tasks described
in Section 4.2 provides a general guide for defining geoprocessing patterns
(Section 8.1).
Table 11 provides an overview about selected geooperators identified from
Mitchell (1999) subdivided by geographic analysis tasks.
Table 11: Overview on geooperator categories identified from Mitchell (1999) subdi-
vided by geographic analysis task.
task geooperator
Working with tables Selecting
Calculating
Summarizing
Mapping where things are Geocoding
Symbology
Subsetting
Add field to attribute tables
Selecting
Classifying
Zooming
Mapping the most and the least Reclassifying
Add field to attributes table
Counting
Averages
Proportions
Densities
Natural breaks
Quantiles
Equal intervals
Standard deviations
Bar charts
Graduated symbols
Graduated colors
Charts
Contours
3D perspective views
... continued on next page ...
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... continued from previous page ...
task geooperator
Mapping densities Reclassifying
Area calculation
Map coloration
Contour maps
Vector to raster conversion
Add field to attributes table
Calculate field in attribute table
Calculate density
Create dot maps
Create density surface
Create weighted density surface
Calculate centroids
Graduated colors
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As geooperators are required for this thesis to be either well defined in the
literature or implemented, analyzing legacy GIS structures to compose catego-
rizations is an obvious next step. Furthermore, for discovering geoprocessing
services in SDI, users may expect to discover offered functionality in a way that
they are used to from respective legacy systems. Therefore, legacy GIS struc-
tures will be adopted, making it easier especially for long time GIS users to find
functionality by structures they are accustomed to.
GIS functionality is not just used in a scientific context, but is also used by
practitioners from a large variety of application domains. The view of these
practitioners, GIS maintainers, and vendors needs to be taken into account to
gain acceptance for geooperator categorizations in the GIS community. Thus,
taking existing categorizations and classifications originating from legacy GIS
into account is mandatory, also to comply with the general pragmatic approach
in this thesis (Section 1.3). Legacy GIS are considered in this thesis in terms of
what functionality the legacy GIS offers, how legacy GIS differ from each other,
how GIS functionality is named and represented in the GUI, how GIS function-
ality is described in manuals and books, what terminology and keywords are
used to describe GIS functionality, etc. Based on these aspects, categorizations
for geooperators are derived to be used in the remainder of this thesis.
First and foremost GRASS and ArcGIS, two common and multipurpose legacy
GIS, are analyzed; both are offering a comprehensive variety of GIS functionality.
Additionally, PCRaster is evaluated. It offers only a raster centric point of view
but is considered in this thesis because it focuses on the implementation of Map
Algebra concepts (Section 4.1.6).
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This section evaluates categorizations of legacy GIS functionality. An actual
parameter by parameter comparison of a selected subset of GIS functionality
between GRASS and ArcGIS follows in Section 6.2.
4.3.1 GRASS modules and commands
Originally developed by the U.S. Army in the early 1980ies, GRASS is nowadays
a commonly used Free and Open Source Software for Geographical Informa-
tion Systems (FOSSGIS). It is a multipurpose GIS, offering functionality for a wide
range of geospatial analysis problems. Its functionality can be scripted and it
offers a graphical model builder.
GRASS uses the following terms to describe and present its functionality. The
terms are neither rigorously defined nor stringently used in GRASS.
functionality class Functionality classes present a collection of modules
providing functionality (Neteler and Mitasova, 2007, p. 25–26). An over-
view about the classes and the number of modules for each functionality
class is given in Table 12. The term function class is sometimes synony-
mously used. For the remainder of the thesis the term functionality class is
used.
module In GRASS, modules represent distinct parts of functionality and re-
quire a number of input and output parameters to solve a certain task.
Each module belongs to a functionality class. (Neteler and Mitasova, 2007,
p. 21)
The term is used throughout the online manual (GRASS, 2014a). Cur-
rently, 510 GRASS modules are available.
command GRASS modules are invoked by commands, either from the GRASS
command line or the GUI. The command name consists of a prefix in-
dicating the respective functionality class and the command name itself.
Table 12 provides a list of functionality classes and respective prefixes.
(Neteler and Mitasova, 2007, p. 29)
The term is used throughout the online manual (GRASS, 2014a). A list of
all GRASS commands structured according to functionality classes can be
found in the user documentation (GRASS, 2014a, Full Index).
tool is often used synonymously with the term module, e.g. Neteler and Mi-
tasova (2007, p. 21). For the remainder of the thesis the term module is
used.
toolbox Rarely used term describing a set of modules for a certain purpose,
e.g. the hydrologic modeling toolbox (GRASS, 2014a, Intro: 2D raster map
processing).
The term is also used in context of the GRASS GUI. A toolbox represents
a user-customizable collection of modules which are integrated into the
GRASS GUI menu structure and the Search modules component of the GUI.
(GRASS, 2014a, wxGUI toolboxes (menu customization))
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Table 12: GRASS module functionality classes for GRASS 6 (Neteler and Mitasova, 2007,
p. 26) extended by new functionality classes in GRASS 7 (GRASS, 2014a) given
in italics. The prefix plus module name is used to invoke the module. The
number of modules in each class is provided in the Count column.
prefix function class type of command count
d.* Display Graphical output 38
db.* Database Database management 18
g.* General General file operations 38
i.* Imagery Image processing 45
m.* Misc Miscellaneous commands 6
ps.* Postscript/printing Map creation in Postscript format 1
r.* Raster 2D raster data processing 167
r3.* 3D raster 3D raster data processing 25
t.* Temporal Temporal data processing for raster
and vector data
46
v.* Vector 2D and 3D vector data process-
ing including vector networks
126
In functionality classes, command names can carry an extended prefix de-
noted via additional words concatenated by points, e.g. all commands related
to vector networks are prefixed by v.net.*. The name giving process is conducted
by the respective developer with supervision of the community (Neteler, 2014).
The following observations of command names are based on personal assess-
ment and are discussed in detail later on:
• Multiple point concatenations (e.g. when a command reads as r.in.wms)
let one assume a subcategorization, e.g. commands starting with r.in.* all
provide raster data import functionality. However, Neteler and Mitasova
(2007, p. 25) state that one or two words concatenated by points describe
the purpose of the tool - this does not necessarily indicate a subcatego-
rization.
• Occasionally, multiple point concatenations denote only one child (e.g.
r.basin.fill) without further siblings.
• Occasionally, multiple point concatenations denote different technical im-
plementations for the same functionality, e.g. r.buffer and r.buffer.lowmem.
• Occasionally, modules are numbered consecutively, e.g. r.surf.idw and
r.surf.idw2. The differences between both modules can be found in the
documentation.
Besides the categorization of GRASS modules as described above, further
categorization criteria are deduced especially from the online GRASS manual
(GRASS, 2014a).
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The command introduction pages of the online manual, e.g. GRASS (2014a,
Intro: vector map processing and network analysis) provide an overview about
all commands belonging to a functionality class. They are further structured
by subtopics and thus combining commands. For vector data commands, the
following subtopics can be found (GRASS, 2014a, Intro: vector map processing
and network analysis):
• Vector data import and export,
• Metadata,
• Vector map operations,
• Vector model and topology,
• Vector object categories and attribute management,
• Editing vector attributes,
• Geometry operations,
• Vector overlays and selections,
• Vector statistics,
• Vector-Raster-DB conversion,
• Vector queries,
• Vector-Raster queries,
• Vector network analysis,
• Vector networks: Linear referencing system (LRS),
• Interpolation and approximation,
• Lidar data processing.
The menu structure for vector commands in the GRASS GUI is shown in Fig-
ure 6.
The raster data introduction page presents the following subtopics (GRASS,
2014a, Intro: 2D raster map processing):
• Raster import and export,
• Metadata,
• Raster Map operations:
– Resampling methods and interpolation methods,
– Raster MASKs.
• Raster map statistics,
• Raster map algebra and aggregation,
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Figure 6: Vector data commands menu structure in the GRASS GUI.
• Regression analysis,
• Hydrologic modeling toolbox.
The menu structure for raster commands in the GRASS GUI is shown in Fig-
ure 7.
Overall, most of the modules offered by GRASS can be accessed via the GUI. A
few missing modules, e.g. r.series.interp, have been fixed (GRASS, 2014c, ticket
#2423).
Each command manual page contains a list of keywords associated with it.
Keywords are defined at the time of implementation in the source code of the
corresponding module (Neteler, 2014). The choice of keywords depends on the
developer only, selecting from the existing pool of keywords (GRASS, 2014a,
Keywords Index). The keyword choice is reviewed by peer developers, includ-
ing the coordinator Neteler (Neteler, 2014). The GRASS user documentation links
a list of 248 keywords and corresponding GRASS commands (GRASS, 2014a,
Keywords Index).
The GRASS user documentation also provides a list of 95 topics (GRASS, 2014a,
Topics Index). Each topic references a subset of commands. The second key-
word given on each command links to a topic, the first one links to the func-
tionality class as described above and in Table 12. The same review approach
as described for assigning keywords for commands applies for topics as well.
(Neteler, 2014)
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Figure 7: Raster data commands menu structure in the GRASS GUI.
Preliminary conclusions
Several conclusions are derived from the previous observations.
A list of rules on how keywords in GRASS are linked to topics and distinct
command manual pages is identified by personal observations (as it is not de-
scribed in any official documentation) and is confirmed by the GRASS coordina-
tor Neteler (Neteler, 2014). The rules are as follows:
1. The first keyword links to a functionality class.
2. The second keyword links to an entry in the topic index.
3. Additional keywords are linked in the keyword index, these depend on
the developer’s choice (see above).
These rules are prone to bear semantic inconsistencies. For the topic list, only
one keyword per module can be used. If an assignment to several topics is
meaningful, the module is possibly not linked to the topic expected by a user.
This considerably reduces the usefulness of the topic list. However, the topic
index cannot be disregarded as it represents an established structure. The key-
word index is considered to be more useful, as multiple keywords per module
can be linked and thus multiple perspectives on GRASS are allowed.
Each module documentation page contains a section labeled See also con-
taining links to related modules in GRASS (Neteler, 2014). This section can be
extended to also link to external software packages, see e.g. GRASS (2014b,
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v.surf.idw). It represents a valuable source for links between related geoopera-
tors as required for discovery (Section 7.2) and a geooperator thesaurus (Sec-
tion 6.3). The References section contains links to any information related to
a module, e.g. a literature reference (Neteler, 2014). This content needs to be
included in a detailed geooperator description as proposed and discussed in
Chapter 5.
The GRASS GUI provides its functionality mainly by a menu bar. The menu
structure presents an additional categorization for GRASS modules. In terms of
granularity, it represents an intermediate categorization between the coarse cat-
egorization by functionality class and the fine categorization by topic index or
keyword index. Unfortunately, the link between the command manual pages
to the respective menu position in the GRASS GUI is yet missing but would im-
prove the discoverability considerably. This is currently discussed in the GRASS
community (GRASS, 2014c, ticket #645).
The Search module functionality of the GRASS GUI is structured according to
the same categorization as the menu bar. It also features a keyword search
matching (now) the keywords provided by the online documentation. A related
issue due to some hardcoded menu structure has presently been fixed (GRASS,
2014c, ticket #2423).
Module and command are important terms used in GRASS (Section 2.2). Module
is used when the implementation or the piece of functionality is addressed,
whereas command is the eponym and the means to invoke a module. The terms
to describe and organize GIS functionality in GRASS are neither rigidly defined
nor used consistently.
All in all, although the categorization provided by GRASS contains minor
logical inconsistencies, it provides a rather pragmatic categorization. It clearly
distinguishes visualization and data management functionality from analysis
functionality and primarily categorizes analysis functionality according to the
data model. Nevertheless, the categorization according to the data model is
the only consistent categorization attribute, other secondary categorizations are
more loosely structured, e.g. keywords and topics as discussed above.
The GRASS module naming scheme based on point concatenations gives the
impression of a module hierarchy but is not used in such manner. The only
hierarchy induced is by the prefix indicating the functionality class. The overall
hierarchy is thus rather flat, leading to rather specialized modules being placed
on the same level as more general and multi purposed modules. In cases where
subcategories are actually modeled by giving multiple point concatenations, it
is sometimes used inconsistently as described before. Thus, the naming scheme
is not used as a categorization for GRASS in this thesis.
Further categorization criteria according to an assessment of the online doc-
umentation and the representation of the modules in the GRASS GUI mismatch
the granularity of the categorization according to the naming scheme. The four
relevant function classes raster, 3D raster, temporal and vector oppose 95 topics
identified in the GRASS documentation (Table 25 in Appendix B) and 248 key-
words (Table 26 in Appendix B). An intermediate layer is not provided in the
documentation. Nevertheless, the presentation of modules in the GUI allows for
adding intermediate categories thus improving discovery. The topic and key-
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word indices and the categorization according to menu structure are taken into
account in this thesis.
The GRASS GUI menu structure is user customizable, thus enabling the provi-
sion of arbitrary menu structures. Thereby it is also possible to introduce cate-
gorizations from alternative legacy GIS to GRASS after mapping them to GRASS
functionality. A potential mapping is further discussed in Section 6.2 and the
proof of concept implementation in Section 7.4. This approach supports and
facilitates the transitioning of users from other legacy GIS to GRASS. The effect
can be further enhanced by providing GRASS with a facet browser component
like to the one implemented in this thesis (Section 7.2), thereby greatly improv-
ing discovery from within GRASS. Both ideas are evaluated positively by Neteler
(2014). As a first step towards improved discovery, missing links between online
module documentation and menu position in the GRASS GUI have to be imple-
mented. First ideas for this approach have been communicated with Neteler
(2014) as well.
Overall, GRASS offers multiple categorizations for its modules: by command
naming, by keyword and topic index from the documentation, and by pre-
sentation in the GUI. This promotes again that the provision of several per-
spectives on geooperators as entry points for different users instead of one
all-encompassing perspective is an accepted and applied approach.
Several inconsistencies discovered during the research for this thesis have
been reported back to the GRASS developer community and have presently been
fixed1.
4.3.2 ArcGIS tools and toolboxes
ArcGIS is a commonly used proprietary multipurpose GIS developed by Esri. It
offers a similar spectrum of GIS functionality as GRASS. The ArcGIS geoprocess-
ing framework (Esri, 2014b) provides means to facilitate the usage of ArcGIS
functionality, by also integrating scripting environments and the ModelBuilder.
ArcGIS uses the term tool to address GIS functionality that serves a distinct
purpose and can be invoked from the GUI or the scripting Application Pro-
gramming Interfaces (APIs). ArcGIS differentiates the following tool types (Esri,
2014a):
built-in tool Built-in tools provide the core functionality of ArcGIS imple-
mented by Esri (including all tools offered by extensions).
model tool Model tools integrate arbitrary tools into a workflow. They are
created by users with the ArcGIS ModelBuilder or are provided by Esri as
ArcGIS built-in tools. Although they wrap a number of other tools, they
are explicitly called tools as well and behave likewise.
script tool Script tools are developed with the Script tool wizard to wrap ei-
ther Python scripts, ARC Macro Language (AML) scripts, Windows batch
files, or Windows executables. They are either created by users or pro-
vided by Esri as ArcGIS built-in tools. They are also explicitly called tools
as well and behave likewise.
1 http://trac.osgeo.org/grass/search?q=jbrauner
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Figure 8: ArcGIS toolboxes, toolsets, and tools.
specialized tool There are a few specialized tools built by system devel-
opers which usually allow for interaction with external software (e.g. via
tools from the ArcGIS Data Interoperability extension). They have their
own unique GUIs.
Besides tool types, ArcGIS also differentiates tool categories (Esri, 2014a):
system tools System tools comprise all built-in tools, model tools, and script
tools that are included by Esri in the core ArcGIS installation and exten-
sions.
custom tools Custom tools are created by users mainly as model tools and
script tools, rarely as built-in tools.
All tools, regardless whether being system tools or custom tools, provide the
same kind of GUI and python interface. There is no immediate indication in the
interface of who developed or built the tool. (Esri, 2014a)
Each tool is assigned to a toolbox. A toolbox can contain an unlimited number
of tools and toolsets. Analogous to system tools and custom tools, ArcGIS dif-
ferentiates in built-in toolboxes and custom toolboxes. Toolsets are a means to
further structure a toolbox, comprising themselves a number of tools or toolsets.
Toolsets have no functionality on their own and no further metadata or descrip-
tion attached. (Esri, 2014a)
Tools in ArcGIS can be discovered in several ways. The hierarchical presenta-
tion of toolboxes (Figure 8) can be browsed, or a search window can be used to
conduct a keyword based search with auto completion.
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Preliminary conclusions
ArcGIS provides dual means to implement a tool hierarchy. On the one hand,
model tools can be used to wrap other tools and can thus significantly change
the granularity of a tool or a workflow. Second, tools are arranged hierarchically
in toolboxes in ArcGIS, which can again contain either tools or toolsets. As tools
have to be assigned to a toolbox, at least a flat hierarchy is always implicitly
enabled.
The categorization of tools according to toolsets and toolboxes is found to be
reasonable. There are however a number of inconsistencies:
• Granularity inconsistencies occur on the tool level, as rather specific tools
can be on the same hierarchical level as generic and multipurpose tools.
• The toolbox names can be ambiguous, e.g. the difference between the Spa-
tial Statistics toolbox and the Geostatistical Analyst toolbox remains unclear.
• Tools can occur under the same name but implement different functional-
ity, e.g. the Intersect tool in the Analysis toolbox and the Intersect tool in the
(hidden) Coverage toolbox (Figure 9). Same applies for the Clip tool, which
occurs as different implementations in the Analysis, Data management and
Coverage toolboxes.
• The assignment of tools to toolboxes does not consistently follow a cate-
gorization according to their functionality and the purpose of this func-
tionality but is sometimes influenced by external constraints. In ArcGIS
one major external factor is the licensing policy. Some toolboxes comprise
supplementary functionality that can be acquired in addition to the main
license. This leads to odd constructs with e.g. Data Interoperability tools
for data import, data export and data format conversion not being part of
the Data Management toolbox which basically provides similar functional-
ity. Another major example is the Analysis toolbox as base version part of
the main license and the Spatial Analyst toolbox as add-on. Overall, this
presents a major usability flaw in ArcGIS.
• Distinction of tools or toolsets by data model is not immediately dis-
cernible in ArcGIS. There are no toolboxes labeled as object or field tool-
boxes, or raster or vector toolboxes respectively. This applies to the search
component as well. However, some toolset names indicate an affiliation,
e.g. the Raster toolset in the Data Management toolbox. Overall, a discovery
by data model is not supported by ArcGIS.
As ArcGIS users are accustomed to the toolbox, toolset and tool locations,
consequentially, the legacy ArcGIS perspective has to be offered as one of many
perspectives on geooperators.
Similar to GRASS, alternative views on ArcGIS tools can be implemented by
creating custom toolboxes. They can contain toolsets and all types of tools. By
creating simple models that contain just one ArcGIS tool, a wrapper can be built
and labeled with the respective GRASS module name. Following this workflow
for a large number of tools can be cumbersome though. Figure 10 shows a
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Figure 9: Different ArcGIS Intersect tools: Analysis toolbox (top) and Coverage toolbox
(bottom).
Figure 10: GRASS toolbox in ArcGIS (built of a small selection of modules).
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GRASS toolbox, consisting of a raster and a vector toolset with a selection of
models labeled with GRASS module names. The ArcGIS menu structure can be
customized in a similar manner.
4.3.3 ArcGIS online
Esri’s ArcGIS online2 is primarily an online platform for sharing maps and spa-
tial information but it also offers a Spatial Analysis Service Representational
state transfer (REST) API (Esri, 2014e) to allow for basic geoprocessing. The API
offers a selected set of tasks (which are understood as geooperators in this
thesis), categorized by “simply logical groupings” (Esri, 2014e) which “do not
affect how you access or use the tasks in any way” (Esri, 2014e). The categoriza-
tion based on these groupings and tasks is shown in Table 13.
Table 13: Categories (groups) and geooperators (tasks) derived from Spatial Analysis
Service REST API (Esri, 2014e) of ArcGIS online.
group task
Summarize Data Aggregate Points
Summarize Nearby
Summarize Within
Find Locations Find Existing Locations
Derive New Locations
Find Similar Locations
Data Enrichment Enrich Layer
Analyze patterns Calculate Density
Find Hot Spots
Interpolate Points
Use Proximity Create Buffers
Create Drive-Time Areas
Find Nearest
Plan Routes
Manage Data Extract Data
Dissolve Boundaries
Merge Layers
Overlay Layers
Field Calculator
2 http://arcgis.com
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Preliminary conclusions
Instead of replicating the legacy desktop ArcGIS toolbox structure, the struc-
ture in ArcGIS online follows the approach of Mitchell (Section 4.2), the func-
tionality being organized according to task categories. From an organizational
perspective this makes sense, as concluded in Section 4.3.2, but on the other
hand this approach may alienate desktop ArcGIS users. However, Esri uses this
chance to introduce new and improved structures over structures users have
grown accustomed to.
4.3.4 GIS functionality in PCRaster
PCRaster is a specialized GIS for raster data analysis. In terms of analysis func-
tionality it offers an implementation of Cartographic Modelling (Map Algebra)
and Dynamic Modelling (time extension for Map Algebra), both to be invoked
by the PCRaster modelling language. For further geostatistical analysis that
goes beyond Map Algebra, the gstat geostatistical module (Pebesma, 2004) is
loosely coupled. (PCRaster, 2011, pp. 1–3)
PCRaster uses the following terms which are extracted from the PCRaster
documentations to describe its functionality:
(functional) module “A piece of the PCRaster package with a distinct
functionality” (PCRaster, 2013, Glossary).
A functional module “represents a group of operations that change the
properties of the cells in a specific way” (PCRaster, 2011, p. 1).
Cartographic Modelling as well as Dynamic Modelling and the mod-
ule for geostatistical modelling (gstat) are the main modules in PCRaster
(PCRaster, 2011, pp. 1–3).
operation “One static manipulation of one or more database components
with one operator or several operators nested in one operation resulting
in one or more database components (PCRaster map, table, time series,
point data column file)” (PCRaster, 2013, Glossary).
“GIS operations or operations used in modelling can be regarded as func-
tions that induce a change in the properties of the cells on the basis of the
relations within cells (between attributes on one cell location) or between
cells, see figure below [figure not included]. In PCRaster, each functional
module of the package represents a group of operations that change the
properties of the cells in a specific way.” (PCRaster, 2011, p. 1)
Operation and function are often used synonymously in the PCRaster doc-
umentation (PCRaster, 2011, pp. 1–3).
operator An operator is a “primitive PCRaster ‘function’ of Map Algebra,
Cartographic Modelling, Dynamic Modelling and GIS. It calculates a re-
sult on basis of one or more inputs. Both, the result and the input may be
a PCRaster map, table, time series or point data column file.” (PCRaster,
2013, Glossary)
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function Operation and function are often used synonymously in the PCRas-
ter documentation (PCRaster, 2011, pp. 1–3). See definition for operation
above.
environmental modeling function An environmental modeling func-
tion represents analysis functionality and is used as operation in PCRaster
(PCRaster, 2011, pp. 1–2).
gis function GIS functions combine common GIS functionality, not related
to analysis or modeling, e.g. import and export of data, and visualization.
(PCRaster, 2011, pp. 1–3)
The functionality of PCRaster is provided by a number of PCRaster oper-
ations that can be applied in the Cartographic Modelling as well as in the
Dynamic Modelling module. The operations are generally formalized in the
PCRaster modelling language which is an algebraic language. Cartographic
modelling lacks time support and thus differs from Dynamic Modelling. Oper-
ations are generally based on Tomlin’s Map Algebra (Tomlin, 1990) but provide
additional, more sophisticated functions for dedicated purposes, e.g. geomor-
phological or hydrological analysis. (PCRaster, 2011, pp. 1–2)
The Cartographic Modelling module provides analogous to Map Algebra
(Tomlin, 1990) the following operation groups (PCRaster, 2011, p. 2):
• Point operations
Point operations only relate to attributes of a single cell in one or more
stacked layers, with no influence from neighboring cells (PCRaster, 2011,
p. 26).
In terms of Map Algebra these operations represent LocalFUNCTION op-
erations (Tomlin, 1990, pp. 64–92).
Point operation subcategories are listed in Table 14.
• Neighbourhood operations
Neighbourhood operations relate to attributes of a cell and its surround-
ing neighbours that exert a certain influence on this cell. The influence
may result from a squared window of neighboring cells (window opera-
tions), from the local drain direction over a digital elevation model (local
drain direction operations), from a path of consecutive neighboring cells
(friction path operations), from a combination of local drain direction and
friction path for e.g. accumulating transport material in a river catchment
(transport of material over a local drain direction operations), or from a spa-
tial relation related to the visibility in a digital elevation model (visibility
analysis operations). (PCRaster, 2011, pp. 27–28)
In the functional list of applications and operations in the documentation,
local drain direction operations are also called derivatives of elevation maps,
friction path operations are also called spread operations, transport of ma-
terial over a local drain direction operations are also called operations with
local drain directions maps, and visibility analysis operations are also called
operations for visibility analysis (PCRaster, 2011, pp. 63–64).
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In terms of Map Algebra these operations represent FocalFUNCTION op-
erations and IncrementalFUNCTION operations (Tomlin, 1990, pp. 96–150).
Neighbourhood operation subcategories are listed in Table 14.
• Area operations
Area operations relate to attributes of cells that are in the same area as
the cell under consideration. An area can be arbitrary and does not need
to be spatially connected. Unlike in Map Algebra as described by Tomlin
(1990), stacked layers are allowed as well. (PCRaster, 2011, pp. 31–33)
In terms of Map Algebra these operations represent ZonalFUNCTION op-
erations (Tomlin, 1990, pp. 154–163).
Area operation subcategories are listed in Table 14.
• Map operations
Map operations relate to attributes of all cells of one or more (stacked)
layers and compute a single non-spatial value. (PCRaster, 2011, pp. 33–
34)
In terms of Map Algebra (Tomlin, 1990) these operations have no equiva-
lents.
Map operation subcategories are listed in Table 14.
The operations within these groups are defined as a “[. . . ] set of primitive
operators that induce a change in the properties of the cells, where the change
in properties is calculated on the basis of some kind of dependency within cells
(point operations) or between cells (neighbourhood operations, area operations,
map operations” (PCRaster, 2011, p. 2). Besides these operations, PCRaster of-
fers data management operations intended for map creation, data conversion, etc.
(PCRaster, 2011, pp. 66–67). Table 14 shows an overview about operation sub-
categories for data management.
Table 14 also shows several subcategories for the Cartographic Modelling
operations (point, neighbourhood, area and map). The geomorphological func-
tions, hydrological functions, functions for visibility analysis, functions for catch-
ment analysis, functions for routing of transport (drainage) of material in a
catchment, functions for local drain direction maps, and functions for transport
(routing) go beyond common Map Algebra functions. (PCRaster, 2011, p. 2)
Cartographic Modelling just allows for analysis of static datasets. If time vari-
ant models shall be built, the Dynamic Modelling module is used. It enhances
the Cartographic Modelling operations with various time operations (Table 14)
and also provides an extended language, the Dynamic Modelling language.
This language is used to script various Cartographic Modelling expressions,
each representing a distinct time step. The sequence of these operations repre-
sents a time variant dynamic environmental model. (PCRaster, 2011, p. 39)
Table 14 provides an overview about the subcategorization for each group
of Cartographic Modelling and Dynamic Modelling derived from the functional
list of applications and operations section in the documentation. Although, data
management operations are not part of the analytic section of PCRaster, they
are included here to provide a complete overview about PCRaster operations.
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Table 14: PCRaster operation groups for Cartographic Modelling and Dynamic Mod-
elling derived from the functional list of applications and operations in the
PCRaster documentation (PCRaster, 2011, pp. 59-67).
category subcategory
Point operations Boolean operators
Comparison operators
Conditional statements
Missing value creation, detection, alteration
Relations in tables
Order
Maximize, minimize
Arithmic [sic!] operators, trigonometric, ex-
ponential, logarithmic functions
Rounding
Data types: Conversion and assignment
Random number generation - cells
Coordinates, unique ID’s
Neighbourhood
operations
Window operations
Derivatives of elevation maps
Spread operations
Operations with local drain direction maps
Operations for visibility analysis
Area operations Operations over areas
Random number generation - map
Time operations Time operations
Data management Map creation, changing attributes
Conversion of data
Cutting and joining together PCRaster maps
Generation of legends
Screen output
Preliminary conclusions
In contrast to GRASS and ArcGIS, PCRaster is a specialized GIS for raster data
operations. Its functionality is categorized according to Tomlin’s Map Algebra
and thus sorted correspondently to an established theoretical concept in con-
trast to the best practice categories developed over decades in GRASS and Arc-
GIS. PCRaster perspectives can be integrated into the menu structures of GRASS
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or ArcGIS as well according to the descriptions in Section 7.4. Except for small
deviations, PCRaster follows a rigid usage of applied terms in contrast to e.g.
GRASS.
In general, the same shortcomings identified for Map Algebra, e.g. by Al-
brecht (1996, pp. 20–21) and as discussed in Section 4.1.6, apply for PCRaster
as well: the concept is sound but novice GIS users may have problems to fully
comprehend it. In case of PCRaster, the categorization concept uses more mean-
ingful terms for operations than Tomlin’s Map Algebra to describe the scope.
Instead of LocalFUNCTION operations, FocalFUNCTION operations and Zon-
alFUNCTION operations the terms Point Operations, Neighbourhood Operations
and Area Operations are used.
In terms of usability, PCRaster lacks a GUI to invoke its operations. It is only
accessible by a command line interface from which statements coded in the
PCRaster modelling language, resembling statements in a functional program-
ming language, are submitted. Thus, on the one hand exploring and discover-
ing functionality by GUI is not possible, instead usage of the documentation is
required. On the other hand, this makes it easy for users familiar with program-
ming languages to construct sophisticated workflows including nested state-
ments and recursions. Modeled workflows can be run as automated scripts by
PCRaster.
4.3.5 Further legacy GIS
ILWIS is an Open Source desktop GIS. It is currently being migrated to ILWIS NG
(Next Generation) and optimized for SDI usage. In the ILWIS documentation the
following functionality groups are offered (ITC, 2001):
• Spatial data input,
• Spatial data management,
• Attribute data handling,
• Image processing,
• Spatial data analysis: retrieval, (re)classification and measurement opera-
tions,
• Spatial data analysis: overlay operations,
• Spatial data analysis: neighborhood and connectivity operations,
• Using Digital Elevation Models,
• Spatial data analysis: geostatistical tools.
ILWIS can be scripted from the command line (ITC, 2001, pp. 457–478) and
offers visualization and mapping functionality (ITC, 2001, pp. 479–520).
Geospatial Data Abstraction Library (GDAL) and its sibling OGR Simple Fea-
ture Library (OGR) offer a data model respectively for raster data (GDAL) and
vector data (OGR) and respective means for comprehensive import and export
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functionality. The tools are offered as a software library and API to external
products. Several FOSSGIS, including GRASS and Quantum GIS (QGIS) use both
libraries, at least for data import and export.
Another prominent FOSSGIS is QGIS. Its range of native functionality is limited
but it uses e.g. GRASS, GDAL, Sextante and Gearscape Geoprocessing Language
2 (GGL2) as plug-ins to make use of their respective functionality. In terms of
commercial software, the Feature Manipulation Engine (FME) provides an ex-
haustive framework intended for any kind of transformation and manipulation
of geodata.
Considering the categorizations of GIS functionality of the legacy GIS dis-
cussed in this subsection is part of future work. The focus for the remainder
of this thesis is on the two major GIS: GRASS and ArcGIS.
4.4 summary and conclusions - granularity and perspectives
During the state of the art analysis (Section 4.1), the assessment of Mitchell’s
pragmatic geographical analysis tasks (Section 4.2), and the review of geopro-
cessing functionality in legacy GIS (Section 4.3), two major conclusions regard-
ing how geooperators are and can be categorized are drawn: (1) geooperator
granularity varies, and (2) different perspectives on geooperators need to be
established. These are discussed in this section.
4.4.1 Granularity of geooperators
Geooperators can be arbitrarily complex, and a single geooperator can either
be useful for multiple purposes or only for a very specific analysis scenario.
Both, complexity and purpose influence the geooperator’s ability to be used as
a building block for geoprocessing workflows. The term granularity is used to
describe this ability:
granularity in this thesis is defined as the complexity of a geooperator
ranging from atomic geooperators to workflows built of multiple geoop-
erators. The less complex a geooperator is, the more potential usages in
different contexts it can have. The more complex a geooperators is, the
more specific is its usage.
Atomic geooperators are geooperators implementing the most basic GIS func-
tionality. Geooperators originating from Map Algebra (Tomlin, 1990) are rea-
sonable examples for atomic geooperators. More complex geooperators, being
composed of multiple atomic geooperators, represent workflows. If such work-
flows are reused often, they qualify as geooperators themselves.
In SDI, geooperator granularity plays another important role: should atomic
geooperators be offered in SDIs? Or should climate models be offered in SDIs?
Using multiple atomic geooperators to address a certain task produces a lot of
overhead in terms of data needing to be encoded and decoded multiple times,
and transported between client and Web Services and between different state-
less Web Services. Applying complex geooperators, e.g. a climate model, on
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the other hand may require long processing times and result in communica-
tion timeouts. Reasonable geoprocessing usage in SDI in regard to granularity
and novel approaches to overcome these granularity limitations are further dis-
cussed in Bernard et al. (2005a), Brauner et al. (2009a) and Müller et al. (2010).
In terms of workflow creation as described for future work (Section 8.2), geo-
operator granularity is important to determine the reusability potential and
applicability of geooperators for meaningful workflows.
4.4.2 Different perspectives on geooperators
Albrecht (1996, p. 30) and Chrisman (2002, p. iv) challenge that there is no
general or universal categorization, classification, or view on geoprocessing
functionality and thus geooperators. The state of the art analysis of the three
previous sections in this chapter confirms this assumption: there are too many
categorizations that vary fundamentally in their scope, perspective, source and
purpose. User views on geooperators are often disregarded by these categoriza-
tions. User backgrounds and levels of expertise are too diverse to be mapped
to a general categorization, as e.g. confirmed by the user surveys conducted by
Albrecht (1996, p. 29). This thesis assumes that GIS functionality per se is too
general (in the sense of a multi-purpose tool) on the one hand and contains
too many specialized tools and functionality on the other hand to allow for a
definite general categorization.
A simple example showcases the issue of multiple views on geooperators:
environmental scientists use geooperators discovered by a category Calculating
temperature maps from stationary sensors, whereas Mitchell (Section 4.2) would
sort the same geooperators the environmental scientist is using into a category
labeled Mapping what is in between. In both cases, the same interpolation geoop-
erators are used.
As a solution, this thesis proposes to integrate existing categorizations and
user views on geooperators into one framework. The concept of geooperator
perspectives is introduced to group existing categorizations and to reduce the
number of entry points for geooperator discovery:
perspective A perspective offers a certain general point of view on geoop-
erators. It groups existing categorizations and individual categories that
share commonalities in regard to a certain aspect related to geoprocess-
ing. Perspectives also represent top level entry points to start a discovery
process for geooperators.
Geooperators assigned to categories remain unchanged. They do not de-
pend on or are influenced by perspectives.
To allow reuse of existing categorizations and the concept of perspectives
requires that geooperators can be assigned to multiple categories at once.
Initially, this thesis proposes six perspectives on geooperators based on the
preceding analysis of existing categorizations in this chapter: Geodata, Legacy
GIS, Pragmatic, Geoinformatics, Technical, and Formal. Their defining aspect(s)
(driven by) and respective sample categories are presented in Table 15. Why
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and how they are derived, including a conceptualization, and how they are sub-
stantiated by underlying categories and categorizations is described in Chap-
ter 5. This list of initial perspectives is extensible based on future work require-
ments.
Table 15: Different perspectives on geooperators according to the analysis in Section 4.1
to Section 4.3.
perspective driven by examples
Geodata Data model Vector to vector
Raster to raster
Raster to vector
Vector to raster
GRASS functionality class
Available in both geodata models
Data properties Dimensionality
Scale of attribute data
Time-enabled
etc.
Legacy GIS Best practice GRASS (e.g. functionality class,
topic, keyword, GUI menu struc-
ture)
ArcGIS (e.g. toolbox, toolset)
PCRaster (e.g. operation group)
Pragmatic Application field SDSS
Hydrology
Cartography (e.g. cartographic
generalization)
Ecology (e.g. air quality)
etc.
Task According to Andy Mitchell’s com-
mon geographic analysis tasks
(Section 4.2) or similar.
All aforementioned application fields most often use the
same geooperators that occur in geoinformatics perspec-
tive categories and task oriented categories, however in
a different context.
Geoinformatics Analysis
character
Interpolation
Aggregation
Overlay
etc.
... continued on next page ...
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... continued from previous page ...
perspective driven by examples
GIS functionality
as known in GI
science
Map Algebra (Tomlin, 1990)
Core concepts of spatial informa-
tion (Kuhn, 2012)
Universal GIS operations (Albrecht,
1996, pp. 61-66)
Classes of analysis operations
(Goodchild, 1988)
Burrough’s nine classes of opera-
tions (Burrough, 1992)
In principal the concepts described in
Section 4.1.
Technical Implementation
or execution de-
tails
Executable in a grid computing or
cloud computing environment?
Divide and conquer approach fea-
sible?
Execution strategy in terms of the
moving code paradigm (Müller
et al., 2010), e.g. data-driven vs.
code driven.
Required geoprocessing environ-
ment, e.g. platform and infrastruc-
ture as described in Müller et al.
(2013).
Formal Arity Unary vs. binary operators
Vector x Vector → Vector
Vector → Vector
Vector x Raster → Vector
etc.
Symmetry Symmetric
Asymmetric
Reversibility Inverse
Not inverse
To conclude, offering multiple perspectives as eligible entry points improves
geooperator discovery for users with different backgrounds and different levels
of expertise. Furthermore, the vocabulary, by which a distinct geooperator can
be discovered, is enhanced by the different perspectives and categories, thereby
enabling multiple ways and domain knowledge the geooperator can be found
by.
The six perspectives shown in Table 15 are conceptualized by a large variety
of hierarchical categories which are further developed and described in Chap-
ter 5.
5
C O N C E P T U A L I Z AT I O N F O R G E O O P E R AT O R S A N D
C AT E G O R I E S
To enable a comparability framework for geoprocessing functionality, the con-
clusions drawn and the knowledge extracted from the state of the art analysis
of existing categorizations for geooperators is conceptualized and structured.
The conceptualization serves as a reference system that defines common char-
acteristics for its concepts whereby they can be compared.
For the comparability framework, conceptualizations are defined for the fol-
lowing concepts identified in the state of the art analysis: geooperators and
operands (Section 2.2), geooperator perspectives (Section 4.4.2), and geooperator cat-
egories (Section 4.1, Section 4.2, and Section 4.3). The conceptualization consti-
tutes the foundation for the development of a geooperator thesaurus, represent-
ing the formalization of the concepts (Chapter 6). The proof of concept for the
conceptualization is provided by Chapter 7.
Especially the conclusion to implement different perspectives on geoopera-
tors (Section 4.4.2) has a major influence on the conceptualization and impacts
the discovery and comprehension of GIS functionality to a high degree.
To illustrate the developed classes for the concepts for geooperators, operands,
perspectives, and categories, including all attributes and the relationships be-
tween the concepts, an ISO 19505 (ISO/IEC, 2012a) compliant UML class diagram
is established and shown in Figure 11. Some constraints are introduced to com-
plete the conceptualization. The constraints are modeled in ISO 19507 (ISO/IEC,
2012b) Object Constraint Language (OCL) and are shown in Figure 11, too. Al-
though (directed) associations are explicitly modeled for relevant attributes in-
cluding cardinalities, the attributes are also explicitly given inside the classes
for better comprehension. For all attributes the cardinalities are indicated ex-
plicitly.
The main classes GeooperatorCategory and Geooperator have the common at-
tributes id, label, references linking to further information, and comments for
additional arbitrary information. Details about individual class attributes and
relationships between the classes can be found below.
A concept map as visual representation of the modeled conceptualizations is
presented in Section 5.4.
5.1 concept : geooperator
The conceptualization of geooperator (Figure 11) is based on the definition given
in Section 2.2. The definition presumes that all geooperators are well defined,
either by being implemented in GIS or by an explicit definition in the litera-
ture. The latter are defined as abstract geooperators. Geooperators are modeled as
Geooperator, and abstract geooperators are modeled as AbstractGeooperator
with implementedIn being empty. An unambiguous definition is given or linked
by the attribute definition.
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Geooperator
-id: String[1]
-label: String[1]
-implementedIn: String[0..1]
-definition: String[1]
-inputs: Operand[1..*]
-outputs: Operand[1..*]
-parameters: Parameter[0..*]
-categories: GeooperatorCategory[0..*]
-closeMatch: Geooperator[0..*]
-narrowMatch: Geooperator[0..*]
-broadMatch: Geooperator[0..*]
-contextRelated: Geooperator[0..*]
-references: String[0..1]
-comments: String[0..*]
GeooperatorCategory
-id: String[1]
-label: String[1]
-perspective: GeooperatorPerspective[1]
-parent: GeooperatorCategory[1]
-children: GeooperatorCategory[0..*]
-siblings: GeooperatorCategory[0..*]
-linksTo: GeooperatorCategory[0..*]
-similarTo: GeooperatorCategory[0..*]
-contains: Geooperator[0..*]
-references: String[0..*]
-comments: String[0..*]
GeooperatorPerspective
For an AbstractGeooperator
implementedIn:String[0..1]
is empty.
A Perspective does not have a
parent GeooperatorCategory
and a GeooperatorPerspective.
Operand Parameter
0..*
0..*
1..*
Spatial inputs and outputs are both modeled
as Operand, as the output of one operation
can be the input of another operation.
In rare cases the output can be a non-spatial
data type (e.g. Boolean).
Non-spatial parameters
of a Geooperator.
For an AbstractGeooperatorCategory 
contains:Geooperator[0..*] is empty.
children, siblings, linksTo
0..*
perspective
1
closeMatch, narrowMatch, broadMatch, contextRelated
0..*
AbstractGeooperatorCategory AbstractGeooperator
parent
1
1 context AbstractGeooperatorCategory inv: self.contains->isEmpty()
2 context GeooperatorPerspective inv: self.parent->isEmpty()
3 context GeooperatorPerspective inv: self.perspective->isEmpty()
4 context AbstractGeooperator inv: self.implementedIn->isEmpty() ✆
Figure 11: UML class diagram of Geooperator, GeooperatorCategory, and GeooperatorPer-
spective. Respective constraints are given in OCL below the diagram.
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The provision of links to similar geooperators is important to improve geo-
operator discovery, especially if alternative geooperators need to be discovered.
Therefore, links to similar geooperators are modeled in the geooperator con-
ceptualization. The degree of similarity is considered: the attribute closeMatch
provides links to almost similar geooperators, narrowMatch and broadMatch
link to geooperators providing less or more functionality respectively. Details
and background about the degree of similarity can be found in Section 6.2. The
attribute contextRelated contains links to otherwise related geooperators, e.g.
links to geooperators that are also often required to solve a similar analysis
problem. Such links to related geooperators are especially required to imple-
ment geoprocesssing patterns as described in Section 8.1 as part of future work.
Table 16 shows an example of a geooperator definition for GRASS r.mapcalc.
In addition, selected geooperators relevant for the case study are integrated
into the first version of the conceptualization from GRASS (r.mapcalc, v.overlay,
v.select) and ArcGIS (Clip, Raster calculator). LocalDifference is included as a sam-
ple abstract geooperator (defined by Map Algebra).
Table 16: Sample geooperator description for GRASS r.mapcalc.
grass r.mapcalc
id r.mapcalc
label GRASS r.mapcalc
implemented in GRASS
definition http://grass.osgeo.org/grass71/manuals/r.
mapcalc.html
inputs See definition.
outputs See definition.
parameters See definition.
categories Windows, Modeling paths, Linux, Geodata, OGC
WPS, Map Algebra, Geoinformatics, n-ary, Model-
ing suitability, movement, and interaction, Legacy
GIS, Available in operating system, LocalFUNCTION
operations, GRASS, Raster, Raster to raster, Transport
route planning, Raster - functionality class, Techni-
cal, Raster - keywords, Formal, Available online, and
Pragmatic
close match ArcGIS Raster calculator
narrow match LocalDifference
broad match ./.
context related ./.
references Shapiro and Westervelt (1992)
comments Raster map calculator.
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5.2 concept : operand
Characteristics of operands play a significant role for suitability evaluations
during the discovery and usage of geooperators (Section 2.2). However, the
operand classes are currently placeholders: taking operands into account is
part of future work (Chapter 8).
From a formal mathematical point of view the result of an operation is not
per se an operand. However, the output of a geooperator operation can be
used as input to another operation, thus qualifying the result as an operand
nevertheless. Operand is an abstract class. The actual distinction is modeled as
the assignment to either inputs or outputs of Geooperator.
5.3 concept : geooperator category
Following the general characteristics discussed for category in Section 2.3, a
geooperator category in this thesis is defined as:
geooperator category A geooperator category accumulates one or more
geooperators that share common defined and described characteristics.
Categories can be interlinked, either by hierarchical or associative links.
One distinct geooperator can be assigned to multiple categories.
A geooperator perspective is a specialized category without a parent cate-
gory.
Abstract categories (AbstractGeooperatorCategory) are only used to bet-
ter structure category hierarchies. A category is abstract when it has no ad-
ditional features distinguishing it from its parent category. The selection
of this abstract category does not influence the selection of geoooperators.
All geooperators assigned to an abstract category also need to be assigned
to at least one non-abstract child category of the abstract category.
The category ArcGIS toolboxes is an example for an abstract category: all geo-
operators in this category are also assigned to its parent category ArcGIS, and
are assigned to at least one individual toolbox (representing the child cate-
gories).
A geooperator category is modeled in the class GeooperatorCategory.
Instances of the class GeooperatorPerspective are also categories. Perspec-
tives aggregate categories which share common characteristics, see Section 4.4.2.
Each category, especially all perspectives, can contain further subcategories.
Thus, category hierarchies can be created by using the attributes parent, child-
ren, and siblings. A category which is not a perspective links to its respective
perspective by the attribute perspective. Regardless of the hierarchy level, each
category can link to any other category: similarTo contains links to similar
categories, and linksTo contains any other associative links.
Each category references its assigned geooperators by the attribute contains,
including all geooperators assigned to its child categories.
Categories are described by a form outlined in Table 17. The content of the
form is derived from the UML model shown in Figure 11.
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Table 17: Form for geooperator category descriptions.
category name
perspective Perspective on geooperators as described in Table 15.
parent Parent category (linking to Section 5.4). Is empty when
category is a perspective.
siblings Enumeration of (selected) sibling categories (if available).
subcategories A (selected) number of subcategories (if available).
links A (selected) number of linked categories (if available).
origin Derived from the references attribute in the UML model
(Figure 11), e.g. legacy GIS, scientific publication ...
The following subsections describe selected categories and categorizations
identified in Section 4.1, Section 4.2, and Section 4.3. Each subsection derives
categories for one perspective as identified in Section 4.4.2, thereby substan-
tiating the perspective by establishing a basic hierarchy of categories. These
substantiated perspectives are used further in this thesis. The category descrip-
tions are based on the form outlined in Table 17. Corresponding subcategories
are given as lists in the form.
Categories derived from the underlying geodata properties
Categorizing geooperators according to characteristics of their operands - in
most cases geodata - is self-evident: e.g. Albrecht (1996, p. 49) argues that a
formalization of operators requires the number and type of input and output
parameters. Considering properties of geodata (as input and output for geo-
operators) as sources for categories is further mandatory as there are several
respective categorizations in literature and legacy GIS (Section 4.4.2). In the fol-
lowing, categories are derived from the geodata model, the geodata dimension-
ality, the components of geodata (Section 2.2), and from geodata semantics.
In particular the underlying geodata model is relevant for consideration.
“Data models define how geographic variation is represented, but also deter-
mine the set of processes and analyses that can be carried out” (Goodchild,
1991) and “data models provide a logical and useful way of organizing the func-
tionality of a GIS” (Goodchild, 1991). Cites like these can be found in a number
of publications and suggest a categorization according to either the input geo-
data model, e.g. Goodchild (Section 4.1.1), or the output geodata model, e.g.
Burrough (Section 4.1.2). A number of GIS textbooks also impart their knowl-
edge according to the data model, e.g. Burrough and McDonnell (1998); Neteler
and Mitasova (2007). Furthermore, standardization also offers geodata models
which provide further categories:
• ISO 19107 Spatial schema (ISO/CEN, 2005b),
• ISO 19125 Simple feature access (ISO/CEN, 2006a),
• ISO 19123 Schema for coverage geometry and functions (ISO/CEN, 2007).
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Following the definition of geodata models in Section 2.2 and the compre-
hension that geodata models play a major distinctive role for legacy GIS func-
tionality, the geodata models (e.g. vector, raster, network, TIN) certainly qualify
as important categories in this thesis in general and for the Geodata perspective
in particular.
In GRASS, for instance, all modules are explicitly classified according to func-
tionality classes based on the underlying geodata model (see Section 4.3.1).
Most ArcGIS toolboxes provide functionality for either raster or vector data,
however this is not necessarily reflected in the toolbox, toolset and tool nam-
ing (see Section 4.3.2). Thus, categories in this thesis describing the under-
lying geodata model may resemble child categories of the respective Legacy
GIS perspective where the GIS already categorizes according to the underlying
geodata model, too. Such similar categories are modeled by the linksTo and
similarTo attributes of the GeooperatorCategory class. Such inter-perspective
linking shows that perspectives are not necessarily strictly tied to their own
viewpoint but are to a high degree flexible to also incorporate content from
different perspectives.
Besides and independent from the underlying geodata model, dimensional-
ity of geodata impacts the applicability of geooperators. Both raster and vector
data models are capable of representing 2D and 3D spatial data. They can even
provide an additional temporal dimension and further thematic dimensions.
Usually, each dimensionality requires specialized geooperators, e.g. GRASS dis-
tinguishes modules for 2D and 3D vectors (v.*), 2D raster (r.*), 3D raster (r3.*),
and time (t.*). These different dimensionalities of geodata are also relevant as
geooperator discriminators.
Further geodata characteristics like geometry, topology, thematic attributes,
and time play a major role to determine the applicability of a geooperator for
spatial analysis (Section 2.2). These characteristics are essential during geoop-
erator discovery, and thus constitute valid categories as well. Further intrinsic
dataset characteristics, e.g. measurement scale, play a major role for a subset
of geooperators, e.g. ones dealing with aggregation or geostatistical analysis
(Chrisman, 1995; Stasch et al., 2014). The first three classes described by Aronoff
(1991, p. 198) require consideration here as well, distinguishing geooperators
dealing exclusively with spatial analysis, exclusively with attribute data analy-
sis, and an integration of both.
One can also have a more semantic centric view on the input datasets: for
instance knowing that the input dataset at hand is a Digital Elevation Model
(DEM) specifies the pool of potential geooperators that can be applied, e.g. for
deriving the slope or assess visibility. However, operand semantics are identi-
fied as future work in this thesis (Chapter 8).
In summary, categories according to the underlying geodata model and fur-
ther data properties of the geooperators’ operands are important and thus in-
corporated in this thesis. Respective candidate categories and subcategories are
described in Table 22 in Appendix B.
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Legacy GIS categories
As established in Section 4.3, common legacy GIS are a well-founded perspective
on geooperators and are therefore a valid source for further categories. In the
following, categories are derived from GRASS, ArcGIS and PCRaster.
Following the assessment in Section 4.3.1, GRASS modules are categorized
according to their functionality class (Table 23 in Appendix B), the topic list
(Table 25 in Appendix B), and the list of keywords (Table 26 in Appendix B).
Especially in the subcategories of the GRASS - keywords category and GRASS -
topics category, several overlaps occur, as the topics are also derived from the
keywords as described in Section 4.3.1.
The GRASS GUI menu structure is employed as an intermediate categorization
between fine granular topics/keywords categories and the coarse granular func-
tionality classes categories. The GRASS GUI top level menu is structured accord-
ing to the GRASS functionality classes given in Table 23 in Appendix B. The
menu structure of vector commands is converted to a category table (Table 24
in Appendix B). Respective tables can be derived for each GRASS functionality
class in the context of future work.
ArcGIS is structured very consistently, all tools are assigned to toolboxes.
Consequently, the toolboxes present categories corresponding to Table 27 in
Appendix B. Further details can be found in the assessment in Section 4.3.2.
As the ArcGIS Analysis toolbox tools are compared to respective GRASS mod-
ules later on in this thesis (Section 6.2) they are included here as a category as
well (Table 28 in Appendix B). Further sibling categories can be derived simi-
larly from all ArcGIS Toolbox toolsets.
Last but not least, the categories derived from PCRaster are given in Table 29
in Appendix B. More detailed observations are given in Section 4.3.4.
In contrast to categories of other perspectives, Legacy GIS categories are often
already structured hierarchically due to the modeling in the GIS itself, e.g. the
hierarchical GRASS GUI menu structure or the ArcGIS toolboxes/toolset cate-
gories.
Pragmatic categories - task driven and problem-oriented
The Pragmatic perspective contains by far the most categories. The categories
of this perspective originate from the application field as well as the general task
(Table 15 in Section 4.4.2). The sources and origins of the categories representing
the Pragmatic perspective vary substantially. They are derived from scientific
literature and GIS text books, and further integrate categories based on user
experience and views.
The task oriented categories applied in this thesis are mostly derived from
Andy Mitchell’s most common geographic analysis tasks listed in Table 10 in
Section 4.2. Without further modification, these tasks are used 1:1 as categories.
Another applicable task oriented approach is presented in Chrisman (2002).
The application field categories are derived from the relevant categories for
transport route planning (Section 3.3). An overview is given in Table 30 in
Appendix B. Respective categories can be derived for any application field, e.g.
hydrology, ecology, and geology.
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In contrast to application field categories, task categories embrace geooper-
ators that can be applied and assigned to several application fields. However,
task categories contain the same geooperators as the application field categories
but use a fundamentally different vocabulary. As the number of application
fields is almost unlimited, the number of respective categories is likewise.
Geoinformatics categories
The Geoinformatics perspective is characterized by categories derived from con-
cepts and GIS functionality as they are known in GI science. This includes cat-
egories that describe the general analysis character, like functionality to solve
overlay problems, generate missing values by interpolation, or summarize data
by aggregation techniques.
Most categories are derived from scientific literature as well as GIS textbooks.
This foremost includes several categorizations derived from the state of the
art analysis described in Section 4.1, ranging from research to geoinformatics
related standardization. For demonstration purposes, selected categories are
derived from Map Algebra (Section 4.1.6), from Albrecht’s 20 universal GIS op-
erations (Section 4.1.3 and Table 5), from Kuhn’s core concepts (Section 4.1.4
and Table 6), and from research related to Egenhofer’s operators (Section 4.1.7).
Goodchild’s categorization (Section 4.1.1) and the categorization defined by
Burrough (Section 4.1.2) are also Geoinformatics categories but are tightly cou-
pled to the underlying geodata model and have thus been assigned to the Geo-
data perspective (see above for details) for the time being. Categories are also
derived from GIS&T BoK as shown in Table 9 in Section 4.1.8. Further sample
categories are listed in Table 15 in Section 4.4.2.
Technical categories
The Technical perspective is described by categories that allow for assessing
how geooperators are technically accessible, which is especially important for
online usage scenarios like SDIs. The perspective includes categories describing
runtime environments and execution strategies on a rather conceptual level but
also detailed runtime and implementation aspects.
Conceptual aspects address general geooperator characteristics, like its ap-
plicability in grid or cloud computing environments. For this purpose it is e.g.
important whether a geooperator can be used parallelized or whether it sup-
ports divide and conquer approaches (e.g. Mattson et al., 2004, pp. 59-64). Also,
the applicability of a geooperator as moving code (Müller et al., 2010, 2013),
which brings the functionality to the data by transferring the geoprocessing
logic instead of the data, qualifies as a technical category.
Categories describing runtime and implementation aspects include high level
categories addressing online availability, e.g. as OGC WPS or as part of Arc-
GIS online, and availability in certain operating systems. An overview about
detailed technical attributes relevant for distributed geoprocessing is given in
Müller et al. (2013): it contains details about the contracted platform and infras-
tructure and thus mainly addresses the required runtime environments.
The legacy GIS, the geooperator is implemented in, is also a technical category.
However, categories included in the Legacy GIS perspective are a more appropri-
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ate starting point as they primarily address the user experience point of view.
Categories in the Technical perspective provide additional technical details, e.g.
explicit software versions or computer performance requirements.
The technical requirements including the requirements for particular back-
ends, the technical processing environments and the processing strategy, e.g.
moving code (Müller et al., 2010, 2013), is not part of this thesis. Nevertheless, the
developed conceptualization for geooperators and categories provides place-
holders for this actual content. This particular research is currently carried out
by Müller within the context of a PhD thesis (Müller, 2015). Besides the seman-
tics of geooperators addressed in this thesis, the technical categories are highly
relevant for the development of a geoprocessing appstore (Section 7.3).
Formal categories
The Formal perspective is related to the discussion of mathematical characteris-
tics of geooperators (Section 2.2). Such characteristics are especially important
when multiple geooperators are combined to a workflow. The characteristics
thus qualify as categories. This thesis rather uses the concepts behind the math-
ematical characteristics than the strict mathematical definitions. Selected formal
categories include:
arity describes the number of inputs, e.g. a binary operator requires two in-
puts, and an n-ary operator n inputs. This is important when e.g. multiple
raster layers are analyzed with Map Algebra operations, by using either
ArcGIS Raster calculator geooperator or GRASS r.mapcalc.
commutativity/symmetry describes whether the sequence of operands is
decisive to produce the expected result or not, e.g. Map Algebra’s Lo-
calSum is commutative whereas LocalDifference is not. Most often, the se-
quence for implemented geooperators can be neglected as the GIS explic-
itly dictates e.g. which input needs to be subtracted from what other input
(see discussion in conclusion of Section 6.1.3).
granularity gives an indication whether a geooperator is built upon a num-
ber of geooperators.
reversibility is ensured if there is an inverse function for the original opera-
tion, e.g. a Voronoi diagram can be derived from a Delaunay triangulation
and vice versa (e.g. Worboys and Duckham, 2004, pp.190-192).
transitivity describes the ability of a geooperator to be exchanged by a
sequence of other geooperators. An example is described by Fitzner et al.
(2011) for replacing a symmetricDifference by two times difference and a
union operation.
Formal categories are more related to workflow requirements than support-
ing the user discovery process. Optimization of such workflows includes among
others (1) a re-arrangement of geooperators, thus transitivity is important, and
(2) a decision between using n-ary or subsequent binary geooperators, thus ar-
ity and commutativity are important. (1) and (2) need to be evaluated carefully
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to ensure that results of a workflow and the respective re-arranged optimized
workflow are identical. Formal categories are neglected for further assessment
in this thesis as they are primarily related to future work (Section 8.2).
5.4 integrating categories and geooperators - concept map
On a conceptual level, links between geooperators and categories are imple-
mented but the overall context is yet missing. Without this context, relationships
and hierarchies are hardly comprehensible and further usage is thus hampered.
A visualization showing categories and selected geooperators and their respec-
tive relationships establishes said context.
This need for visualization is also acknowledged in the literature. For in-
stance, Albrecht (1996, pp. 29–30) uses semantic nets as visual representations
to show the dependencies and links between his universal operations. Although
generally enabling a hierarchy, associative links cannot be modeled by semantic
nets. Associative links, however, are essential to draw a complementary picture
of geooperators (Section 4.1.3). One possible visualization technique are topic
maps. They are standardized as ISO/IEC 13250 (ISO/IEC, 2002), and are partly
streamlined with respective World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) standards like
RDF, OWL, and SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language (SPARQL). The same
applies for conceptual graphs, which go back to Sowa (1976).
However, for this thesis, concept maps are chosen as visualization tool, as
they are very pragmatic and easy to grasp instinctively. In contrast to semantic
nets, a concept map allows for associative links, necessary to model arbitrary
relationships between geooperators and categories. Furthermore, CmapTools1
as respective software tool is readily available from Florida Institute for Human
and Machine Cognition (IHMC) and is used in this thesis. Details about the
underlying theory of concept maps and how they are constructed and used are
described in Novak and Cañas (2008). A concise step by step instruction on
how to create concept maps can be found in Novak (2010, pp. 279–280).
The previously derived geooperators and categories and their relationships
are modeled according to the UML model and visualized in a concept map (Fig-
ure 12) based on the modeled geooperators and categories. The relationships
between presented concepts are shown as links, resembling the subject predi-
cate object structure of RDF triples (Section 2.3) - a technique also required for
the subsequent formalization described in Chapter 6.
5.5 summary and conclusions - conceptualization
The UML model contains redundancies: (1) sibling categories are on the one
hand modeled by the respective attribute but can alternatively be established
by traversing the hierarchical tree, and (2) categories link to assigned geoop-
erators and geooperators link to their categories. Due to these redundancies
this approach is prone to inconsistency. It depends on the implementation of
the UML model to reduce these redundancies: by applying an Observer pattern
(Gamma et al., 1995, pp. 293–303) for category and geooperator creation, up-
1 http://cmap.ihmc.us/
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Figure 12: Excerpt of the developed geooperator concept map. Perspectives are darker
colors, categories are lighter colors, and geooperators are black.
date, and delete operations, inconsistencies can be prevented. Thereby, all class
instances are queried directly for links to other instances without deriving these
links by complex queries during runtime, enhancing performance considerably.
In anticipation of the conclusions of individual geooperator comparisons in
Section 6.2.2, similarity between geooperators can only be achieved by a cer-
tain parameter configuration or by a combined usage of multiple geooperators.
Such premises need to be satisfied to achieve similarity and thus allow simi-
larity links to other geooperators. Although capable of indicating similar geo-
operators, the conceptualization is yet insufficient to integrate these premises
explicitly, as they can only be integrated into the comments attribute. Fulfilling
such premises is also relevant for other link types, e.g. a reversible geooperator
needs a premised inverse geooperator. Addressing this issue is part of future
work (Section 8.2).
Successful (geooperator) discovery in SDIs depends on formalized meaningful
metadata (Janowicz et al., 2010) and knowledge about geooperators. The knowl-
edge conceptualization for geooperators and categories developed as compara-
bility framework in this chapter is prerequisite for a formalization (the geoop-
erator thesaurus) as described in Chapter 6 and a proof of concept implementa-
tion (the geooperator browser) in Section 7.2. The geooperator browser also re-
visits and considers the discovery approaches, discovery objectives, and search
modes described in the beginning of Chapter 4. Finally the conceptualization
prepares the development of a fully-fledged geooperator ontology proposed as
future work requirement for workflow creation support (Section 8.2).
6
F O R M A L D E S C R I P T I O N S - E X C H A N G E A B I L I T Y O F
G E O O P E R AT O R S
The conceptualization for geooperators and categories (Chapter 5) reflects a fea-
sible approach to facilitate a common understanding of geooperators for users
from various backgrounds by adopting and providing different perspectives on
these geooperators. The conceptualization allows users to employ their individ-
ual accustomed geoprocessing terminology to describe a geooperator, without
losing unambiguousness when communicating about it. Thereby, semantic in-
teroperability for geooperators is achieved on a natural language level, overall
improving geooperator discovery for users. To enable such semantic interop-
erability also for SDIs, a formalization of the conceptualization is developed
in this chapter to allow computers to process the conceptualized information
about geooperators and categories. Such semantic formalization further facili-
tates discovery in distributed environments (Verma et al., 2005).
Findings from Section 4.1 show that functionality is usually described in a
natural language, and with or without complementary mathematical formulas
and algorithms. This observation is also made by Fitzner et al. (2011). These
descriptions are only comprehensible for human users familiar with the respec-
tive geospatial domain, and not yet prepared for machine-readability. To enable
machines to process the information contained in the descriptions, formaliza-
tion is required. Formalization in the context of this thesis means to provide
a rigid and unified structure for documentation and further metadata about
the conceptualized geooperators and categories. This structure has to be unam-
biguously defined to allow computers to exchange and process the information.
Furthermore, to allow for an integration into existing distributed systems, it is
mandatory that the formalization is based on existing standards: mainly OGC
and ISO standards for SDIs, and W3C standards for an integration into the main-
stream Semantic Web.
Such a well-defined formalization is essential for the realization and estab-
lishment of syntactic and semantic interoperability. Syntactic interoperability is
mandatory to generally enable an exchange of any kind of geoprocessing func-
tionality on a technical level. Semantic interoperability furthermore enables a
meaningful and backend independent exchange of geoprocessing functionality.
Both types of interoperability are equally required to enable a meaningful ex-
change of geooperators offered by geoprocessing services, and thus facilitate
a wide spread usage of geoprocessing in SDIs. A more detailed discussion of
these aspects is given in Section 2.1.
This chapter starts with a state of the art analysis of formalization approaches
and standards (Section 6.1) especially focusing on existing approaches already
being used in SDIs for the exchange of information and functionality. Syntactic
formalizations have already been well described, e.g. by Zhao and Di (2011).
Thus, this analysis focuses on novel approaches, standards, and techniques en-
abling formalized semantics for conceptualized knowledge and functionality.
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Semantic interoperability requires geooperators to be exchangeable beyond
technical interfaces and independent from the GIS backend (Section 2.2). There-
fore, a geooperator needs to be exchangeable with an alternative geooperator
providing the same or at least similar functionality. For collecting information
about individual geooperator similarity, a structured comparison of function-
ality is conducted and discussed for selected GRASS and ArcGIS functionality
(Section 6.2).
The derived geooperator model and the findings already identified in Chap-
ter 4 form the conceptual basis for the implementation of a formalized geoop-
erator thesaurus based on SKOS (Section 6.3).
6.1 state of the art : formalizations
The state of the art analysis encompasses basic syntactic formalizations and
(mainly OGC) standards relevant for geoprocessing, and novel Sensor Web En-
ablement (SWE) approaches like the process model in Sensor Model Language
(SensorML), which are prepared for semantic formalizations. Functional descrip-
tions for geoprocessing services, general efforts to integrate semantics into SDIs,
and semantic annotations for geoprocessing services shift the focus towards
formalizations also capturing semantics, and enabling semantics to be used
for geoprocessing in SDIs. Beyond SDI related standards, techniques and for-
malizations, it is analyzed how controlled vocabularies can be applied, and an
introduction to vocabularies formalized by SKOS is given. Conclusions derived
from the state of the art analysis are considered for the geooperator thesaurus
(Section 6.3).
6.1.1 Syntactic formalizations for geoprocessing services
Syntactic formalizations are the first step towards interoperability and exchange-
ability of geooperators offered by geoprocessing services. Syntactic formaliza-
tions usually define the technical interfaces used to access the functionality, yet
mostly disregard the semantics. The OGC WPS standard plays a central role for
syntactic formalizations for geoprocessing services.
OGC WPS DescribeProcess
In contrast to WPS 1.0 (OGC, 2007), the process description model in the upcom-
ing WPS 2.0 (OGC, 2014e) is modularized, separating the intrinsic functionality
of a WPS process on the one hand, and runtime and execution details on the
other hand. The latter are migrated to WPS extensions representing e.g. syn-
chronous and asynchronous WPS. The UML model representing the actual func-
tionality is shown in Figure 13. A Process is defined by its Inputs and Outputs
and general metadata is summarized in DescriptionType. Besides several pre-
defined metadata items such as e.g. title and keywords, DescriptionType also
allows for arbitrary metadata items (metadata[0..*]), like links to external re-
sources. Inputs and Outputs consist of nested DataDescription objects which
are defined by Multi-Purpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME) type, data encod-
ing and optionally data schema. DataDescription objects can be implemented
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Figure 13: UML class diagram representation of a WPS 2.0 DescribeProcess document
(OGC, 2014e, p. 44, Figure 12).
as ComplexData for geodata, and LiteralData for parameters such as buffer dis-
tance. BoundingBox Inputs and Outputs carry the same DescriptionType meta-
data items as a Process. (OGC, 2014e, pp. 33–46)
A WPS process can only be evaluated syntactically by verifying data type and
data format for its input and outputs. The semantics of the offered functionality
are given as natural language descriptions as part of the abstract attribute and
are thus only comprehensible for humans - if they are provided at all, as they
are optional. However, the metadata attribute of the process description model
allows for the representation of arbitrary information. Thereby, further semantic
information, e.g. a link to an ontology or vocabulary, can be provided. There
are, however, no further standardized rules for how this information should
be represented. Without such agreed rules, semantic interoperability cannot be
established.
To conclude, the plain process description model does not carry any machine
processable semantic information, besides the metadata element in Descrip-
tionType which can contain arbitrary and thus only unstandardized semantic
information. The standard allows for a generic flexibility of offered processes:
basically any type of functionality can be offered. In order to limit this flexibility
e.g. to a buffer functionality, the standard offers WPS Profiles which limit what a
process actually offers.
OGC WPS Profiles
Although WPS Profiles are sparingly documented in WPS 1.0, profiles generally
provide a means to limit the interface for dedicated processes in a way that
they can only offer the parameters for a certain functionality. Early attempts to
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implement profiles are addressed by Nash (2008). Based on his attempt, WPS
Profiles are addressed in the OGC Web Services (OWS) 7 interoperability exper-
iment (Foerster and Schaeffer, 2010; Kiehle and Foerster, 2010). However, they
are still not commonly used today. Subsequently, a concept for hierarchical
WPS Profiles is described by Müller (2013) which made its way into the WPS
2.0 standard (OGC, 2014e, pp. 46–53). As the WPS 2.0 Profiles are the most re-
cent approaches they are discussed further on. Earlier versions are outlined in
Müller (2013).
WPS Profiles generally serve two purposes on two different levels: establish
a common understanding of functionality and harmonize technical and imple-
mentation details. To reflect these two purposes, several levels of profiles are
defined: (1) Process Concepts represent a data model independent functionality
concept usually described by a Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) document,
e.g. the general concept of a buffer, (2) Generic Process Profiles additionally in-
clude the underlying data model for inputs and outputs, e.g. a buffer for vector
objects as defined in ISO 19125–1 (ISO/CEN, 2006b, p. 11), and last but not least
(3) Process Implementation Profiles additionally provide all necessary technical
details including data encoding and are represented by a predefined process
description as discussed before in this section. The standard does not stipulate
to use all types of profiles. (OGC, 2014e, pp. 46–53)
To conclude, the WPS Profiles defined by WPS 2.0 provide a considerable im-
provement over WPS 1.0. The WPS 2.0 standard provides a detailed approach
and a concise idea on why and how profiles are used. In this thesis, a Pro-
cess concept is understood as a geooperator. Nevertheless, the standard yet does
not provide explicit rules on how a WPS process can be enriched by metadata
containing formalized semantic information.
Geoprocessing formalizations in INSPIRE
Besides standardization, geoprocessing service formalizations can also be im-
pacted by legal rules such as the European INSPIRE directive (Europarl and
Council, 2007).
For instance, the INSPIRE transformation services are suggested to be imple-
mented as Network Services. However, so far only schema (Howard et al., 2010)
and coordinate system transformations (INSPIRE, 2010) have been approached.
Currently, only coordinate transformation is suggested to be implemented by
OGC WPS (INSPIRE, 2010), whereas schema transformation shall be based on
more general Web Service technologies like SOAP (Howard et al., 2010). More
recently, work on transformation services seems to be suspended by the INSPIRE
Drafting Team Network Services, as they are e.g. not mentioned in the latest
draft Implementing Rules, e.g. for Spatial Data and Invoke Services (INSPIRE,
2013a) and the accompanying Technical Guidance documents (INSPIRE, 2013b).
Transformation services were also expected to play a major role to provide
Spatial Data Services compliant with interoperability arrangements and harmonised
Spatial Data Services as described in INSPIRE (2013a, pp. 21–28).
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Further non-OGC formalization attempts
Besides the OGC driven formalizations for geoprocessing backed models, other
domains like Decision Support Systems use similar approaches, e.g. the XML
based model descriptions optimized for model sharing and reuse described by
El-Gayar and Tandekar (2007).
6.1.2 OGC SWE formalizations - Sensor Markup Language
According to the WPS 2.0 standard (OGC, 2014e, p. 8), SensorML represents an
alternative approach to describe a WPS process, and is thus analyzed here.
SensorML is part of the OGC SWE suite of standards, and is intended to de-
fine processes related to sensor observation measurements and measurement
transformation (OGC, 2014d, p. ix). Although the scope seems limited, it is an
interesting source for process formalizations in general as its two objectives are
to first reach syntactic and then semantic interoperability to facilitate machine
readability and complex workflow creation for SWE (OGC, 2014d, p. ix), as well
as for non-SWE types of processes (OGC, 2014d, p. 14, p. 26), including geo-
processing. The SWE Common Data Model (OGC, 2011, p. x) follows the same
principles for the integration of semantics as SensorML and is used in SensorML as
a general data type provider by defining “the representation, nature, structure
and encoding of sensor related data” (OGC, 2011, p. 1). SensorML also allows for
tracking further metadata such as lineage information for process chains and
quality of measurements information (OGC, 2014d, p. 14). Furthermore, the
SensorML standard states that OWL and RDF versions of the defined XML models
can be created (OGC, 2014d, p. 16) and that thus, Semantic Web technologies
are directly supported. SensorML allows the SWE Common approach for refer-
encing documentation and definitions by linking to external online taxonomies
and ontologies (OGC, 2011, p. 9, p. 13). In fact, it is suggested to follow this ap-
proach (OGC, 2011, p. 14). These links can be provided as semantic annotations
as discussed in OGC (2012b, pp. 46–48). The concept of semantic annotations is
further described in Section 6.1.5.
SensorML is also an important source of formalizations for geooperators. It
is already in use for the provision of geoprocessing workflows (Chen et al.,
2012) and in Scientific Workflow engines (van Zyl and Vahed, 2009). Bröring
et al. (2011) give an overview about the new generation of SWE including
requirements for improved integration of semantics and profile creation for
SensorML. This is further specified in OGC (2009a, 2010a) and is integrated into
a lightweight SOS profile (OGC, 2014b). According to the current WPS 2.0 draft
(OGC, 2014e, p. 8), SensorML qualifies as an alternative process description in
addition to the process description defined in WPS 2.0.
The SensorML standard defines a process as “a physical or computational op-
eration that may receive input and based on configurable parameters and a
methodology, generate output” (OGC, 2014d, p. 27). This definition comes close
to the definition of geooperator in this thesis (Section 2.2 and Chapter 5).
The standard describes four requirements that shall be met by SensorML pro-
cess metadata:
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1. “The core model for a process shall define inputs, outputs, parameters,
and methodology of that process” (OGC, 2014d, p. 27).
2. “The core model for a process shall include a unique ID for distinguishing
that process from all others” (OGC, 2014d, p. 27).
3. “The core model for a process shall include metadata that support identi-
fication, discovery, and qualification of the process” (OGC, 2014d, p. 28).
4. “The metadata descriptions for a process shall not be required for success-
ful execution of that process. All information required for execution of a
simple process shall be contained within the inputs, outputs, parameters,
and methodology descriptions of the process” (OGC, 2014d, p. 28).
All elements modeled in SensorML inherit from DescribedObject, which is a
class containing metadata elements. In addition to these elements, Described-
Object inherits the attributes identifier, description, descriptionReference,
name, and boundedBy from GML AbstractFeature and AbstractGML (OGC, 2014d,
p. 30). The attribute extension may contain any further required properties
(OGC, 2014d, p. 78), e.g. as needed for describing individual processes. The
SensorML AbstractProcess class also inherits from DescribeObject as shown in
OGC (2014d, p. 44).
Properties of both classes are relevant as geooperator properties as well. Fur-
thermore, a number of requirements given in the SensorML standard follow the
general requirements for geooperator descriptions. Both aspects are discussed
further in the following subsection.
Preliminary conclusions
In general, SensorML is already recognized as useful by the geoprocessing com-
munity as studies like van Zyl and Vahed (2009) and Chen et al. (2012) show.
SensorML defines practical and meaningful requirements for process metadata
as given in the previous subsection. A proof of concept comparison between the
conceptualized geooperators and relevant SensorML AbstractProcess attributes
and the parent class DescribedObject is shown in Table 18.
Table 18: Matching relevant SensorML AbstractProcess and DescribedObject attributes
with respective geooperator attributes. The description column refers to
SensorML and is a 1:1 citation from (OGC, 2014d, pp. 78-81 and pp. 96-97).
sensorml description geooperator
identifier This specification re-
serves the gml:identifier,
inherited from
gml:AbstractFeature, as
a means of providing a
unique identifier for the
DescribedObject.
id
... continued on next page ...
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... continued from previous page ...
sensorml description geooperator
classification Classifiers useful for dis-
covery of the process (e.g.
process type, [...]).
categories
documentation Additional external online
documentation of relevance
to this process (e.g. user’s
guides, product manuals,
[...]).
references
definition An optional property that
allows one to reference the
process instance in an on-
line ontology or dictionary.
The value of the property
must be a resolvable URI.
definition
inputs The list of data components
(and their properties and
semantics) that the process
will accept as input; [...].
inputs
outputs The list of data components
(and their properties and
semantics) that the process
will accept as output; [...].
outputs
parameters The list of data components
(and their properties and
semantics) that the process
will accept as parameters;
[...].
parameters
Although not shown in Table 18, the SensorML attributes language, validTime,
capabilities, characteristics, securityConstraints, legalConstraints, con-
tacts, history, featuresofInterest and configuration are relevant for geo-
operators as well. However, they are only relevant for describing technical as-
pects of a targeted runtime environment and are not addressed in this thesis
for the reasons given in Section 5.3. The SensorML attributes identification
and names can indirectly be mapped to geooperator’s closeMatch, narrowMatch,
and broadMatch as they provide alternative ways for discovering the processes.
SensorML keywords do not need to be matched as they can be modeled as fur-
ther geooperator categories. As geooperators are atomic, no inheritance mech-
anism is modeled. Thus, SensorML typeOf is ignored. The SensorML attribute
modes can be used to track geooperator parameter configurations as discussed
in Section 6.2.2.
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To conclude, SensorML can generally be profiled as shown by OGC (2009a,
2010a). The matching of the SensorML AbstractProcess and DescribedObject at-
tributes to geooperator attributes (Table 18) leads to a reduced subset of SensorML
attributes representing a SensorML profile for geooperators. As the matching
shows, SensorML can be used to describe geooperators. As SensorML can also be
applied to describe Scientific Workflows as shown by van Zyl and Vahed (2009),
it represents a technique relevant for future work (Section 8.2).
Semantics are not focused in SensorML, however their integration is prepared,
e.g. by defining attributes which can link to (online) ontologies and taxonomies.
In the end, creating Semantic Web compatible models from the models given
in the standard is declared possible but not yet further explored. The same
holds true for SWE Common. Thus, these SWE standards do not provide se-
mantic formalization techniques that can be used to formalize the geooperator
conceptualization.
Besides the standards, attempts to integrate semantics in sensor discovery
are described by Jirka et al. (2010). Furthermore, the W3C conducted a Seman-
tic Sensor Network (SSN) incubator activity aiming to integrate SWE into the
Semantic Web which finished recently (W3C, 2011b). Follow-up activities are
currently planned (W3C and OGC, 2014). Both, Jirka et al. (2010) and W3C SSN,
are further assessed in Section 6.1.4.
6.1.3 Functional descriptions of geoprocessing services
Besides the standardization driven approaches, the approach of Fitzner et al.
(2011) for WPS process discovery is based on functional descriptions of geopro-
cessing services that are formalized as conjunctive datalog queries based on Logic
Programming paradigms. Functional descriptions focus on supporting the dis-
covery of geoprocessing services, assuming that datasets are already found or
available, and adequate geoprocessing services are yet missing to process these
datasets. (Fitzner et al., 2011)
The concept is based on matching functional processing descriptions with
discovery queries, both formalized in datalog. The terms and concepts used to
formulate process descriptions and to build discovery queries are conceptual-
ized in respective domain ontologies, which need to be formalized compatible
to datalog. Descriptions and queries are built from input and output datatypes
defined for processes, and how output relates to input. So far, only spatial in-
puts and outputs are considered. Further parameters, e.g. buffer distances, are
neglected. (Fitzner et al., 2011)
Fitzner et al. (2011) compile four minimum aspects as requirements for func-
tional descriptions of WPS processes:
• ". . . type signatures (the input/output types)
• . . . constraints on in- and output
• . . . the operation that is performed/requested
• . . . the dependencies between input and output" (Fitzner et al., 2011).
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The values for these aspects need to be equal compared to the values con-
tained in a query string to qualify as a match during discovery. Especially the
dependencies between input and output are important as they, amongst others,
formalize a sequence of input parameters: for instance for an overlay differ-
ence operation it is important which input parameter is minuend and which
subtrahend. (Fitzner et al., 2011)
The geospatial operation ontology proposed by Fitzner et al. supports process
hierarchy, e.g. union and intersection are both overlay processes, parameter sym-
metry, e.g. symmetricDifference(A, B, C) equals symmetricDifference(B, A, C), and
substitution by multiple processes, e.g. a symmetric difference can be replaced
by a sequence of regular difference and union processes. The implementation
and runtime assessments of Fitzner et al. show general proof of concept. The
development of sophisticated user interfaces for their approach is postulated
future work. (Fitzner et al., 2011)
Preliminary conclusions
The requirements for functional descriptions identified by Fitzner et al. (2011)
confirm the requirements that are developed in this thesis: several elements
of the proposed geospatial operation ontology are applied in this thesis, espe-
cially the hierarchy and substitution techniques. The constraints for and the
relationships between inputs and outputs represent requirements for future
work (Section 8.2).
Concerning the relevance of the input parameter sequence described by Fitz-
ner et al., GIS usually model distinct parameters instead of an arbitrary list
without any defined sequence. Applied to geooperators, the input parameter
sequence can thus also be disregarded for this thesis; the sequence becomes
relevant for future work. However, the research of Fitzner et al. (2011) proved
that for their approach the sequence is relevant.
Fitzner et al. (2011) describe a query based discovery approach (known-item
search). An explorative search mode (introduction of Chapter 4) is not applica-
ble, as the query terms for each of the four required aspects described above are
not yet known. This means that slightly different but yet similar processes can-
not be found by applying the approach of Fitzner et al. (2011). This contradicts
the pragmatic principles followed in this thesis (Section 1.3). Thus, functional
descriptions cannot be used for geooperator discovery. Furthermore, SDIs are a
means to provide datasets and processing functionality for a broad user com-
munity. The need to formulate discovery queries in datalog requires users to
have a logical programming background, thus effectively diminishing the po-
tential users to a few experts.
6.1.4 Semantics in SDI
Before addressing further concepts relevant for this thesis in greater detail, a
few approaches that are marginally relevant for this thesis but important for
semantics in SDI are mentioned:
A general overview of related work, standards and technologies for seman-
tics in SDIs is given in Janowicz et al. (2010). Zaharia et al. (2008) provide Web
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Service Modeling Ontology (WSMO) based formalizations for geospatial Web
Services focusing on mediation and choreography aspects of Web Service com-
positions.
In context of Open Architecture and Spatial Data Infrastructure for Risk Man-
agement (ORCHESTRA), Hilbring and Usländer describe a concept for a Seman-
tic Catalogue (SemCat) which uses an ontology, against which terms of a search
query are matched. The discovery results are enriched by further results that do
not match exactly but are still related to the original query. The underlying on-
tology is exchangeable and can be defined by the user. The detailed approach
can be found in Hilbring and Usländer (2006, 2008) and Usländer (2010, pp.
140–142).
Lutz (2007) addresses improvements for geoprocessing service discovery. His
ideas are based on creating ontologies for geospatial operations which are then
matched with similar individual formalized requirements for discovery. Lutz
uses functional subtyping for matching, and First Order Logic (FOL) and De-
scription Logic (DL) for describing geoprocessing services. In comparison to the
similar approach of Fitzner et al. (2011) described in Section 6.1.3, the approach
of Lutz is more complex. (Lutz, 2007)
Deep Service Descriptions - Lemmens et al.
Instead of dealing with Web Service syntax and semantics separately, Lemmens
et al. (2007) and Lemmens (2008) suggest to integrate both into each other as
deep service descriptions to make discovery and usage more efficient. The scope is
not limited to geoprocessing and focuses on the chaining of different geospatial
Web Services.
The required metadata for deep service descriptions is composed of (1) in-
put and output data, including tightly coupled data, (2) a service classification
based on an agreed taxonomy, and (3) details of the internal process struc-
ture which reveals the functionality semantics. Besides a feature concept on-
tology, and a feature symbol ontology, Lemmens developed the OPERA ontol-
ogy (Lemmens, 2006, pp. 122–130) to conceptualize the semantics of geopro-
cessing functionality. This ontology is encoded in Semantic Markup for Web
Services (OWL-S) and is based on the service taxonomy provided by ISO 19119
ISO/CEN (2011, pp. 29–36). OPERA is built on four requirements: “[. . . ] to (1)
have a hierarchical structure (for ease of human understanding), (2) to have non-
overlapping classes if possible, (3) to include the most important geo-operations
and (4) to be extensible” (Lemmens, 2006, p. 122).
The three ontologies are part of the developed semantic interoperability frame-
work related to deep service descriptions. The integration of these ontologies is
based on the mainstream IT standards Web Service Semantics (WSDL-S) for the
service metadata and Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) for workflow
execution. (Lemmens et al., 2007)
Semantic Enablement for SDIs - Janowicz et al.
Janowicz et al. (2010) discuss the concept of a Semantic Enablement Layer (SEL)
in SDIs which abstains from directly using mainstream Semantic Web technolo-
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gies. Instead Semantic Web techniques are wrapped with OGC interfaces, if
necessary.
Three main challenges are defined:
“(1) How to link data encodings and service protocols to formal
specification stored within ontologies?; (2) How to manage and main-
tain these ontologies?; and (3) How to incorporate reasoning ser-
vices known from the Semantic Web?” (Janowicz et al., 2010)
The SEL functionality is provided by a Web Ontology Service (WOS) which
manages and stores ontologies. The WOS is responsible for lookup and re-
trieval of ontology content in arbitrary complexity and also for discovery of
geoprocessing services. It is implemented as an OGC Catalogue Service for the
Web (CSW) profile. A Web Reasoning Service (WRS) provides reasoning function-
ality and is implemented as an OGC WPS. The whole concept is based on using
semantic annotations which is described in the next subsection. An alternative
approach using RDF/SKOS to encode a thesaurus in combination with legacy
metadata for CSW is described by Silva et al. (2009).
Semantics in SWE
The joint W3C and OGC cross domain Incubator Working Group SSN pursues
two main goals: (1) the development of a sensor and sensor network ontology,
and (2) the assessment of possible usage scenario for this ontology. The working
group bridges the gap between well advanced syntactical standards from OGC
SWE, like SensorML (Section 6.1.2) and Observations and Measurements (O&M)
on the one hand, and emerging semantic web standards from W3C, like SPARQL
and RDF on the other hand. W3C (2011a) sums up the work on integrating
semantic annotations into SensorML. Their final report (W3C, 2011b) discusses
their overall findings and motivates to further pursue the development and
standardization of ontologies, and efforts to promote a general acceptance for
Semantic Web standards and technologies in the OGC realm.
An alternative approach to integrate semantics into SWE is presented by Jirka
et al. (2010). They also focus on annotating legacy SWE services by developing
a Sensor Observable Registry supporting the discovery process of sensor ob-
servables. In comparison to SSN this concept is more lightweight and easier to
implement, but yet lacks sophisticated reasoning capabilities (Jirka et al., 2010).
Both, W3C (2011b) and Jirka et al. (2010) discuss related work for semantics
in SWE and give a broad overview on further relevant activities.
Geographic Query Language for RDF Data (GeoSPARQL)
The OGC GeoSPARQL standard (OGC, 2012a) is an extension to W3C SPARQL and
adds descriptions of spatial features and formulations of spatial queries for dis-
covery in RDF data sources. It also includes a vocabulary for geospatial data
representation. GeoSPARQL aims to further link the OGC realm with the Seman-
tic Web. (OGC, 2012a)
The standard comprises several components:
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• "A core component defines top-level RDFS [Resource Description Frame-
work Schema]/OWL classes for spatial objects.
• A topology vocabulary component defines RDF properties for asserting and
querying topological relations between spatial objects.
• A geometry component defines RDFS data types for serializing geometry
data, geometry-related RDF properties, and non-topological query func-
tions for geometry objects.
• A geometry topology component defines topological query functions.
• An RDFS entailment component defines a mechanism for matching im-
plicit RDF triples that are derived based on RDF and RDFS semantics.
• A query rewrite component defines rules for transforming a simple triple
pattern that tests a topological relation between two features into an equiv-
alent query involving concrete geometries and topological query func-
tions." (OGC, 2012a)
The topology vocabulary of the standard is relevant for the future creation of
geooperator workflows (Section 8.2). The vocabulary enables the definition of
topological relationships between spatial objects and thus allows for the compo-
sition of spatial queries for spatial objects in SPARQL. To formulate these queries,
the vocabulary can be parametrized by three spatial intersection models: the
one defined for Simple Features in ISO 19125–1 (ISO/CEN, 2006a), the model
defined by Egenhofer (1993), and the RCC8 (Randell et al., 1992) - all described
in Section 4.1.7.
Preliminary conclusions
Although Lemmens et al. (2007) describe deep service descriptions for SDI Web
Services in general, the idea is applicable to geoprocessing services based on
geooperators as well (Section 6.1.1). Several requirements given by (Lemmens,
2006, pp. 122) for OPERA are relevant for the geooperator categorizations de-
scribed in this thesis: a hierarchical structure of categories, a selection of com-
monly used geooperators, and extensibility will be met (Chapter 5). As geoop-
erators have to be able to be assigned to multiple categories at once (Section 2.3
and Section 4.4.2), non-overlapping classes as used by Lemmens are however
incompatible with the approach in this thesis.
Janowicz et al. (2010)‘s approach allows for a simplified integration of seman-
tics into SDIs without jeopardizing compatibility with the mainstream Semantic
Web. Although, their approach focuses on query based discovery and their use
case targets semantic reasoning with geospatial data neglecting geoprocessing
semantics, it nevertheless delivers a blueprint enabling the formalization of geo-
operators and their categories. Neglecting the direct integration of mainstream
Semantic Web technologies and thus hiding the Semantic Web complexity from
the user fits well with this thesis’ principles described in Section 1.3. The pro-
posed WOS is a means to serve the formalized geooperator knowledge. The
possibilities of WOS usage are further explored in Section 6.3.2. Unfortunately,
the proposed follow up activities have apparently not been pursued and the
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development of the SEL in the semantics community at 52°North Initiative for
Geospatial Open Source Software GmbH (52N) has come to a standstill.
Janowicz et al. state about operand semantics that “the semantic challenge
here is therefore not to describe what the [WPS] process means, but to under-
stand how the intended meaning of the output compares to the semantics of
the input” (Janowicz et al., 2010). According to their argumentation, processes
and thus geooperators as defined in this thesis cannot comprise meaning or
semantics, a statement which contradicts the assumption in this thesis that geo-
operators have a semantic component (Chapter 5). This also contradicts e.g. a
proposal from Bernard (2001, p. 119) that metadata about semantics for the re-
spective methods is required and should be provided. Furthermore, geoprocess-
ing may define constraints to limit its applicability to defined contexts (Fitzner
et al., 2011). Such constraints clearly constitute semantics for geoprocessing.
Nevertheless, the comparison of preconditions and postconditions of geooper-
ators is crucial to describe semantics for geoprocessing, see e.g. Albrecht (1996,
p. 28) and Section 4.1.3, Lemmens et al. (2007), and Fitzner et al. (2011). In this
thesis, preconditions and postconditions of geooperators are especially impor-
tant for the sophisticated modeling of workflows based on geooperators, and
for developing an algebra as part of future work (Section 8.2).
Runtime performance of sophisticated semantic reasoning for geoprocessing
discovery in SDIs is a major issue, see e.g. Zaharia et al. (2008); Lutz (2007);
Fitzner et al. (2011); Jirka et al. (2010), often leading to delayed responses and
thus a low acceptance for such solutions. Furthermore, sophisticated semantics
require a high degree of formal comprehension and a grasp of logical languages
to construct semantic queries. So far, comprehensible GUIs supporting query
building are still missing (Lutz, 2007; Fitzner et al., 2011; Lemmens et al., 2007).
Specialized and efficient solutions as described by Jirka et al. (2010) offer better
performance on the one hand but are less flexible on the other hand. However,
pragmatic and lightweight approaches are the first step towards a successful
integration of semantics into SDI as they considerably raise user acceptance
and thereby smooth the way for further developments, e.g. by the community.
In general, taking the findings from Section 6.1.1 and Section 6.1.2 into ac-
count, OGC provides well defined standards, however, just from a syntactical
perspective. The integration of SDI and Semantic Web technologies standard-
ized by W3C is yet underrepresented. On the one hand, OGC metadata does not
contain any meaningful information qualifying for an improved semantic dis-
covery process. On the other hand, research as Lemmens et al. (2007), Zaharia
et al. (2008), or more recently Saquicela et al. (2012) focusing on the semantic
part of geospatial Web Services, often neglects the standardized OGC world en-
tirely. Nevertheless, approaches like the SEL and SSN show that an integration
of SDI and Semantic Web can be done. A first step to foster this integration are
semantic annotations which are integrated into legacy syntactic OGC metadata.
This approach is described and assessed in Section 6.1.5. Recent efforts to in-
tensify the OGC W3C cross domain cooperation, even on a more general level
than just for SWE by the SSN, should be recognized by both realms and may
bring both worlds closer together. The activities to start a Spatial Data on the
Web Working Group can be followed in a currently drafted W3C charter (W3C
and OGC, 2014).
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6.1.5 Semantic annotations in SDI
The concept of semantic annotations does not originate from the domain of
geoinformatics. It has been known from mainstream IT for several years. An
overview is given e.g. by Handschuh and Staab (2003). How to semantically
annotate Web Services is shown by Verma and Sheth (2007). Their approach
represents the mainstream version of the geoinformatics community efforts to
semantically annotate Web Services providing geospatial data and even geopro-
cessing services.
Data and service providers are experts concerning all syntactical and techni-
cal details of their data and services, provided as additional metadata. How-
ever, metadata does not necessarily contain details about what the data means
or how it can be processed. This knowledge is usually restricted to data col-
lectors and respective domain experts. Yet, data and service users need this
additional metadata besides the syntactical and technical metadata. The idea
behind semantic annotations is to inject references to this meaning into already
available technical and syntactical metadata. The semantics themselves can be
formalized in external domain ontologies (Janowicz et al., 2010) or in shared
vocabularies preferably encoded in RDF (Maué et al., 2012). This method sup-
ports a Separation of Concerns, motivating a clear separation of geospatial data
and their respective semantics (Maué et al., 2012). Overall, this extended meta-
data enhances the discovery process. For instance, legacy CSW GUIs can easily
be extended to incorporate the additional metadata as the structure of the al-
ready presented legacy metadata does not need to be changed. An in depth
discussion on semantic annotations for geospatial Web Services is conducted
by Klien (2008). Instead of focusing on Web environments, Villa et al. (2009)
discuss semantic annotations for environmental modeling.
In principal, any formalized knowledge ranging from ontologies over con-
trolled vocabularies to less sophisticated topic maps can be provided by seman-
tic annotations. Prerequisite is the discoverability by an URI, e.g. an Uniform
Resource Locator (URL). Common encoding choices for formalized knowledge
are OWL, WSMO and SKOS (OGC, 2012b, p. 19). However, when semantic reason-
ing is envisioned, the choice for a certain semantic encoding or format often
depends on its expressiveness and its support by available reasoning tools. Se-
mantic reasoning however is explicitly excluded from the semantic annotation
approach. (OGC, 2012b)
OGC (2012b, pp. 16–18) suggests to refrain from directly linking to an exist-
ing authoritative domain ontology. Instead, an intermediate resource ontology
should be developed locally, linking from e.g. the dataset details to the domain
ontology, thereby avoiding the loss of detail and ensuring a more general com-
patibility to the domain knowledge. Reasoners compatible with the domain
ontologies can still be used. (OGC, 2012b, pp. 18–21)
Semantic annotations linking to the underlying concept(s) occur on three
levels (Janowicz et al., 2010; OGC, 2012b):
level 1 annotates properties valid for the whole dataset/service. This resource
metadata can e.g. be formalized as keywords or in the Metadata field in
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Listing 1: Example for annotated OGC WFS GetCapabilities documents (OGC, 2012b,
Listing 11).
1 <ows:ServiceIdentification>
2 <ows:Title>Some WFS Service</ows:Title>
3 <ows:Keywords>
4 <ows:Keyword>Quarry</ows:Keyword>
5 <ows:Keyword>brgm</ows:Keyword>
6 <ows:Type codeSpace=" http://www.example.com/Ontology#">
7 ontology
8 </ows:Type>
9 </ows:Keywords>
10 <ows:ServiceType>WFS</ows:ServiceType>
11 <ows:ServiceTypeVersion>1.1.0</ows:ServiceTypeVersion>
12 </ows:ServiceIdentification> ✆
respective OGC capabilities documents. An example is given in Listing 1
(Lines 6–8).
level 2 annotates details about the data model, e.g. inner relationships and
dependencies.
level 3 annotates the actual data entities (features) contained in the dataset
based on the data model.
Besides Level 1 semantic annotations on the Web Service level, Level 2 seman-
tic annotations can also be used to annotate WPS DescribeProcess documents
and thus improve WPS process discovery and geospatial Web Service validation
(OGC, 2012b, pp. 23–24). Additionally, semantic annotations are used, e.g. in
the SWE context for sensor observables discovery (Jirka et al., 2010), and can
be integrated into SensorML process descriptions (OGC, 2012b, pp. 46–48). As
OGC Filter Encoding is usually used for generating CSW discovery queries, fil-
ter encoding should be extended with operators taking semantic annotations,
especially enabling concept comparisons, into account (OGC, 2012b, pp. 50–52).
Semantically annotating legacy metadata can be accomplished by either the
cooperation between the data collector/domain expert and the service provider,
or by injecting the metadata on the fly for each individual request to a Web Ser-
vice. Maué et al. (2012) follow the latter approach as it allows for greater flexibil-
ity and the dependency between provider and expert can be disregarded. Their
approach is based on a proxy service where legacy service requests can be regis-
tered together with the required annotations including an instruction where to
inject them in the metadata document, e.g. a OGC GetCapabilites response doc-
ument. Once this request is registered, the proxy assigns an identificator (sid)
which is used to invoke the proxy (Line 2 in Listing 2) instead of the legacy URL
(Line 1 in Listing 2). The legacy Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) GET query
string parameters remain the same, just the domain and path sections of the
URL are replaced and the sid= parameter is added to the query string. (Maué
et al., 2012)
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Listing 2: Sample URLs for a semantics annotations proxy. Line 1 shows a shortened
legacy WFS GetCapabilities request. Line 2 shows the same requests for the
invocation of semantically annotated metadata (Maué et al., 2012, adapted
from Fig. 2).
1 http://wfs.net/wfs?request=GetCapabilities&service=WFS&...
2 http://semantic-proxy.appspot.com/api/get?sid=<registeredID>&request=
GetCapabilities&service=wfs&... ✆
Figure 14: Injecting semantic annotations into legacy metadata (Maué et al., 2012, Fig-
ure 4).
This new URL is used to invoke the GetCapabilities request when the anno-
tations are required. The proxy finds the registered URL, requests the legacy
service, receives the response and injects the annotations at the designated po-
sition in the legacy server response (a semantically annotated excerpt is shown
in Listing 1). The response is then delivered back to the requester. The detailed
workflow is shown in Figure 14. Meanwhile, syntactic interoperability remains
intact as query strings not registered for the legacy services are directly for-
warded to the legacy service. Furthermore, the legacy service can be requested
as usual. (Maué et al., 2012)
This approach is inspired by the W3C recommendation for Semantic Anno-
tations for WSDL and XML Schema (SAWSDL) (W3C, 2007) and transferred to
the OGC SDI world. Here, instead of Web Service Description Language (WSDL),
legacy OGC Web Service metadata specifications are used. An overview of how
semantic annotations are used in mainstream IT is given in Maué et al. (2012).
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W3C (2011a) compare and assess several further OGC SWE and W3C technologies
and encoding standards for semantic annotations in SSNs.
An alternative approach to add semantic annotations to geospatial REST ser-
vices is described by Saquicela et al. (2012). As the OGC SDI world is traditionally
Web Service oriented and REST has yet to gain acceptance, their approach is not
further considered in this thesis. Jirka et al. (2010) describe semantically anno-
tated sensor observables.
Preliminary conclusions
From a general point of view, the principles followed by semantic annotations
fit in well with the pragmatic approach followed in this thesis. Especially the
Separation of Concerns described by Maué et al. (2012) illustrates the problems
with offering geooperators as geoprocessing services: on the one hand service
providers have a specialized and often technical view on their provided func-
tionality, on the other hand there is a plethora of potential users from vari-
ous domains and with different GIS expertise with respective varying views on
the data and services. Thus, enabling means for the user communities to in-
ject their own metadata into the metadata made available by the Web Service
providers facilitates the usage of geoprocessing services tremendously. This pro-
vides means to formalize not just geooperators linking to their semantic anno-
tations but also linking the categories and terms that user communities know
their geooperators by. As the annotations are injected on the fly, users from e.g.
hydrology can request another view on the offered processes as e.g. users from
regional planning, which supports the ideas for multiple perspectives on geo-
operators as proposed in this thesis. An integration of a semantic annotations
authoring component into a geoprocessing appstore as described in Section 7.3
is recommended but challenging: unfortunately, support for the preparation of
actual formal annotations to be injected e.g. by an easy to use editor, is still in
its infancy and has yet to be implemented (Maué et al., 2012).
From a conceptual perspective, this thesis discusses two common conflicts
which can be addressed with semantic annotations as described in OGC (2012b,
p. 14): (1) the application-specific knowledge conflicts are addressed by provid-
ing different perspectives on geooperators, driven e.g. by their field of applica-
tion, and (2) the hierarchical problems in the discovery process, resulting from
varying levels of user expertise, are addressed by categorizing geooperators by
hierarchical categories, enabling the user to choose the discovery level accord-
ing to his expertise. The problem of the integration of multilingualism will be
addressed in future work.
Also, the conceptualization of geooperator knowledge via the creation of a
less authoritative resource ontology in form of an SKOS formalized controlled
vocabulary (Section 6.1.6) is a pragmatic approach fitting the methodology fol-
lowed in this thesis (Section 1.3). Even if a domain ontology of geooperators
is yet missing besides e.g. a rudimentary draft by Lutz (2007) and OPERA by
Lemmens (2006, pp. 122–130), linking to such an ontology is feasible in the
future.
Maué et al. (2012) state from a technical point of view, that using concepts
formalized in SKOS improves their discovery as it supports browsing very well.
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This again emphasizes the provision of a controlled vocabulary of geooperators
encoded in SKOS as described in Section 6.3.1 as a meaningful first step with
the second step being to use it for semantic annotations for e.g. WPS processes
(Section 7.1.2). The required functionality to inject semantic annotations into
WPS metadata is outlined and provided ready to use by the Sapience API. Also,
annotated services can be registered in CSW and thus enable the semantics to
get published.
Besides using Level 2 semantic annotations for WPS processes as suggested
by OGC (2012b, pp. 23–24) for WPS DescribeProcess documents, semantic anno-
tations additionally fit well for Level 1 metadata (service level), because a WPS
GetCapabilities response document also contains a ProcessOfferings list (OGC,
2014e, pp. 70–71) which can and should be annotated as well. This list of of-
fered processes can be annotated in the respective keywords section or via the
Metadata attributes.
6.1.6 Thesauri and SKOS
It does not necessarily require the usage of a fully-fledged ontology (OGC,
2012b, p. 18) to benefit from the improvements provided by semantic annota-
tions (Section 6.1.5). The common conflicts of application-specific knowledge
and problems induced by hierarchy (OGC, 2012b, p. 14) can be addressed by
providing less sophisticated conceptualized knowledge, e.g. thesauri as dis-
cussed in Section 2.3. Thesauri also provide a meaningful starting point for
the development of future ontologies. Lightweight semantic vocabulary ap-
proaches are often based on the W3C standard SKOS, which is an RDF dialect.
Generally, SKOS is a means to publish structured knowledge on the Web and
make it machine readable. It is built around concepts. A concept can be under-
stood as a unit of thought that reflects the subjects under discussion for which
knowledge needs to be organized. For each concept, a URI is used for unambigu-
ous identification. The concepts are linked by hierarchical and basic associative
relationships (Section 2.3). (W3C, 2009a)
Depending on the requestor, the SKOS namespace document is either pro-
vided as HTML document for browsers and human readers, or as machine read-
able RDF/XML formalization for ontology tools or Web Services. Both represen-
tations can be found at:
• http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#
Besides this formalized definition and from a conceptual perspective, a syn-
opsis in technical terms from the SKOS reference documentation concisely cov-
ers the underlying principles of SKOS and which techniques can be employed
for what purpose:
“Using SKOS, concepts can be identified using URIs, labeled with
lexical strings in one or more natural languages, assigned notations
(lexical codes), documented with various types of note, linked to other
concepts and organized into informal hierarchies and association net-
works, aggregated into concept schemes, grouped into labeled and/or
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ordered collections, and mapped to concepts in other schemes” (W3C,
2009b, Synopsis).
Last but not least, as SKOS is based on RDF, all technologies applicable for RDF
can be used with SKOS as well. Such technologies include triple stores, which
represent databases that store RDF triples, and respective query languages like
SPARQL. This allows for a combination with other Semantic Web standards, and
a general integration into the Semantic Web as described in Section 2.3. SKOS
can also be seen as intermediate step towards ontologies: intermediate meaning
that SKOS does not yet represent knowledge as ontologies but represents knowl-
edge organization in a machine readable manner. A reasoning with SKOS is yet
very limited compared to reasoning with ontologies (Yu, 2011, pp. 136–141).
Besides these technical implementation aspects, detailed general workflows
on how to use SKOS for controlled vocabularies, relevant background informa-
tion, and a number of best practices can be found on the SKOS website1, in Yu
(2011), and in de Keyser (2012). OGC (2012b, pp. 19–21) explain SKOS in the
context of semantic annotations as described in Section 6.1.5.
Existing vocabularies in the geospatial domain
Controlled vocabularies featuring SKOS are currently used for arbitrary pur-
poses, also in the geospatial domain as shown by selected prominent examples
of geospatial controlled vocabularies and thesauri:
• The Getty Thesaurus of Geospatial Names2 contains past and present
place names in multiple languages including the vernacular one. Seman-
tic Web formalizations are available for download (including SKOS and
ontologies).
• GeoNames3 is a multilingual vocabulary of geographic place names, open
for contributions from the community. It features Semantic Web tech-
niques, including SKOS and the GeoNames ontology.
• The General Multilingual Environmental Thesaurus (GEMET)4, provided
by EIONET, is a multilingual thesaurus containing environmental terms.
A subset of terms is used providing keywords for INSPIRE data themes,
showing that such techniques are mature enough to be used in a govern-
mental context. It also features an SKOS representation.
Preliminary conclusions
All in all, SKOS is a well matured Semantic Web technique that is not overly
complex to establish but contains sufficient means to reflect the conceptualized
UML model described in Chapter 5. Using SKOS prepares for publishing thesauri
by unambiguous URIs in a way that they are also accessible by the Semantic
Web.
1 http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/
2 http://www.getty.edu/research/tools/vocabularies/tgn/
3 http://www.geonames.org/
4 http://www.eionet.europa.eu/gemet/en/themes/
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6.2 comparing functionality in grass and arcgis
When dealing with the determination of the similarity of geooperators, compar-
ing legacy GIS functionality is an inevitable step. The identification of similar
functionality is a key requirement to enable interoperability and exchangeabil-
ity for distributed geoprocessing (Section 2.2) as a main objective for this the-
sis. To gain conclusions about similarity between geooperators, geooperators
are compared not just from a syntactic perspective, e.g. by checking whether
the parameters are identical, but also from a semantic point of view to check
whether they deliver (almost) identical results. Such a semantic assessment in-
cludes comparing the implemented internal algorithms (if information about
them is available in the first place).
Existing legacy GIS provide a sound and broad range of multipurpose func-
tionality that can be used as subjects for assessment. GRASS and ArcGIS are
chosen for examination as well established legacy GIS that are well advanced
in terms of functionality and are both employed by a large user community. In
this section, only the technical implementations of the ArcGIS tools and GRASS
modules will be assessed although there are more aspects that can be used for
comparison. Similar studies are rare, and usually focus on higher level compar-
ison of the overall set of provided functionality which disregards individual
tools or modules.
In any case, a comparison of geooperators of legacy GIS is a lengthy process,
as in addition to check the input and output parameters syntactically, the role of
an individual parameter for a geooperator and the influence a parameter has on
the result need to be fully understood. This knowledge can only be laboriously
extracted from the respective manuals and documentations. The described com-
parison requires several steps of analysis which are all indispensable to achieve
conclusions about similarity between geooperators:
1. The first step is the assessment of the functionality’s semantics to identify
whether the candidate geooperators can potentially be used to achieve the
same results. This is usually done by studying the respective documenta-
tion or secondary literature.
2. Subsequently, the candidate geooperators are analyzed syntactically by
comparing input and output parameters to individually match between
the candidates’ parameters. For this comparison, geooperator inputs and
outputs, the geodata as defined in Chapter 5, are also considered as pa-
rameters.
3. Ensuring that the candidates’ calculations come to the same result is the
last step. Thorough comparison of the results, including all edge cases, is
necessary.
In case of FOSSGIS, all three steps benefit from an assessment of the source
code which often provides additional insight and further information on the
functionality by revealing how it is actually implemented. However, this re-
quires expert knowledge in software engineering and development, and also a
profound knowledge in geospatial algorithms.
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As parameter names and configurations can change from one major GIS re-
lease to another and backward compatibility rarely occurs, comparisons are not
a one-time effort but need to be repeated and constantly updated.
According to the pragmatic approach in this thesis, the third, rather time
consuming step is limited to a visual result assessment. The focus is on the
development of a methodology and the verification of its applicability. This is
rather done by applying the methodology to a larger number of geooperators
instead of proofing it completely against fewer geooperators. Nevertheless, fu-
ture work needs to focus on the third step. It is the most important one as it
eventually ensures that two geooperators produce identical results.
For this thesis, only a manageable subset of the available geooperators is used
for comparison as proof of concept. The subset of geooperators is constrained
to selected tools from the ArcGIS Analysis toolbox containing also a number of
tools relevant for the case study (Section 3.3) and for Mitchell’s analysis tasks
(Section 4.2).
As basis and structure for the comparison, a simple form is developed (Ta-
ble 31 in Appendix C). Matching parameters are arranged in the same row
and can have 1 : 1, 1 : n, or n : 1 relationships. Non matching parameters
are indicated with ./.. Spatial parameters, e.g. input layers or output layers are
marked italicmonospaced to distinguish them from non-spatial parameters
(regularmonospaced), e.g. a buffer distance or map unit. The analysis is based
on Version 10.2 of ArcGIS and Version 7.1-svn (2014) of GRASS.
6.2.1 ArcGIS Analysis Toolbox tools compared to GRASS
Several key similarity aspects and idiosyncrasies emerging over the course of
the comparison are introduced below by means of the ArcGIS tools Clip and
Buffer. Relevant conclusions in terms of similarity between geooperators are
derived in Section 6.2.2 by using these two tools as examples. Table 19 shows the
identified tool - module matches for all analyzed geooperator pairs including
those not highlighted here.
Clip
Clipping is a GIS functionality which limits a set of features by using other
features as limiting form, e.g. often a bounding box containing relevant features
for the study area. It is sometime referred to as cookie cutting technique, e.g. in
Burrough and McDonnell (1998, p. 177). In ArcGIS, this geooperator is called
Clip. In GRASS two different modules are required to cover the respective Arc-
GIS Clip functionality: (1) v.overlay allows to clip line and polygon features by
polygon features (Table 32 in Appendix C), and (2) v.select which can be used
to clip point features by point features, line features, or polygon features, and
to clip line features by line features (Table 33 in Appendix C).
Buffer
A buffer is an equidistant (in map units) polygon around geographic features of
any type. If the geographic feature to be buffered consists of multiple segments,
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the buffer is equidistant to each individual segment. To cover the ArcGIS Buffer
geooperator, multiple GRASS modules are again required. For regular buffers
around points and polygons, v.buffer is used in GRASS (Table 34 in Appendix C).
Creating half-sided buffers requires the usage of v.parallel with the -b flag set
(Table 35 in Appendix C).
In GRASS, dissolved buffers are default, whereas in ArcGIS for each feature
one buffer feature is shown per default. Configuring v.buffer to create undis-
solved buffers following the ArcGIS behavior, requires flag -t to be set, fol-
lowed by executing v.dissolve. The rationale behind this approach lays in the
different buffer calculation approaches of GRASS and ArcGIS. In GRASS for each
area with overlapping buffers, multiple originating buffers are joined by default.
This approach allows for backlinks to the original buffered feature including all
its attribute data. To gain the same behavior as in ArcGIS, all these distinct over-
lapping buffer areas have to be dissolved based on their feature ID called cat in
GRASS resulting in one distinct buffer feature for each original buffered feature.
Area buffer features with subtracting the original area can be calculated with
ArcGIS Buffer using the parameter value combination line_side=OUTSIDE_ONLY.
In GRASS, after calculating the buffer with v.buffer, the module v.overlay is in-
voked with the parameter value combination operator=xor.
6.2.2 Summary and conclusions - GRASS vs. ArcGIS
The results of the parameter based comparison of the ArcGIS Analysis Toolbox
tools vs. GRASS modules are summarized in Table 19. The table provides an
overview of the matches between functionality of both legacy GIS that have
already been identified.
Some ArcGIS geooperators are covered by or divided into different modules
in GRASS and occasionally subsequent invocations of multiple GRASS modules
are required to obtain comparable results. Comparison details can be found in
the tables in Appendix C. Links to the detailed tables and short explanations
are included in Table 19 as well.
Table 19: ArcGIS Analysis toolbox tools according to toolset vs. respective GRASS func-
tionality. TBD marks tools for which no matches have yet been identified.
arcgis grass
extract
Clip v.overlay
v.select
v.overlay for clipping lines and polygons by polygons. v.select for clipping
points by points, lines, or polygons, and lines by lines. Details in Table 32
and Table 33 (both in Appendix C).
Select v.select
Split TBD
Table Select TBD
... continued on next page ...
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arcgis grass
overlay
Erase v.overlay
Identity TBD
Intersect v.overlay
Spatial Join v.overlay
Symmetrical Difference v.overlay
Union v.overlay
Update v.overlay (multiple times)
proximity
Buffer v.buffer
(optional: + v.overlay)
(optional: + v.dissolve)
v.parallel
v.buffer for regular buffers. v.buffer with subsequent v.overlay for outside poly-
gon buffers. v.buffer with subsequent v.dissolve to create non-dissolved buffers
in an ArcGIS style. v.parallel for one sided line buffers. Details in Table 34
and Table 35 (both in Appendix C).
Create Thiessen Polygons v.voronoi
Generate Near Table v.distance
Multiple Ring Buffer v.buffer (multiple times)
Near v.distance
Point Distance v.distance
Polygon Neighbors TBD
statistics
Frequency TBD
Summary Statistics v.univar
Tabulate Intersection TBD
Based on the conducted geooperator comparison, the following general con-
clusions for the evaluation of similarity between geooperators are derived:
1. 1 : n parameter relationships
Parameters often do not match one to one but are substituted by a num-
ber of parameters: for instance, in GRASS usually three parameters are re-
quired to define input geodatasets (vector map, layer number, and feature
type), whereas in ArcGIS one parameter, the feature class, is sufficient.
2. Fixed parameter values
If one geooperator is a broader match (Section 5.1) for the other geooper-
ator, individual parameters of the geooperator being the broader match
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often need to be set to a fixed value to trigger a certain configuration
that enables the intended functionality. See the discussion about Buffer in
Section 6.2.1 for an example.
3. Implementations require subsequent usage of (different) geooperators to gain the
same result
Based on the differing granularity of modules and tools as described in
the previous rule, usage of a combination or sequence of different mod-
ules or tools is often necessary to gain the required matching result. See
the discussion about Buffer in Section 6.2.1 for an example.
If an 1:1 matching is favored, GRASS and ArcGIS allow for scripts and models
to be developed. A simple script allows for the chaining of two or more mod-
ules and for the fixing of parameter values to predefine a certain usage. These
scripts can be shared and/or contributed back to the respective communities.
For future work these individual configurations need to be conceptualized and
formalized as well. The SensorML attribute modes can be used to store individual
parameter configurations. The attribute represents “a collection of parameters
that can be set at once through the selection of a particular predefined mode”
(OGC, 2014d, p. 97).
The conclusions from the geooperator comparison described above are an im-
portant basis for the conceptualization (Chapter 5 already incorporates the find-
ings from this section) and formalization of similarity for geooperators. Without
the ability to match respective input and output parameters of two or more geo-
operators to achieve similarity of analysis results, interoperable exchangeability
of geooperators cannot be achieved.
6.3 formalizations for geooperators
Based on the conclusions drawn from the state of the art analysis (Section 6.1)
and the comparison of similar geooperators from different GIS (Section 6.2), a
formalization (Section 2.3) is developed for the geooperators and categories con-
ceptualization including the sample geooperators from GRASS and ArcGIS and
respective categories (Chapter 5). The formalization provides a rigid structure
and thus organizes the conceptualized knowledge in a way that computers are
able to process. Formalization is mandatory for software to exchange data in
general, and in particular in distributed systems like SDI for the autonomous
communication between Web Services.
The previous state of the art analysis for formalization shows that most ex-
isting approaches follow a rater sophisticated approach for formalizations, es-
pecially the work of Lemmens et al. (Section 6.1.4), Lutz (Section 6.1.4), and
Fitzner et al. (Section 6.1.3). Also following the design principles for this thesis
(Section 1.3), the formalization developed in this section uses a light approach
to ensure to address only those aspects which are really relevant for this thesis.
Concurrently, the complexity can be increased gradually and is fully extensible
for future work.
The general decision to focus geooperator knowledge by way of a thesaurus
is argued in the conclusions of Section 2.3. Using SKOS as thesaurus encoding
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is proposed in Section 6.1.6. A proof of concept implementation for the geoop-
erator thesaurus will be discussed in detail throughout Chapter 7.
6.3.1 Geooperator SKOS thesaurus
SKOS (Section 6.1.6) is built upon instances of concepts (skos:Concept) that are
organized in concept schemes (skos:ConceptScheme) and can be part of collec-
tions (skos:Collection). Besides concepts, concept schemes and collections, no
individual classes can be defined. Semantic relations (skos:semanticRelation)
are used to link concept instances, either hierarchical or associative. From a
conceptual perspective, geooperators, geooperator categories and geooperator perspec-
tives need to be matched with these SKOS structures respectively.
As no new individual classes can be defined in SKOS for geooperators, cate-
gories and perspectives, adding these concepts to respective concept schemes is
the only alternative to associate them with the concepts as defined in Chapter 5.
The following list contains the implemented concept schemes:
• Geooperators are part of the following concept schemes:
– Either Geooperators or AbstractGeooperators to reflect whether they
are implemented or not,
– Either EsriArcGIS or GRASSGIS to show from which legacy GIS they
originate (to incorporate geooperators originating from other legacy
GIS, new concept schemes need to be created).
• Geooperator categories are part of the following concept schemes:
– Either GeooperatorCategories or AbstractGeooperatorCategories
to reflect whether they are abstract or not,
– One of GeodataPerspective, LegacyGISPerspective, PragmaticPers-
pective, GeoinformaticsPerspective, TechnicalPerspective, or
FormalPerspective to reflect which geooperator perspective they be-
long to.
• Geooperator perspectives are also reflected as instances of GeooperatorCate-
gories. They explicitly define the skos:topConceptOf property in contrast
to a regular category; an individual concept scheme GeooperatorPerspec-
tives is not defined.
Besides concepts and concept schemes, the relationships between concepts
play a major role for the geooperator thesaurus. The relation type skos:seman-
ticRelation integrates both hierarchical and associative relationship types as
respective subtypes:
• Hierarchical relationships are mainly defined by the property skos:broa-
derTransitive which is used by categories to link to their parent cate-
gory. skos:broaderTransitive is chosen over skos:broader to be able to
reflect that geooperators in the lowest subcategories are also contained
transitively in all parent categories. Besides, skos:narrower links to child
categories, which is not a transitive relationship.
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• Associative relationships can be modeled as either skos:related linking
concepts in the same or different concept schemes, skos:relatedMatch
linking concept from different concept schemes, skos:closeMatch linking
almost equivalent concepts from different concept schemes, skos:broad-
Match linking concepts that include more, or narrowMatch linking to con-
cepts that include only parts of.
The associative relationship types are further applied for the thesaurus as
follows:
• Geooperator categories link to related categories by skos:related, related
categories include similar categories.
• Geooperator categories link to their geooperators by skos:relatedMatch,
because geooperators and categories are assigned to different concept
schemes.
• Geooperators link to their categories by skos:relatedMatch as they are
also assigned to different concept schemes.
• Geooperators link to almost equivalent geooperators from different GIS
by skos:closeMatch. Linking to equivalent geooperators within the same
GIS is not allowed.
• Geooperators link to similar geooperators from different GIS if those cover
less (skos:narrowMatch) or more functionality (skos:broadMatch).
• Geooperators link to otherwise related geooperators from the same or dif-
ferent GIS by skos:related, e.g. if they are often used in the same context,
like e.g. transport route planning, or are part of the same geoprocessing
pattern (Section 8.1).
Respective rules and further details about the matching between the concep-
tualized geooperator UML model (Figure 11 in Chapter 5) and corresponding
SKOS properties can be found in Table 36 in Appendix D. Based on these rules,
Listing 7 in Appendix D showcases the full SKOS formalization for the GRASS
r.mapcalc geooperator.
Besides formalizing geooperators as described above, the geooperator cate-
gories and perspectives need to be formalized as well. Table 37 in Appendix D
shows the matching of geooperator categories and perspectives as conceptual-
ized (Figure 11 in Chapter 5), and appropriate SKOS properties.
Some UML attributes cannot be matched with appropriate SKOS properties:
siblings and similarTo. siblings can be indirectly derived by accessing the
parent (skos:broaderTransitive) and subsequently all child instances (skos:
narrower). Linking to similar categories from a different concept scheme is not
restricted. Thus, skos:related is used allowing for linking to instances of the
same concept scheme. As skos:related is applied for the general linksTo, a
differentiation to the more specialized similarTo is not possible. The modeling
of such matches will be enabled explicitly in a future fully-fledged ontology as
proposed in Section 8.2.
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Formalizing inputs, outputs and parameters is part of future work (Sec-
tion 8.2). There are a large number of potential geodata vocabularies and ontolo-
gies that can be used and linked to. Linking and reuse of external ontologies
and vocabularies is crucial for the success of the Semantic Web vision (Shad-
bolt et al., 2006). An overview and comparison of available ontologies is e.g.
given by Atemezing and Troncy (2012) and in Janowicz et al. (2010). A strict
integration of operands and parameters is required for future work especially
in the context of workflow creation and facilitation. Respective requirements
are listed in Section 8.2.
As indicated in the conclusions of Section 2.3, governance aspects need care-
ful consideration for the geooperator thesaurus: without a concept of owner-
ship, control, and of a respective review process, the thesaurus will not be
accepted in the GIS and SDI communities. Detailed approaches addressing these
aspects are described in Section 7.3.
For integration in SDI and Semantic Web, the thesaurus needs to be available
online. The Semantic Web compliant publication is described in Section 7.1.1.
The full geooperator thesaurus is provided in Appendix G.
6.3.2 Summary and conclusions - geooperator thesaurus
Although primarily being intended for the description of shared data (e.g.
Berners-Lee et al., 2001), it is shown that RDF, OWL, and SKOS as basis for a
geooperator thesaurus can accomplish more than that. These techniques can
also be applied to describe tools and operations that operate on data. Of course,
it can be argued that geooperator and category descriptions just represent fur-
ther metadata and thus data. Nevertheless, formalizations based on the afore-
mentioned Semantic Web standards prove to be expressive in regard to the
contained information on the one hand and easy to use and to understand on
the other hand. A clear understanding of the context and the respective domain
is required to create meaningful semantics.
The publication of the geooperator thesaurus follows Semantic Web best prac-
tices as described in Section 7.1.1 and thereby allows for a principal integration
into the Semantic Web. The integration of the thesaurus into the geooperator
browser (Section 7.2.2), the usage as link target for semantic annotations in-
jected into geoprocessing service descriptions (Section 7.1.2), and the integra-
tion of the thesaurus into the geoprocessing appstore (Section 7.3) emphasize
its versatility and its high potential for a number of further usage scenarios.
A possible scenario is the integration of the thesaurus into a WOS as part of
a semantic enablement layer for SDI as proposed by Janowicz et al. (2010) and
discussed in Section 6.1.4. A WOS is capable of providing even low level ontolo-
gies, like vocabularies based on RDF or SPARQL. It can not only be deployed
for geospatial data but also for geoprocessing. The WOS is a “semantically-
enabled catalogue supporting information retrieval beyond simple keyword
search” (Janowicz et al., 2010) implemented as a profile for the OGC CSW. It is
therefore proposed to offer the developed formalized geooperator knowledge
via a WOS. Unfortunately, the development of SEL technologies including the
WOS are discontinued and thus an implementation is not conducted.
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All in all, the geooperator thesaurus addresses Egenhofer’s first item on his
research agenda for the Semantic Geospatial Web: “[. . . ] we need a plausible
canonical form in which to pose geospatial data queries [. . . ]” (Egenhofer, 2002)
as described in further detail in Section 2.3. Although geooperators provide the
building blocks for such queries, a language or algebra to fully pose and eval-
uate these queries is yet missing but proposed for medium-term future work.
Interest in such a language is increasing among the geoinformatics community,
as i.a. a proposal from Kuhn (2014) shows.
The current version of the geooperator thesaurus only implements hierarchi-
cal and associative links that can be accessed and explored by the geooperator
browser. An actual reasoning with the integrated knowledge and an inference
of further knowledge of it is yet future work. However, an inference of addi-
tional knowledge by deriving inverse links from e.g. hierarchical relationships
is already enabled, as SKOS comprises fundamental rules and properties for its
concepts like reversibility and transitivity.
From a technical perspective, immediate future work includes the storage of
the thesaurus in an RDF triple store based on a Not Only SQL (NoSQL) database
to allow for reasoning and querying by SPARQL in contrast to just publishing
the thesaurus. Furthermore, creating SKOS formalizations from scratch is elab-
orate. To support the approach from e.g. Brauner et al. (2009b), to create WPS
DescribeProcess documents automatically from GRASS module descriptions,
needs to be adapted to derive a geooperator SKOS skeleton document with au-
tomatically extracting as much information as possible. A similar approach
needs to be found for other GIS.
7
P R O O F O F C O N C E P T
This chapter presents the proof of concept implementations of the developed
conceptualization and formalization. It starts with how the geooperator the-
saurus is published online and used in SDI (Section 7.1). The developed geoop-
erator browser represents the GUI for the geooperator thesaurus (Section 7.2)
and allows for visualization and browsing of its content. The planned inte-
gration of both, the geooperator thesaurus and browser into a geoprocessing
community platform for further development and maintenance is discussed in
Section 7.3. Section 7.4 describes a small scale but efficient approach to improve
geooperator discovery in GIS independent from the geooperator thesaurus and
browser.
7.1 geooperator thesaurus
For usage in SDI for semantic annotations (Section 7.1.2) or as envisioned for
the Semantic Web as described in Section 2.3, the geooperator thesaurus is
published on the Web.
7.1.1 Publishing the geooperator thesaurus on the Web
The W3C provides a best practice for publishing RDF encoded vocabularies on
the Web (W3C, 2008a). A best practice on using URI in the sense of the Semantic
Web is proposed in (W3C, 2008b). To publish the geooperator browser accord-
ing to these best practices, the following steps are performed:
1. Choose an appropriate and short name: geooperators.
2. Set up an appropriate URI, if possible as a Persistent Uniform Resource
Locator (PURL):
• http://purl.org/net/jbrauner/geooperators1
and redirect it with an HTML 303 (See Other) status code to the respective
URL where the thesaurus is accessible on the Web.
3. Provide a human readable representation of the thesaurus, usually in
HTML: The geooperator browser (Section 7.2) represents the human read-
able content of the knowledge contained in the thesaurus. The minor ex-
tensions of the geooperator thesaurus required for integration into the
geooperator browser are described in Section 7.2.2.
4. Configure content negotiation on the Web Server following the instruc-
tions in W3C (2008a, Recipe 3a): Content negotiation allows for publish-
1 Please use either Firefox or Chromium-based browsers to access the URL.
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ing two or more different representations of the geooperator browser un-
der the same URL. In this case, the geooperator browser is returned when
a user accesses the URL with a Web browser or the RDF/XML encoding
is returned when the requester is something else, e.g. a Web Service or
an ontology editor. The Apache Directory directive configuration for the
content negotiation is shown in Listing 8 in Appendix D.
5. According to W3C (2008b), hash URIs shall be used to be able to access
each concept in the SKOS thesaurus by individual URLs, e.g. for GRASS
r.mapcalc:
• http://purl.org/net/jbrauner/geooperators#r.mapcalc1
It is recommended to use a PURL instead of a URL as they are also used as base
for the thesaurus URI. If the underlying URL changes due to the thesaurus being
moved to another server, the thesaurus base URI remains the same and the SKOS
document does not need to be modified. Besides, users or Web Services can
permanently use the same PURL to access the thesaurus.
The integrity and correctness of the setup is validated by using the Vapour
service2 with the thesaurus PURL given above. All tests are passed, meaning that
the geooperator thesaurus is compliant to W3C (2008a), W3C (2008b), and also
to Berners-Lee five star assessment for linked open data (Berners-Lee, 2009).
The thesaurus has thus been published on the Web as machine readable data in
a non-proprietary file format using W3C standards. Alternative HTML represen-
tation can be created by using Live OWL Documentation Environment (LODE)3
or Parrot4. Furthermore, the underlying RDF structure is syntactically valid ac-
cording to the W3C RDF Validation Service5. The test results from Vapour and
the RDF validation service cannot be suitably integrated into an appendix but
can be reproduced anytime by invoking both test services by using the PURL.
7.1.2 Semantic annotations
On the one hand, the geooperator thesaurus serves as data basis for the geo-
operator browser, a tool targeting human users. But it can also be used in a
machine based context, e.g. for supporting SDI Web Services. Following this
idea, the thesaurus is integrated into WPS process descriptions (Section 6.1.1)
by injecting semantic annotations as metadata items into these process descrip-
tions. The injected annotation is also compliant to a concept profile as defined
in the WPS 2.0 standard (Section 6.1.1).
The software and Web Services used to inject semantic annotations in SDI
Web Service metadata are part of the Sapience API framework6.
As argued in Section 2.2, it is the essence of a geooperator that it repre-
sents a concept of its implementation or definition. A geooperator thus fits the
top most level of a process concept of WPS Profiles as described in Section 6.1.1.
2 http://validator.linkeddata.org/vapour
3 http://www.essepuntato.it/lode
4 http://ontorule-project.eu/parrot/parrot
5 http://www.w3.org/RDF/Validator/
6 http://semantic-proxy.appspot.com/
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Listing 3: Semantic annotations in a WPS process description shown for a process im-
plementing the concept of the GRASS r.mapcalc module. The excerpt of a full
process description is adapted from OGC (2014e, Annex B.2).
1 <wps:Process [...]>
2 <ows:Title>GRASS r.mapcalc</ows:Title>
3 <ows:Abstract>
4 Represents a raster calculator based on Map Algebra implemented in
GRASS
5 </ows:Abstract>
6 <ows:Identifier>
7 http://some.host/profileregistry/implementation/r.mapcalc
8 </ows:Identifier>
9 <ows:Metadata
10 xlink:arcrole="http://www.opengis.net/spec/wps/2.0/def/process-profile/
concept"
11 xlink:href="http://purl.org/net/jbrauner/geooperators#r.mapcalc"
12 />
13 [...]
14 </wps:Process> ✆
The XML element reflecting compliance of a process to a certain profile is an
ows:Metadata element in the respective process description which is part of
the DescriptionType (Listing 3). The full metadata element for a WPS process
implementing the concept of the GRASS r.mapcalc module is given in Listing 3
in Lines 9–12. It is sufficient to link the concept URI to be compliant to the OGC
semantic annotations best practice (OGC, 2012b, p. 37).
Such a semantic annotation is injected on the fly into the WPS process de-
scription, the actual process description is not edited. Hence, the usual request
for the process description needs to be swapped with the respective proxy URL
as described in Maué et al. (2012). The original, and the proxy URL containing
a sid parameter to match the correct WPS are opposed in Listing 4. The proxy
has to be configured with the original request URL and a semantically annotated
process description response document, which can currently be configured by
using a simple upload form7. Such proxied URLs can be used in WPS clients
supporting such annotations, and in the future also for triggering annotated
process descriptions for usage in workflow tools or semantic reasoners. All re-
quests that are not supposed to be annotated are forwarded to the actual WPS
via HTTP status code 302 (Found) (Section 7.1.2).
7.2 geooperator browser
The geooperator browser outlined in this section serves two purposes: (1) as
proof of concept it visualizes the data content and structure of the geooperator
thesaurus and thus facilitates interactive geooperator discovery, and (2) it rep-
resents the human readable HTML representation of the geooperator thesaurus
7 http://semantic-proxy.appspot.com/html/upload.html
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Listing 4: Original (Line 1) and proxy URL (Line 2) for retrieving WPS process descrip-
tions. N.B., please do not click the links and copy and paste them instead. The links
should work for the foreseeable future.
1 http://geoprocessing.dyndns.org:8080/wps/WebProcessingService?request=
describeprocess&service=wps&version=1.0.0&identifier=org.n52.wps.server
.algorithm.test.DummyTestClass
2 http://semantic-proxy.appspot.com/api/get?sid=a32fd804&request=
describeprocess&service=wps&version=1.0.0&identifier=org.n52.wps.server
.algorithm.test.DummyTestClass ✆
which is mandated for a Semantic Web compliant publication (described in
Section 7.1.1).
It is the primary objective of the categorization of geooperators to facilitate
geooperator discovery in general and in an SDI context especially. Discovery al-
ways represents a usability problem (Morville and Callender, 2010, p. 1). In gen-
eral, amount and quality of search results are almost never adequate (Morville
and Callender, 2010, p. 1), e.g. exclusively applied keyword based search (rep-
resenting known-item search) is prone to deliver empty search results (Sacco and
Tzitzikas, 2009, p. 76).
In contrast, a faceted search process (explorative search) reduces a predefined
amount of discoverable items step by step and thereby always delivers re-
sults. Thus, it can be regarded as fail safe. Costly manual assessments to de-
termine which keyword tipped the scales towards an empty search result set
are avoided. (Sacco and Tzitzikas, 2009, p. 76, about the poka yoke feature)
A combination of the applied search modes: known-item search and explorative
search (Chapter 4) on the other hand improves discovery results even further.
Faceted browsing
Faceted search is widely covered in the literature. Tunkelang (2009, pp. 1–26)
discusses faceted classification as underlying concept and faceted search as
means to access information. Nudelman (2011, Chapter 7) reports on best prac-
tices for designing facets focusing on GUI design. Tran et al. (2009) describe
facet-based query refinements that support new concepts for semantic search.
For a further description of faceted browsing in more detail, definitions for
facets and faceted search are required:
facets are major categories which describe fundamental perspectives on the
entities under consideration. They depend heavily on the context, e.g. the
topic of interest for the user. (Leise, 2008)
“A categorical grouping of terms in a taxonomy that cover a single dimen-
sion of a complex query for an item being searched. Multiple terms, one
from each facet, are searched in combination to retrieve the most specific
data records. A facet is typically its own hierarchy, but not all separate
hierarchies are facets.” (Hedden, 2010, Appendix B: Glossary)
faceted search “A taxonomy structured and a user interface designed to
permit the user to select multiple terms, one from each facet, to be searched
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in combination in order to retrieve the most specific data records that meet
all the criteria” (Hedden, 2010, Appendix B: Glossary).
Faceted search “[. . . ] leverages metadata fields and values to provide
users with visible options for clarifying and refining queries” (Morville
and Callender, 2010, p. 95).
“Interface that combines faceted navigation with free-text search” (Tunke-
lang, 2009, p. 71).
Exploratory search is often time consuming, but defining facet values as se-
lectable search filters improves the search process by avoiding to find undesired
results and thus reducing the time required for successful discovery (Chapter 4).
Faceted search further combined with a keyword based search additionally im-
proves the search process, by filtering the search results. This combination is
called faceted browsing in this thesis. Faceted browsing addresses a requirement
described by Aditya and Kraak (2005), demanding the presentation of possible
keywords to search for, in a form that each discovery process leads to results.
Faceted browsing brings the two concepts of known-item search and explorative
search (Chapter 4) together, and is thereby a means to enable successful geo-
operator discovery. Giving users the search mode which they want to use for
discovery is crucial for faceted browsing.
Besides the search mode, search result presentation is a key factor for the un-
derstanding of search results. “This potential is best realized in faceted search,
where the selective presentation of metadata fields and values serves a table of
contents to the result set” (Morville and Callender, 2010, p. 10). Furthermore,
the visualization of the search result set needs to be sortable by the user, at least
alphabetically.
Identifying a definite search mode is difficult as often both approaches are
used simultaneously (repeatedly) and integrated into a search workflow. The
main objective of such an iterative and interactive search workflow is the im-
provement of discoverability (Albrecht, 1996, p.33), not just by applying both
search modes but also by answering two questions: “what do they [the searchers]
want? What do they need?” (Morville and Callender, 2010, pp. 6–9). Require-
ments related to these two questions are derived in Section 7.2.1.
7.2.1 Requirements - geooperator browser
As discussed in Section 1.3, a fully-fledged requirements engineering is not
conducted, instead this thesis focuses on the major requirements for the devel-
opment of the geooperator browser. Table 20 shows the derived requirements
that need to be met. Requirements in the table are grouped by component
first and subsequently according to requirement type. Components are distin-
guished into GUI and data model. Requirement types include functional and
non-functional (Bourque and Fairley, 2014, p. 1–3), and informational require-
ments (Usländer, 2010, p. 9). Section 7.2.4 evaluates the requirements in relation
to the developed geooperator browser. The following text paragraphs describe
individual requirements further referencing them to Table 20 by ID.
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Table 20: Requirements for a geooperator browser based on faceted browsing. Require-
ment labels are given in italics. Requirement details are described in Sec-
tion 7.2.1 and link back to this table according to ID.
id label and description
GUI - functional requirements
FR_010 Discover by data model
Users need to find geooperators according to the underlying
data model.
FR_020 Discover by backend
Users need to find geooperators according to GIS backend.
FR_030 Discover by context
Users need to find geooperators according to pragmatic context.
FR_040 Show all geooperators
Users need to be able to browse the full set of available geooper-
ators.
FR_050 Discover alternative geooperators
Users need to be able to find alternatives to already found geo-
operators and directly navigate to their description.
FR_060 Iterative/interactive discovery
Users need to find geooperators with an iterative and interactive
based discovery process.
FR_070 Discover by keyword
Users need to be able to discover geooperators by a keyword
based search (enabling the known-item search).
FR_080 Explorative search
Users need to be able to discover geooperators by an explorative
search.
FR_090 Wizard mode
Users unfamiliar with the geooperator browser need to be able
to use a guided wizard mode based on questions related to their
problem.
FR_100 Freedom of search mode
Users need to be able to select their preferred search mode
(known-item, explorative or wizard) according to their needs, or
use all three modes simultaneously.
FR_110 Show available keywords
Users need to see available keywords for discovery.
FR_120 Faceted search interface
User need to be able to see the discovery results in a faceted
search interface consisting of facets and a tabular list of search
results.
... continued on next page ...
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id label and description
FR_130 Discovery workflow
Users need to be able to use the discovery workflow described in
Table 21.
FR_140 Select multiple categories
Users need to be able to select multiple categories at once.
FR_150 Reset all selected categories
Users need to be able to reset the category selection and return
to the initial state of the application.
FR_160 Explain search logic
Users need to be able to understand the applied selection logic
(what happens when multiple categories are selected in the same facet?
and what happens when multiple categories from different perspectives
are selected?). See Table 21 for the underlying logic.
FR_170 Reduce user interface complexity
Users need to be able to reduce the content shown in the user
interface (e.g. by folding hierarchical categories).
FR_180 Visual feedback
Users need to be able to see how the GUI reacts to user interac-
tion (to address change blindness).
FR_190 Show current selection
Users need to be able to see which categories are currently se-
lected.
FR_200 Show geooperator details by click
Users need to be able to see all available details for a single geo-
operator.
FR_210 Show geooperator details by parametrized URL
Users need to be able to parametrize the URL by the geooperator
ID to see all available details for a single geooperator.
FR_220 Show search results alphabetically
Users need to be able to sort the list alphabetically by geoopera-
tor name.
FR_230 Export full dataset for shown geooperators
Users need to be able to export the full dataset for the shown
geooperators in various formats, at least RDF/XML.
Data model - informational requirements
IR_010 Geooperators need to be implemented
Geooperators need to be implemented or at least well described.
IR_020 Link related operators
Geooperators need to link to related and/or similar geoopera-
tors.
... continued on next page ...
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id label and description
IR_030 Implement geooperator and category conceptualization
The geooperator and category conceptualization (UML model in
Chapter 5) needs to be used as framework for the geooperator
browser data model.
Integration and maintenance - non-functional requirements
NF_010 Integration into community platform
The geooperator browser needs to be integrated in a maintained
community platform.
The two discovery approaches (Chapter 4) require different perspectives on geo-
operators to be available. The discover geooperators by data or backend approach
requires categories from the Geodata and the Legacy GIS perspective to be present
(FR_010, FR_020), whereas the discover geooperators by problem approach requires
categories from the Pragmatic perspective (FR_030). The hierarchical categories
derived for the conceptualization need to be offered for each available perspec-
tive. In terms of discovery objectives identified from the case study (Section 3.4),
for discovering existing geooperators, all identified geooperators need to be in-
tegrated into the application (FR_040). For being able to find alternative geo-
operators providing the same functionality (FR_050), the used data model is
required to provide links to similar geooperators. The application needs to fur-
ther support faceted browsing described in Section 7.2 (FR_060, FR_070, FR_080,
FR_100, FR_110, FR_120, FR_220).
GUI and technical requirements for the geooperator browser
The GUI design and the underlying discovery logic for faceted browsing need
thorough consideration. Basic faceted browsing requires at least two interface
areas (FR_120), one showing the facets and the other showing the search results
(Sacco and Tzitzikas, 2009, p. 77). The further design of the interface is guided
by the answers to three elementary questions (Sacco and Tzitzikas, 2009, p. 77):
1. In terms of scale: what are the data types the facets are based upon?
Possible answers also include whether the facets are hierarchical.
Answered by IR_030.
2. How are the facet values shown in terms of visibility: are all facets and its
values shown at the same time or only a selection respectively?
Answered by FR_040, FR_110, FR_150, FR_170, FR_190, and FR_220.
3. Can multiple facets be selected at once?
Answered by FR_140.
Several additional aspects have to be taken into account as well. For one,
search logic is a major factor influencing efficient usability, user acceptance and
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satisfaction. For one, the logical linkage of two selected values in the same cate-
gory must be quite apparent to the user: whether they are linked with a Boolean
AND or a Boolean OR. Clear communication to the user about the applied strat-
egy is important, because only then can the search be applied by the user as in-
tended (FR_160). Furthermore, the interface shall not be crowded. Simultaneous
visibility of all facets and their values may confuse and overwhelm especially
unexperienced users. The GUI has to provide means to reduce the amount of
shown information by (temporarily) hiding non relevant information (FR_170)
- however, they still need to be retrievable, e.g. hierarchical facets can be folded
in a tree like manner. Also, keyword search is crucial as additional means to
filter the search results (FR_070), especially if certain facets or information are
not currently visible in the GUI. It shall be enabled in the interface. As users are
often affected by change blindness, clear indications have to be provided show-
ing how user interaction with the interface influences and changes discovery
results, e.g. after selecting or deselecting a facet value (FR_180, FR_190). (Sacco
and Tzitzikas, 2009, pp. 77–78)
In addition to the collected requirements (Table 20), a typical discovery work-
flow (FR_130) is described in Table 21. Its structure is based on a customized
user goal use case postulated by Cockburn (2000, p. 4, Use Case 1).
A guided discovery process (wizard mode, FR_090) can further enhance the
usability of the geooperator browser. In the process, the browser suggests the
selection or deselection of certain categories based on the most commonly used
perspectives as described in Section 4.4.2, or geoprocessing patterns (Section 8.1).
Guided discovery requires the concept and implementation of a decision tree
that guides a user through the categories. The decision tree aims at reducing
the set of available categories as efficiently as possible gradually to the ones
relevant for the user, e.g. one of the first decisions targets the underlying data
model halving the amount of potential operators to either vector or raster. Fur-
ther decisions proposals shall include at least legacy GIS preferences and ques-
tions about intended usage, e.g. decision support for transport route planning,
representing the pragmatic context.
Table 21: Use case showing a typical geooperator browser workflow. The template fol-
lows a customized table structure as outlined in Cockburn (2000, p. 4, Use
Case 1).
use case - discover geooperators
Primary actor GIS user (wants to discover geooperators)
Level User goal
Precondition Geooperator browser has been initially started, all facets
are unselected, all geooperators are shown in a list.
... continued on next page ...
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use case - discover geooperators
Main success scenarios
Three alternative approaches are offered that can be mixed and matched
arbitrarily according to individual user needs (FR_100).
GIS user can reduce the list of geooperators by:
1. Selecting categories (enabling explorative search addressing FR_080
and FR_140):
• With each subsequent select, the list of geooperators is re-
duced accordingly (if the selection reduces the list of appli-
cable geooperators).
• Multiple sibling categories can be selected.
• By deselecting a category, the list of geooperators is extended
again.
• If all categories are deselected manually or by a reset button,
the full list of geooperators is available again (FR_150).
• Categories can be selected simultaneously at all levels, allow-
ing for a fully user customizable perspective on geooperators.
2. Typing keywords in a search slot (enabling known-item search,
FR_070):
• Only matching geooperators are shown. If no matching geo-
operators can be found, the geooperator browser shows "0
results".
• By clicking a reset button, all filters (including the keyword
filter) are removed and the full list of geooperators is shown
again.
3. Answering common questions to narrow down the problem (wiz-
ard mode, FR_090):
• Categories are selected automatically according to GIS user
answers.
• A GIS user can modify his answers. This also modifies the se-
lected categories.
• If all categories are deselected manually or by a reset button,
the full list of geooperators is again available.
Either way, the visible search results can be clicked to open a popup pro-
viding all geooperator details (FR_200).
... continued on next page ...
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use case - discover geooperators
Selection logic for categories
Once a category is selected, the list of geooperators is modified as fol-
lows:
• If one category is selected in a facet, only geooperators assigned to
this category are shown.
• If multiple categories are selected within the same single facet, all
geooperators that are assigned to at least one selected category are
shown. The expression is built on a logical OR.
• If multiple categories are selected within different facets, only geo-
operators that are assigned to all categories are shown. The ex-
pression is built on a logical AND between categories from different
facets.
• If multiple categories are selected within a single facet and among
multiple facets, first a logical OR is evaluated for the categories
within the same facet before the logical AND as described in the pre-
vious bullet.
Searching is often a community effort (Morville and Callender, 2010, pp. 10–
11). Thus, an integration of the geooperator browser into a geoprocessing com-
munity platform is aspired (NF_010): the 52N Geoprocessing Appstore. The
appstore offers not only a catalog of geoprocessing functionality but also pro-
vides ready to use geoprocessing packages that can be downloaded for online
and offline usage on a wide range of platforms (Section 7.3). Ready to use
geoprocessing packages address the suggestion that “users deserve actionable
results” (Morville and Callender, 2010, p. 11).
In terms of accessibility, each geooperator requires its own parametrized URL
for gaining direct access to its detailed definition and metadata (FR_210). The
whole underlying data model for geooperators and categories (IR_010, IR_020,
IR_030) need to be available as download to use it in external software (FR_230).
7.2.2 Geooperator thesaurus as data model for the geooperator browser
The software framework used to implement the geooperator browser uses a
structured JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) file format which contains the
items that are offered by it. Hence, the geooperator and geooperator category
knowledge needs to be encoded in this format to be usable by the framework.
A sample geooperator category formalized in this proprietary JSON format is
shown in Listing 5, and a sample geooperator is shown in Listing 6. The JSON
encoding contains the same metadata items as the formalized geooperator the-
saurus encoded in SKOS (Section 6.3), which is based on the conceptualization
developed in this thesis (Chapter 5).
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Listing 5: JSON representation of the Raster geooperator category.
1 {
2 "label" : "Raster",
3 "type" : "Category",
4 "uri" : "http://purl.org/net/jbrauner/geooperators#Raster",
5 "broaderTransitive" : "Geodata"
6 } ✆
Listing 6: JSON representation of the r.mapcalc geooperator. Available links to related
geooperator categories are hidden.
1 {
2 "label" : "r.mapcalc",
3 "type" : "Concept",
4 "scopeNote" : "Raster map calculator.",
5 "geoinformaticsCategories" : [...],
6 "uri": "http://purl.org/net/jbrauner/geooperators#r.mapcalc",
7 "definition" : "http://grass.osgeo.org/grass71/manuals/r.mapcalc.html",
8 "relatedGeooperators" : [
9 "Raster_calculator",
10 "LocalDifference"
11 ],
12 "linksTo" : "Raster_-_functionality_class",
13 "pragmaticCategories" : [...],
14 "geodataCategories" : [...],
15 "relatedMatch" : [...],
16 "legacyGISCategories" : [...],
17 "mathematicalCategories" : [...],
18 "technicalCategories" : [...]
19 } ✆
Using the geooperator thesaurus as underlying data model for the geooper-
ator browser is thus obvious. However the data needs to be transformed from
SKOS into the proprietary JSON format. In principle, an RDF importer built-in the
framework can be used to access the published thesaurus for each invoke on
the fly and convert it into a JSON format. However, the resulting processing and
data transport overhead increases the loading times. This can be counteracted
by using the Babel Web Service8, which imports the RDF format once and offers
a respective JSON format for download which is then deployed only once.
Nevertheless, the transformation into the proprietary JSON format is not seam-
less and requires minor extensions: To fully support different facets, categories
assigned to a geooperator cannot just be modeled in one attribute as defined by
the conceptualization. Instead, categories need to be assigned to a geooperator
according to their perspective (facet). Thus, six additional properties for each
geooperator need to be encoded as shown in Table 38 in Appendix D. These
properties are not conform with the SKOS standard but are modeled as owl:Ob-
8 http://service.simile-widgets.org/babel/
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jectProperty to fully comply with a future ontology based on OWL. As part of
future work these properties might not be necessary as the software framework
underlying the geooperator browser can be extended to automatically derive
the assignment of categories to facets by evaluating the skos:ConceptSchemes
representing the perspectives. Furthermore, a facet runtime extraction would
have a negative impact on overall response times. Thus, using non-SKOS prop-
erties for the time being is meaningful.
The same issue also applies for the non-SKOS property relatedGeooperators,
which acts as collective property integrating all skos:mappingRelations and
associative links (skos:related) into one property that is shown in the geoop-
erator browser as a single table column (column Similar operator(s) in Figure 19
in Section 7.2.3). Thereby, all similarity links for a geooperator are shown in just
one column. Future work removes this issue by implementing a solution which
generates the content of the table column automatically.
The data model is implemented by means of a selected number of geooper-
ator categories and a small selection of sample geooperators as described in
Chapter 5.
7.2.3 Implementation - geooperator browser
The proof of concept implementation of the geooperator browser is based on
the Exhibit 2 framework9. Instead of using a database for storage of the data
model, a file based approach is applied. This allows for an easy deployment
and avoids database installation and complex configurations.
The Web frontend is developed on basis of JavaScript (JS) and HTML. The
data model is encoded as JSON file based on the geooperator thesaurus (Sec-
tion 7.2.2).
The developed prototype can be accessed online at:
• http://purl.org/net/jbrauner/geooperators10
Exhibit’s original source code is released under a Berkeley Software Distri-
bution (BSD) license11. The geooperator browser source code is going to be
published and released under the same or a similar Free Software license at
the 52N community platform. In the meantime, the source code is available for
download at the above PURL, at GitHub12, and in Appendix G.
Geooperator browser GUI
The GUI (Figure 15) is composed of four sections: information and wizard, facets
and search, result table, and imprint.
The information and wizard section is located at the top and shows title
and introductory text, and the Toggle wizard mode button to start the guided
discovery. The guided discovery process is based on the three main questions
outlined in Table 20 for: the underlying geodata model, the preferred Legacy
9 http://simile-widgets.org/exhibit2/
10 Please use either Firefox or Chromium-based browsers to access the URL.
11 http://simile.mit.edu/license.html
12 https://github.com/GeoinformationSystems/GeooperatorBrowser
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Figure 15: Geooperator browser: overview. The imprint section in the bottom is ommit-
ted.
Figure 16: Geooperator browser: wizard mode.
GIS, and the pragmatic context. The wizard (Figure 16) is hidden initially and
visibility can be toggled with the Toggle wizard mode button. Once activated,
GIS users check their answer to the current wizard question in the respective
box. Next, the related categories are selected and the wizard advances to the
next question. Users can suspend the wizard and select and deselect additional
categories in the facets at any time. It is at the user’s discretion to later finish
or completely drop the wizard in the process. The same holds true for selecting
categories first and then starting the wizard. Facet and wizard check boxes are
linked and the selections are mutually synchronized.
The facet and search section in the left column contains the search box for en-
tering keywords, and below the hierarchical (as defined in the data model) list
of geooperator categories, sorted by facets representing the respective geooperator
perspectives. Initially, all categories in all facets are shown. Categories written
in italic and gray represent abstract geooperator categories (Section 5.3). They are
only used to structure categories, e.g. all ArcGIS tools are part of a toolbox, thus
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Figure 17: Geooperator browser showing the Legacy GIS facet and subsidiary categories.
Figure 18: Geooperator browser hinting associative linked category. The link is click-
able and the linked category is added to the selection automatically.
Toolboxes is not a discriminating geooperator attribute for ArcGIS tools and thus
an abstract category. Figure 17 shows the Legacy GIS facet consisting of hierar-
chical categories. When a category with associative links to other categories is
selected, respective clickable links are presented to the user (Figure 18). Click-
ing the link automatically adds the related category to the current selection.
The result table in the main column shows a list of geooperators matching
the current selection of categories. Major details such as a short description,
related geooperator categories and similar geooperators are given for each geo-
operator. Figure 19 presents a discovered GRASS r.mapcalc module. Clicking on
any geooperator label in the table view opens a popup with a detail view of the
respective geooperator (Figure 20) containing a list of all geooperator attributes
as defined in the data model.
Figure 19: Geooperator browser table view showing a discovered GRASS r.mapcalc mod-
ule.
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Figure 20: Geooperator browser detail view popup showing all geooperator attributes
defined in the data model.
Figure 21: Geooperator browser imprint section listing used software libraries, licenses
for source code and data model, etc.
The bottom section of the geooperator browser contains imprint information,
used software libraries, and the licenses for source code and data model. This
GUI section is shown in Figure 21.
7.2.4 Summary and conclusions - geooperator browser
All requirements listed in Table 20 are incorporated in the implementation of
the geooperator browser. A detailed overview on how the requirements are
implemented has already been given in Section 7.2.3. Table 39 Appendix E
outlines and summarizes the hows of the implementation for each requirement.
Four main aspects are derived from the requirements assessment. They are
summarized and discussed below.
First, the geooperator browser supports the two discovery approaches iden-
tified in the beginning of Chapter 4. On the one hand, geooperators can be
discovered by the underlying geodata model, either by selecting respective
categories in the facet tree, or by answering wizard questions, according to
preference. The problem-oriented discovery approach on the other hand is fa-
cilitated by providing the pragmatic perspective and respective categories as
facets. Thereby, availability of geooperators for the solution of a specific prob-
lem can be inquired and information about the required data models for these
geooperators is given. The actual research for data follows subsequently and is
conducted in external tools.
Second, the two search modes, explorative search (browsing) and known-item
search (keywords) are both supported by the geooperator browser and can also
be used simultaneously. A third search strategy goes beyond the two common
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approaches and implements the guided discovery process: The wizard-based
search supports users not familiar with geoprocessing or certain sophisticated
geoprocessing details. These users can start exploring geooperators by answer-
ing simple questions that limit their possible geooperator choices as they go
along. The wizard mode can also be used simultaneously with the explorative
and known-item modes. When to use which search mode depends entirely on
the user and is often chosen intuitively. The wizard mode is still in the early
stages. It needs more choices and more questions based on actual community
expertise and input. Nevertheless, the wizard should remain focused and easy
to use. The questions currently offered by the geooperator browser (Figure 16)
are a preliminary choice just proofing the concept.
Third, the geooperator browser enables users to find alternatives to their
already used functionality more quickly, especially empowered by the keyword
based search. This use case is going to become increasingly important in an SDI
context, where interoperability allows for a wide choice of geooperators from a
large variety of geoprocessing providers.
Fourth, the integration of well-known and well-used categorizations into the
geooperator browser, especially user oriented ones like the Geodata perspec-
tive, the Legacy GIS perspective, and the Pragmatic perspective, enable users to
explore geooperators according to their customary perspectives. E.g. scientific
users can find geooperators according to the Geoinformatics perspective. Users
interested in discovering geooperators deployable as e.g. OGC WPS can do so
by using the Technical perspective. Thereby, the discovery process is very com-
fortable for the user and discovery can be much faster by searching according
to well-known structures depending on the problem. Altogether, this supports
acceptance and recognition of the geooperator browser. In general, enabling
multiple perspectives and views on geooperators instead of defining just one
classification is identified as the way to go for this thesis.
There are still aspects of the geooperator browser that need further work
to ensure general reusability and improve persistence and maintenance. For
one, geooperator browser-like functionality can and should be integrated into
a number of systems to improve the discovery of functionality, beginning with
the legacy GIS themselves (a first step towards this goal is described in Sec-
tion 7.4). The idea of integrating a facet based search module into GRASS is
evaluated highly in discussions with Neteler (2014), yet out of scope of this
thesis. The idea will be proposed to the GRASS developer community. Other
systems for a possible integration are community platforms like the 52N Geo-
processing Appstore (described in Section 7.3), SDI catalogs, and last but not
least specialized software, e.g. Scientific Workflow environments like VisTrails.
Most important is the integration of geooperator browser-like functionality
into a community platform. Only with continuous and extensive input from GIS
experts and users and their broad range of views can the geooperator browser
accumulate the geooperator knowledge necessary for long-term viability.
The conceptualization for geooperators and categories (Chapter 5) contain
much more knowledge about geooperators than is reflected in the current ver-
sion of the geooperator browser. This additional information is partially inte-
grated into the geooperator thesaurus (Chapter 6). Complete integration into
ontologies is future work as proposed in Section 8.2. This especially holds true
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for the associations between geooperators, categories, and between geoopera-
tors and categories. The geooperator browser currently just visualizes if there
is an associative relationship between geooperators or not. The data model how-
ever contains more information about associative relationships, like how they
are related in a hierarchy or whether they implement similar functionality, and
including the degree of similarity.
7.3 geoprocessing appstore - integration concept for a commu-
nity platform
Two main reasons are identified which motivate the integration of the geooper-
ator thesaurus and the geooperator browser into a community platform. First,
as discussed in Section 7.2.3, discovery results should be interactively usable
or downloadable. Second, to extend and maintain the geooperator thesaurus
community expertise is mandatory. These two reasons are further discussed in
this section.
The idea of a community platform for geoprocessing dates back almost 30
years: it is described as a key requirement “for researchers in spatial analysis to
provide their results in the form of modules which could be exchanged within
the research community” (Goodchild, 1987). An example for such a community
platform labeled the Geoprocessing Appstore is suggested and outlined by Kad-
ner et al. (2012) and has been refined since then. The appstore is a web based
platform for the exchange of geoprocessing logic (algorithms) as proposed as
third step of the geoprocessing evolution (Section 2.1). Algorithms can be pub-
lished in the appstore by developers or providers and can then be downloaded
and deployed by users. In terms of publication and management of the algo-
rithms, the appstore provides facilities for metadata publication, and a review
and rating system to be used by community users. As geodata often has quite
large volumes, bringing the algorithm to the data reduces data transportation
overhead tremendously and is therefore the reasonable way to go. Thus, all
algorithms offered in the geoprocessing appstore can be downloaded to arbi-
trary (local) machines to be deployed as either WPS processes or used as scripts
which are directly invoked by their required runtime GIS. The conceptual base
for this moving code approach is outlined in Section 2.1 and Müller et al. (2010,
2013). Geooperator implementations can be integrated in such algorithms, pub-
lished as such algorithms, and/or their conceptual description can be used to
partially provide their documentation and thus facilitate algorithm discovery.
Furthermore, the geooperator browser-like functionality can be used to offer a
general knowledge base for geoprocessing. From an implementation perspec-
tive, the basic framework of the appstore is provided by the Esri Geoportal
Server13 product which is licensed as OpenSource.
The developed geooperator thesaurus (Section 6.3.1) and geooperator browser
(Section 7.2) are integrated into the appstore concept. They extend the rather
technology driven platform by knowledge about geooperators on the one hand,
and use the provided algorithms as actionable results and geooperators that are
implemented ready to use. A preliminary integration is shown in Figure 22.
13 https://github.com/Esri/geoportal-server/
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Figure 22: Integration of the geooperator browser in the geoprocessing appstore.
What is described for ontology usage in environmental modeling by Villa
et al. (2009) and in general for ontologies for the Semantic Web by Shadbolt
et al. (2006) holds true for the developed geooperator thesaurus: to prevent
an authoritarian image, to gain acceptance and long-term success in respec-
tive communities, active community endorsement and involvement is crucial.
For the geooperator thesaurus in particular, this means careful maintenance
management, a clear definition of ownership and licensing policies, and the
following defined workflow for the contribution of additional content:
• Online forms are provided for the proposal of additional geooperator
categories and additional geooperator descriptions, which are then di-
rectly published and integrated into a self-governing thesaurus, the live
thesaurus. By such means a peer review can be established. A preliminary
starting point for the enablement of community based contributions to the
live thesaurus are online ontology edit platforms such as Web Protégé14.
14 http://webprotege.stanford.edu
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• Routine reviews of all added proposals are conducted by the thesaurus
owner or the delegated maintainer. They also conduct quality assessments
and subsequently release a new version of the maintained and stable the-
saurus.
• Taking advantage of the geoprocessing appstore: the community provides
content, the appstore provider maintains the stable thesaurus, and the app-
store platform itself provides the technical framework for the integration
of the online forms discussed above. Such governance is crucial for plat-
form success (Finney and Watts, 2011). Potential appstore providers are
envisioned to be close to research and science and also very affine to tech-
nology.
• The geooperator thesaurus content needs to be licensed in a way that
derivative work is allowed. Further, all kinds of usage, even commercial,
need to be allowed. However, an attribution to the content creators should
be shown to allow for the provision of derivative work back to the orig-
inal maintainers. A license like the Creative Commons (CC) Attribution-
ShareAlike 4.0 International Public License (CC, 2014) is therefore appro-
priate and is applied to the geooperator thesaurus.
The community needs to be motivated to participate in extending and main-
taining the geooperator thesaurus. Active promotion is required in terms of
presenting the platform and its components and conducting workshops aiming
at their improvement. First steps have already been taken, including a work-
shop at the 18th AGILE Conference on Geographic Information Science titled
Geoprocessing on the Web - science-driven and community-driven15.
7.4 alternative geooperator perspectives in grass
Enabling additional alternative geooperator perspectives in legacy GIS allows es-
pecially first time users of a particular GIS to find their way according to struc-
tures they are accustomed to. Both GRASS and ArcGIS allow for customizing
the presentation of the available functionality (Section 4.3.1 and Section 4.3.2).
To enable an ArcGIS geooperator perspective in GRASS, an additional ArcGIS
menu is customized that uses ArcGIS Analysis toolbox tool labels to link to re-
spective GRASS modules. The Python based GRASS GUI called wxGUI allows for
a user customizable menu structure that is also reflected in the search module
component. Thereby, alternative perspectives on the GRASS functionality can be
applied.
Requirements
The approach is two-fold. On the one hand, the alternative legacy GIS perspec-
tive needs to be analyzed (Section 4.3) and ArcGIS tools need to be compared
to GRASS modules to identify matching geooperators that can be exchanged.
15 http://purl.org/net/agile-geoprocessing-15
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Figure 23: ArcGIS Analyst toolbox in GRASS.
In this case, the matching is conducted for the ArcGIS Analysis toolbox in Sec-
tion 6.2. On the other hand, as GRASS modules are invoked by menus in the
GRASS GUI, the ArcGIS tool structure needs to be fitted in the GUI as an addi-
tional alternative menu, to allow for discovery and a similar user experience.
Customization needs to support a hierarchical structure to be able to fully re-
flect the Analysis toolbox layout.
Implementation
Two menu configuration files containing the customized menu entries are re-
quired to build the ArcGIS menu (Appendix F: main_menu.xml in Listing 9 and
toolboxes.xml in Listing 10) in GRASS. They are placed in the .grass7/toolbox-
es folder in the user home directory on the local computer. The implemented
menu will not replace any existing menus but is shown as an additional top
level menu. However, users are also able to fully customize the original menu
structure according to their needs. Full instructions for customization are sup-
plied by GRASS (2014b, wxGUI toolboxes). Once the configuration files are in
place, they are automatically parsed during GRASS launch.
Figure 23 shows the additional menu presenting ArcGIS labels for matched
GRASS modules. The actual Analysis toolbox hierarchy is fully implemented. The
respective GRASS modules can be invoked both, by their usual menu item and
additionally by the customized menu. Allocation problems arise when two
GRASS modules are required to reproduce the same functionality as one re-
spective ArcGIS tool. This leads e.g. to two menu entries for Buffer, creating ei-
ther one- or two-sided buffers. In GRASS, v.buffer is used to create double sided
buffers, whereas v.parallel creates buffers on one side of the object (Figure 23).
In contrast, GRASS v.distance covers three ArcGIS modules: Generate near table,
Near, and Point distance (Figure 23).
Preliminary conclusions
On the one hand, technically, the structure of the GRASS configuration files is
easily understandable and easy to customize according to personal assessment.
For several users, especially for inexperienced ones, a GUI might be preferable
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for menu editing but it is not yet available. On the other hand, the matching of
functionality of two or even more GIS is crucial but time consuming (Section 6.2)
and requires a certain level of expertise. The files should be provided to the
GRASS community or any other community platform as they are relevant for
other users as well. The overall idea is considered potentially useful for ArcGIS
users permanently or temporarily transitioning to GRASS (Neteler, 2014).
A similar approach as described above can be followed to provide GRASS cat-
egories in ArcGIS (Section 4.3.2). User toolboxes can be customized and mixed
to align to a GRASS menu structure or functionality class perspective (Figure 10
in Section 4.3.2).
A useful extension to this approach is wrapping GRASS modules or ArcGIS
tools as user defined models (Section 4.3.1 and Section 4.3.2). Once wrapped,
parameters can be preconfigured to statically represent certain values and thus
instantly provide the aspired functionality (Section 6.2.2).
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F U T U R E W O R K - G E O P R O C E S S I N G PAT T E R N S ,
W O R K F L O W S A N D A L G E B R A
Geooperator discovery can be improved not just by linking similar or other-
wise associated geooperators but also by collecting and formalizing knowledge
about typically conducted geoprocessing workflows, e.g. for transport route
planning (Chapter 3). These typical workflows can be captured as geoprocess-
ing patterns by the GIS community. The proposed concept for geoprocessing
patterns is described in Section 8.1.
To further address the first research agenda item for the Semantic Geospa-
tial Web as proposed by Egenhofer (Section 2.3), formalized means to query
geospatial data, and improved means to facilitate and to eventually provide
geoprocessing workflow creation to finally provide an algebra as formal lan-
guage for geoprocessing, are direly needed. In particular, this thesis suggests
to (1) extend the geooperator thesaurus to a fully-fledged ontology, (2) assess
semantic similarity measurements for geooperators, and eventually (3) develop
an algebra to support geoprocessing workflow creation (Section 8.2).
The necessity for the major future work items, geoprocessing patterns and
workflow support, are established throughout the thesis. A summary of future
work is outlined in Chapter 9.
8.1 geoprocessing patterns
A number of authors argue to categorize or classify spatial analysis tasks ac-
cording to common general problem solving workflows, e.g. Svensson and
Huang (1991), Albrecht (1998), or Mitchell’s three guides to GIS analysis (Sec-
tion 4.2). Based on this work and conclusions from this thesis, the development
of geoprocessing patterns is proposed as a future work item. Commonly applied
geoprocessing workflows define commonly used geoprocessing patterns consist-
ing eventually of the required geooperators. Geoprocessing patterns built on
the preliminary idea of geodesignpatterns (Bernard, 2014).
Geoprocessing patterns resemble design patterns used in software engineering
(Gamma et al., 1995) to describe often used workflows. These workflows are
used regularly by software engineers and are provided by almost all current
programming languages. Transferring this idea to geoprocessing is an obvious
step. Most GIS practitioners use common workflows to address the same tasks.
Aggregation and provision knowledge about common workflows benefits geo-
operator discovery for other user with the same task at hand. The knowledge
should thus be made available to the community as geoprocessing patterns. A
geoprocessing pattern contains a list of relevant geooperators and instructions
on how to use them and in which order. Geoprocessing patterns are integrated
into the geooperator thesaurus as distinct geooperator category for the Prag-
matic perspective containing the individual geooperators listed for the geopro-
cessing pattern. Users seeking geooperators via the geooperator browser can
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then on the one hand discover the geooperators more easily but can also find
advice on which other geooperators are relevant to address the original task
of the geoprocessing pattern. The granularity of geoprocessing patterns is ar-
bitrary. Typical workflows may contain any number of different geooperators,
from only a few up to many.
The geooperator attribute contextRelated (Chapter 5) can be used to formal-
ize links to other geooperators that are relevant for a particular geoprocessing
pattern. To enable the discovery not only of single geooperators but also of
sets of geooperators frequently used together, geoprocessing patterns need to
be formalized further and need to be integrated into a queryable repository.
Geoprocessing patterns can be discovered and provided by:
1. Provision of executable scripts or other forms of integrated and imple-
mented workflows that build upon the geooperator used in a particular
pattern.
2. Provision of a new category for the pragmatic perspective (Section 5.3)
listing the contained geooperators without any means to directly execute
them.
(1.) is less flexible in terms of required backends as e.g. scripts are bound
to a certain platform. For (2.) this flexibility is preserved at the expense of a
directly usable workflow. This can at least partially be mitigated by integrating
the geooperator browser functionality in a geoprocessing platform and link
to the implementation as described in Section 7.3. However, both approaches
benefit the discovery process and the solution of geoprocessing problems.
In terms of existing similar concepts, geoprocessing patterns can be regarded
as implementations of ISO 19119 SOFs (Section 4.1.5).
The development of geoprocessing patterns is an elaborate task as input has
to be collected and integrated from several different sources: for instance from
Mitchell’s guides to GIS analysis (Section 4.2), GIS documentations, and litera-
ture. Last but not least, the possibly best source is the community of GIS prac-
titioners. Community platforms like the geoprocessing appstore (Section 7.3)
are a means to enable cooperation of practitioners in developing and publish-
ing such geoprocessing patterns. Geooperators incorporated in geoprocessing
patterns can directly be suggested to users during the discovery process. Geo-
processing patterns can also be provided to Scientific Workflow communities
and scientific exchange portals. To proof the general notion and applicability of
geoprocessing patterns, respective feedback from GIS practitioners needs to be
collected, e.g. in context of the AGILE workshop (Section 7.3).
Geoprocessing pattern example - transport route planning
The problem described in the case study (Chapter 3) constitutes a typical trans-
port route planning workflow, based on least cost path calculations. The work-
flow (Section 3.3) however applies not only for transport route planning but
also for pipeline planning, city planning processes, etc. The geoprocessing pat-
tern derived from such a workflow comprises three subsequent steps:
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1. Decision criteria operationalization (data preparation),
2. Weighting of decision criteria,
3. Calculating cost paths.
Depending on the context, the decision problem and the available data, dif-
ferent geooperators need to be used during the three steps. Especially decision
criteria operationalization may involve a variety of different geooperators, e.g.
buffering and analysis of attribute data. However, data preparation often fol-
lows the same pattern of (1) transformation of the CRS, (2) conversion of feature
data to raster data, and (3) clipping datasets to the study area. Also, the step
often requires (re)classifying geooperators to align and z-transform data to de-
rive a joint weighting scheme. The weighting process as such uses basic Map
Algebra operations, e.g. LocalSum. The required cost path calculations usually
involve the creation of a cost distance layer, cost direction layers and finally
the least cost path layer. Optionally, the result can be transformed back to vec-
tor. Geooperators addressing these various tasks constitute the geoprocessing
pattern Transport route planning.
8.2 building geooperator workflows
The concept of geoprocessing patterns advocates the idea to chain geoopera-
tors to form more complex workflows. Lutz and Klien postulate a “[. . . ] (semi-)
automatic composition of complex processing services” (Lutz and Klien, 2005)
based on semantically described Web Services. By annotating WPS processes
with knowledge formalized in the geooperator thesaurus (Section 6.3), they
qualify as semantically described Web Services. However, a few aspects to facil-
itate workflow creation of semantically described geoprocessing services need
to be addressed by future work. From a technical and syntactical perspective,
aspects of creating workflows and executing them are well covered by the lit-
erature (Lemmens et al., 2007; Zaharia et al., 2008; Kiehle et al., 2007), with
Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) proposed as the technique to
be used in a geospatial context (EuroGEOSS, 2011). Discovery of suitable and
meaningful workflow building blocks is yet hampered as respective knowledge
supporting an automatic discovery process is yet unavailable as machine read-
able and processable information.
To support such automatic discovery, the geooperator thesaurus developed
in this thesis needs to be extended to a fully-fledged ontology that is able to
model and contain the required metadata about geooperators. Detailed infor-
mation about exchangeability of individual geooperators is mandatory. The
level of detail of geooperator similarity used in this thesis (Section 5.1 and
Section 6.2) and contained in the geooperator thesaurus needs to be extended
by more sophisticated semantic similarity measurements. Finally, a formal lan-
guage or algebra for geoprocessing should be created by future work. Before
addressing these future work items in more detail, an overview of relevant lit-
erature, standardization techniques, and technological approaches is provided
that need to be considered in this context.
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Relevant work for creating workflows
In terms of relevant standardization efforts, a number of OGC languages are avail-
able that qualify for the description of workflows. These languages include first
and foremost SensorML (OGC, 2014d) and Open Modeling Interface (OpenMI)
(OGC, 2014c). SensorML supports lineage and traceability for each workflow
step which is stored separately alongside the processing chain (OGC, 2011, p.
17). Furthermore, it can be used to describe Scientific Workflows built upon
SWE and non-SWE components (van Zyl and Vahed, 2009). As proposed before
(Chapter 6), SensorML is also identified as a means to describe geooperators.
Therefore, integrating geooperators into Scientific Workflows on the basis of
SensorML should be further explored, as it already offers a number of software
tools that can be used right away (see below). The OpenMI standard Version
2.0 (OGC, 2014c) was recently adopted by OGC. It represents an alternative
framework to exchange and describe workflows as scientific models that can
be shared between different systems and communities. In terms of Semantic
Web standards, the W3C Rule Interchange Format (RIF) (W3C, 2013) provides an
exchange format for various rule based languages. Rules are especially impor-
tant for the definition of an algebra.
Besides standardization, the scientific community also provides techniques
for creating workflows, the concept of Scientific Workflows being a prominent
one. Scientific Workflows originate from bioinformatics and are nowadays used
in almost all scientific disciplines. They allow for the creation and execution of
scientific models and workflows that are based on all kinds of (legacy) software
which can be interconnected and executed automatically. Different intermedi-
ate results are saved including all metadata concerning lineage and provenance
information. Loops and if-else statements allow for sophisticated workflows.
Scientific Workflow tools usually provide a graphical user interface similar to
the ArcGIS Model Builder. VisTrails1, a major Scientific Workflow environment,
provides EO4VisTrails2, a space and time extension to support spatial analysis.
EO4VisTrails specifically supports a large number of OGC standardized Web
Services, such as WPS. Scientific Workflows are widely discussed in the liter-
ature. Moodley et al. (2008) show the benefits and applications of Scientific
Workflows for SWE and define key research challenges. Scientific Workflows
are discussed by Villa et al. (2009) for environmental modeling. Zhang et al.
(2007) describe building general geospatial Web Service workflows by using
the Kepler Scientific Workflow environment.
The importance of provenance information especially for geoscientific work-
flows in an SDI context is highlighted by Henzen et al. (2013); Bernard et al.
(2013), and Goodchild (1987); Burrough (1992); Kuhn (1997); Goodchild (1997)
for general GIS analysis. Typically, provenance information is collected dataset-
oriented, describing dataset history in detail. However, process-oriented prove-
nance is collected for the description of workflows and workflow reproduction
(Henzen et al., 2013; Li et al., 2014; Simmhan et al., 2005). Frameworks such as
the Open Provenance Model (OPM) (Moreau et al., 2008; Moreau, 2010; Moreau
et al., 2011) are not a workflow language as such but a framework to provide,
1 http://vistrails.org
2 https://github.com/ict4eo/eo4vistrails
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collect and structure provenance information. It also includes a controlled vo-
cabulary and ontology to facilitate automatic usage in online and offline envi-
ronments. OPM is recommended to collect lineage and provenance information
for geooperator workflows based on the information provided by the geooper-
ator thesaurus. Furthermore, OPM is supported by a number of Scientific Work-
flow environments like VisTrails, Taverna and Kepler, and thus fits well into
the overall workflow approach. From an explicit geoprocessing workflow tool
point of view, the GRASS and ArcGIS model builders need to be assessed fur-
ther, especially in terms of import and export of complete workflows, including
respective metadata.
Zaharia et al. (2008) apply the WSMO/LX framework to provide a solution for
semantic execution of geospatial Web Services workflows. Their work includes
machine and human readable semantic service descriptions, mediation support
and a choreography language dealing with composition and execution of these
Web Services.
Geooperator ontology
Throughout this thesis (Section 2.3, Section 5.4, Section 6.3, and Section 7.2), a
fully-fledged ontology is frequently proposed as a future step to better reflect
inter-geooperator relationships, e.g. for better addressing the similarity issues
as described in Section 6.2.2. Developing such an ontology addresses the pro-
posal of Kavouras and Kokla (2008, p. 299) to create ontologies for spatial oper-
ators and thematic operators. A similar proposal for ontology usage in SWE is
given by Moodley et al. (2012).
For one, links to existing ontologies and vocabularies need to be further ex-
plored, especially in regard to ontologies describing geooperator operands. If
the semantics of a dataset are known besides the plain underlying data model,
far more suitable geooperators can be suggested, instead of suggesting all ap-
plicable geooperators that fit the data model. Such operand ontologies include
e.g. Semantic Web for Earth and Environmental Terminology (SWEET) ontolo-
gies and the OPERA ontology (Lemmens, 2006, pp. 122–130). Furthermore, it
is mandatory to ground the geooperator ontology and define an appropriate
semantic reference system as described by Kuhn (2003).
When geooperators are interlinked to form complex workflows, mathemat-
ical attributes of geooperators become more relevant, e.g. the categories de-
scribed for the Formal perspective (Section 5.3). These represent amongst others
arity, communitativity/symmetry, granularity, reversibility, and transitivity. By
taking these attributes into account, more sophisticated workflows can be cre-
ated and evaluated according to meaningfulness. An ontology is also an enabler
for semantic similarity measurements. Closer assessment of semantic similarity
leads to an improved quality of suggestions for similar geooperators.
Semantic similarity of geooperators
Geooperators are hardly ever identical in all aspects but usually share a reason-
able amount and quality of properties to establish a measure of similarity to
each other (Chapter 5 and Section 6.2) that might be sufficient to allow for the
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interoperable exchangeability of geooperators. A closer assessment of the simi-
larity of geooperators and especially the establishment of a degree of similarity
is required to assert exchangeability.
One major approach for this assessment is the concept of semantic similarity
measurements which is characterized by Rodríguez et al. (1999). It is focused
distinctly more on the operands than the operator itself and is thus applied pri-
marily for spatial feature comparisons as further described in Rodríguez et al.
(1999); Rodríguez and Egenhofer (2003, 2004); Schwering (2008) and Kavouras
and Kokla (2008, pp. 183–189). First steps to measure similarity for functionality
are described by Schwering (2008). She measures semantic similarity of trans-
formational models, which can be modeled as geooperators. Nevertheless, from
a general perspective, operand semantics play a major role as well in terms of
building and evaluating meaningful workflows (see previous subsection).
In terms of tools supporting the assessment of semantic similarity, an overview
is given by Janowicz et al. (2010). An overview and a selection of further litera-
ture are provided by the (Semantic) Similarity-Blog (Janowicz, 2014).
Algebra for workflow descriptions and evaluation
Based on the proposed geooperator ontology, a formal language or an algebra
needs to be developed to formulate the workflows on a conceptual level. Such
an algebra defines a set of rules that is required to evaluate the workflow in
regard to its meaningfulness and suitability to address the associated geopro-
cessing task. Such evaluation needs to be based on syntax and semantics.
The general concept of an algebra resembles the idea of functional program-
ming languages. Functional programming languages like Haskell, its dialect
Gofer, or DrScheme are often used to implement algebras. Additionally, vari-
ous scientists, e.g. Albrecht (1996, pp. 49–52) and Frank and Kuhn (1995, 1999),
promote and proof their formalization concepts with functional languages. Of-
ten such implementations start with EBNF, which is used for the creation of
a context-free grammar as a basis to develop a formal language. It needs to
be assessed whether these approaches can also be applied for a geooperator
algebra.
Another starting point are efforts based on formal languages in the geospatial
domain. Spatial SQL (Egenhofer, 1994) and respective extensions by Huang and
Lin (1999) are relevant and applied for algebra creation. Web Coverage Process-
ing Service (WCPS) (OGC, 2009b) is a language for web based raster processing.
It extends Web Coverage Service (WCS) and is expected to be streamlined with
WPS 2.0. Also, OGC Filter Encoding (OGC, 2010b, ISO 19143) is used for queries
requesting subsets of spatial features. Albrecht (1996, pp. 49–52) suggests an
algebraic specification - completely implemented in Gofer. Cartographic Mod-
elling and Dynamic Modelling operations are expressed in the PCRaster mod-
elling language, which is based on algebraic principles. It allows for nested
statements, and is based on Tomlin (1990); Berry (1993). Shapiro and Wester-
velt (1992) contains a description of the GRASS Map Algebra implementation.
Schenkelaars (1994) describes requirements for a “spatial analytical query lan-
guage”.
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The proposed geoprocessing algebra needs to be based on the previously de-
scribed fully-fledged geooperator ontology, taking especially the mathematical
properties and similarity relationships into consideration. These relationships
need to be aligned with algebra axioms and theorems accordingly. Appropri-
ate preconditions and postconditions for geooperators and operands need to
be defined and the sequence of operands needs to be modeled carefully where
required. The described techniques and approaches from functional program-
ming languages and relevant efforts in the geospatial domain support the de-
velopment of a geoprocessing algebra.
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D I S C U S S I O N A N D C O N C L U S I O N S
A number of issues nowadays still prevent an efficient usage of geoprocessing
functionality, especially in SDIs. Foremost, geoprocessing functionality discov-
ery is limited due to a missing comparability framework that defines concepts
for geoprocessing functionality based on common attributes and metadata, and
that is able to capture the meaning of geoprocessing functionality. For usage in
SDIs, such a framework needs to be formalized to enable its machine readability.
To improve discovery of geoprocessing functionality, this thesis contributes a
geooperator thesaurus representing the missing comparability framework. The
thesaurus conceptualizes geoprocessing functionality as geooperators and cat-
egorizes them according to common attributes. Available categories reflect rel-
evant existing categorizations that are extracted from a multitude of sources.
These existing categorizations are integrated into the thesaurus as they are, and
thus represent different perspectives on geooperators. The thesaurus collects
knowledge about geooperators. It is conceptualized as an interlinked network
of geooperators and categories; links are either hierarchical or associative and
especially linking similar geooperators. The thesaurus is formalized by the Se-
mantic Web standard SKOS and published online in a Semantic Web compliant
manner. Thus, the thesaurus is readily accessible to be used in SDIs, especially
for providing semantic annotations for geoprocessing services, to eventually
enable semantic interoperability.
To facilitate discovery for users, the developed geooperator browser provides
a user interface for the thesaurus. The browser visualizes the geooperator meta-
data and the hierarchical categories by facets to support explorative search.
Additionally, it offers a keyword based search and a guided wizard search. All
search modes can be used simultaneously.
Summarized conclusions and discussions on individual research results are
given below. The research questions introduced in Section 1.2 are reconsidered
and answered. Full conclusions can be found in the respective chapters through-
out the thesis.
research question 1 : How and where from can meaningful geooperator cate-
gories be derived? Is there one universal classification or categorization?
From a strictly conceptual perspective, a universal approach defining noth-
ing but one concept of GIS functionality may be the ultimate objective as it is
then truly unambiguous. However, existing categorizations considerably differ
in scope and granularity. Thus, the state of the art analysis of existing catego-
rizations from both science and practice concludes that deriving one common
categorization is neither feasible nor meaningful. This conclusion is further sub-
stantiated by respective external research and the fact that individual user per-
ception of and perspectives on GIS are often disregarded during scientific cate-
gorization compilation. Yet, user acceptance of categorizations for geooperator
discovery can only be gained by a thorough involvement of the user community.
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A solution is developed that allows for a straightforward integration of multi-
ple categorizations as they are. The solution is discussed in research question
2 below.
This major insight on multiple perspectives on geooperators in general and
on geoprocessing services in particular was contributed to the review process
for the current revision of ISO 19119 (Geographic information - services). The
remarks and suggestions for improvement especially of the service taxonomy
and multiple views on a service were accepted by ISO TC 211 and are now
part of the new DIS, which is in the final voting round. Thus, the validity of
the hypothesis at hand is confirmed by a group of SDI interoperability experts
constituting a major standardization committee.
research question 2 : How can geooperators and knowledge about geooperators
be structured and integrated into a single framework?
As it has been concluded, it is neither viable nor practical to define one uni-
versal taxonomy as the access point for geooperators and therefore this thesis
shows how different categorizations and perspectives on geooperators can be
integrated into one knowledge container.
The knowledge container is conceptualized by a UML model. Four major per-
spectives relevant for human users are defined: Geodata, Legacy GIS, Pragmatic,
and Geoinformatics. Two additional perspectives, Technical and Formal, play a
minor role for users but are important for future workflow creation support
by ontologies and respective algebra. Each perspective contains a tree of hier-
archical categories with each category reflecting an aspect of the geooperator’s
semantics. The UML model focuses on associative relationships between geoop-
erators to properly model similarity between them. Moreover, each geooperator
is described by metadata, documenting and describing it in further detail.
The links between geooperators, categories, and perspectives are integrated
into a concept map to visualize the net of linked geooperators.
For the improvement and creation of meaningful geooperator workflows
operand semantics are equally essential as geooperator semantics. Operand
semantics are conceptually modeled in this thesis but the impact of missing
operand semantics is neglected, as it is going to be addressed as part of future
work.
research question 3 : How can comparability and exchangeability be accomp-
lished for geooperators?
To address the challenge of interoperable exchange, assumed similar geoop-
erators based on different implementations need to be assessed in detail. Cap-
turing similarity knowledge for all geooperators assumed to qualify for such
an exchange is tedious but essential for future work. To gain insights on geo-
operator similarity, a comparative study is conducted as part of this thesis for
a selection of geooperators. For the assessment of similarity, geooperator se-
mantics, input and output datasets, and parameter configurations are essential.
Overall, exchangeability can be achieved in most cases, as geooperators can of-
ten either be parametrized or substituted by multiple geooperators in a way
that they produce the same results and are thus exchangeable. However, the
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degree of similarity between two geooperators is distinguished into three sep-
arate types: representing either close matches, or geooperators providing less
or more functionality than the one under consideration. As part of future work,
these varying degrees of similarity have to be addressed, also by a more formal-
ized approach based on semantic similarity measurements.
All common legacy GIS provide scripting environments and interfaces for e.g.
bash scripts, batch files and Python scripts enabling the development of simple
scripts that combine a sequence of modules or parametrize geooperators from
different backends so that they produce similar results. These scripts or tools
can be linked to the geooperator thesaurus and be made available at a central
and accessible repository.
The comparison methodology used in this thesis needs to be extended for
future work to include a strict result comparison which goes beyond visual
checks. This effort can be shared by motivating the community to help assess
similarity between geooperators.
Overall, the presented approach on dealing with similarity of geooperators,
enables interoperability between geooperators. This is a major step towards
facilitating semantic interoperability and thereby exchangeability between geo-
processing services enabling provider and implementation independence.
research question 4 : How can existing techniques be used to formalize and rep-
resent geooperator knowledge?
Knowledge collection and management is traditionally part of library and
information science. Applying concepts from this domain to the topic under
discussion proves to be feasible: the concept of a thesaurus matches the re-
quirements in this thesis. It enables hierarchical and associative links between
concepts. Thus, the six perspectives on geooperators including their hierarchical
child categories can be represented as well as the associative links to similar
geooperators. By using categorizations instead of classifications, a polyhierar-
chical structure is enabled allowing for geooperators to be assigned to different
categories at once.
Using mainstream Semantic Web IT techniques and standards is mandatory
when approaching semantic interoperability and thus the Semantic Web vision.
Semantic Web formalizations like the RDF based SKOS are perfectly capable
of representing the formalization of the geooperator thesaurus. Furthermore,
the geooperator thesaurus is published in a Semantic Web compliant manner,
meaning that each concept can be accessed separately by URI and that depending
on the requester, the concept is returned either as human readable description
or as machine readable RDF/XML encoding for usage in Web environments like
SDI or the Semantic Web. The geooperator thesaurus can thus be used for dif-
ferent usage scenarios, e.g. to provide discovery via the geooperator browser,
or to provide semantic annotations which can dynamically be injected into syn-
tactical geoprocessing service process descriptions as additional metadata.
For successfully using SKOS encoding to formalize the thesaurus, a few as-
pects are carefully considered: (1) it is difficult to model different concept types,
like geooperators on the one hand and geooperator categories on the other
hand, as SKOS just allows for instances of Concepts without further defining
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their actual entity type. (2) Although allowing for associative links between dif-
ferent concepts, this link type is also limited in its scope, as it just allows the
linking of similar concepts. For an improved modeling, links need to be arbi-
trary in their type to reflect also links to geooperators that are e.g. often used in
the same context defined by a geoprocessing pattern. Overall, the knowledge
contained in the thesaurus is properly structured but not yet fully represented
by using SKOS for the thesaurus. Ontologies can be used to address the two
shortcomings described.
research question 5 : How can geooperator discovery be improved for users?
The geooperator browser represents the GUI for the geooperator thesaurus,
improving the general geooperator discovery process for users. The geoopera-
tor browser provides three discovery approaches as identified by different user
group requirements. It combines a known-item based search on keywords, an
explorative search by a search interface built on facets which represent the six
geooperator perspectives, and a guided approach based on decision tree-like
questions. All three approaches can be used simultaneously and are embedded
into a configurable interface serving users from different backgrounds and with
different levels of expertise.
From a software development and GIS community perspective, innovative us-
ability concepts for GIS functionality discovery in legacy GIS can help to facilitate
GIS usage in environments where distributed and interoperable geoprocessing
cannot be established due to technical and organizational reasons. By showing
how categorizations from alternative GIS can easily be integrated into the user
interface of other GIS, an easy transition between alternative products is enabled
for users. A full integration of discovery interfaces like the geooperator browser
into legacy GIS would improve usability further, by not only providing one but
many categorizations at once. In the case of GRASS, this idea was well received
in the developer community and may be integrated in the long term. However,
in the meantime the Web based geooperator browser can be used instead.
The semantics of the geooperator operands, the input and output datasets,
have great but yet barely used potential to deduce and suggest appropriate
geooperators for the respective discovery process. The quality of discovery re-
sults could thereby be improved significantly. This will be part of future work.
Overall, the geooperator browser interface for the thesaurus lowers the GIS us-
ability barrier considerably as well in an SDI environment as for offline desktop
based usage.
research question 6 : How can the collection, publication and maintenance of
knowledge about geooperators be ensured in the long term?
This thesis analyzes a subset of geooperators derived from representative GIS
functionality and implements it as part of the proof of concept implementation.
However, on the one hand the initial number of geooperators contained in the
thesaurus needs to be extended significantly for real world application. On the
other hand, general functionality expands continuously over time and requires
thesaurus extensions as well. Thesaurus extensions and maintenance require an
active community endorsing their GIS expertise and knowledge. Furthermore,
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without user participation and requirements commitment, the developed solu-
tion will not gain acceptance in the community.
The collection and maintenance efforts should be steered by the community
itself, e.g. in the context of a geoprocessing appstore and general geoprocessing
community platform. A joint effort might include also standardization organi-
zations.
In the long run, a solution has to be found to maintain a viable and sustain-
able platform. This is a challenge which cannot be handled by research alone
but needs strong community involvement. An integration of this thesis’s re-
sults in an upcoming community platform is outlined, and a first workshop
addressing the establishment of a geoprocessing community platform is held
at the AGILE 2015 conference. The workshop is titled Geoprocessing on the Web -
science-driven and community-driven1.
further insights
This thesis follows a pragmatic approach and is focusing mainly on the user per-
spective. Geooperators included in the geooperator thesaurus are based on well
defined functionality, mostly meaning that they are implemented by a GIS. The
applied categorizations of geoprocessing functionality are derived from exist-
ing categorizations in science and legacy GIS. By combining these two practical
approaches the thesis is well-prepared to serve both, user needs and scientific
research.
Reproducibility of algorithms and approaches is often discussed in geoinfor-
matics science because of missing transparencies about the used GIS function-
ality. The geooperator browser facilitates such reproducibility by references to
alternative geooperators.
By clearly separating the geooperator thesaurus from the technical imple-
mentations of geoprocessing services - an aspect addressed in an ongoing PhD
thesis by Müller (2015) - a meaningful separation of concerns is achieved. Thus,
users can provide their general expertise and knowledge about geooperators in
a structured way, yet independently from the technical aspects and implemen-
tations that are addressed by geoprocessing service developers and providers.
A geoprocessing community platform acts as facilitator between users and de-
velopers. It provides the missing links between the conceptualizations of geo-
processing functionality described in this thesis on the one hand, and novel
technical approaches for geoprocessing such as moving code or improved stan-
dards such as WPS 2.0 on the other hand. The platform also acts as a general
knowledge base for geoprocessing, which is not limited to online scenarios but
also provides background information about desktop based implementations.
During this thesis, some inconsistencies and bugs in various legacy GIS have
been detected. For the FOSSGIS product GRASS these bugs have been reported
to the developer community and have been fixed2. Thereby, this thesis has and
will have a direct impact on the improvement of GIS software. Furthermore,
ideas to integrate improved discovery components like the geooperator browser
1 http://purl.org/net/agile-geoprocessing-15
2 http://trac.osgeo.org/grass/search?q=jbrauner
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or alternative GIS perspectives into GRASS are already in discussion with the
developers and received positive feedback (Neteler, 2014). By contributing back
to the FOSSGIS community, the author wants to show his appreciation for the
voluntary hard work of extending and maintaining free and open GIS.
summary of future work
First and foremost, as part of future work, the content of the geooperator the-
saurus developed in this thesis has to be extended as it currently encompasses
only a subset of geooperators incorporated as part of the proof of concept imple-
mentation. To further substantiate the concepts and methodologies developed
in this thesis, the comparison between geooperators from different GIS and thus
the identification of similar geooperators needs to be continued and the results
from this comparison need to be integrated into the geooperator thesaurus. Se-
mantic similarity measurement techniques have to be assessed and applied to
formally describe the degree of similarity.
As a next step, the conceptualized geooperators can be used as building
blocks for geoprocessing workflows. To facilitate (semi) automatic creation of
meaningful workflows and support an evaluation of this meaningfulness, sev-
eral conceptual and technical aspects need to be addressed by future research:
From a conceptual point of view, the geooperator thesaurus needs to be ex-
tended to a fully-fledged ontology that allows for more detailed concept mod-
eling and extended capabilities to model associative links. An ontology allows
the integration of geooperator operands and their semantics which are manda-
tory for the creation of more meaningful workflows. Workflow lineage includ-
ing semantics needs to be tracked properly. The identification and modeling of
commonly and often used workflows as reusable geoprocessing patterns supports
the discovery and proposal of meaningful geooperators during workflow cre-
ation. A possible starting point are Mitchell’s pragmatic guides to GIS analysis
(Mitchell, 1999, 2005, 2012) which contain a collection of best practices. Geopro-
cessing patterns can and should be conceptualized as geooperators themselves.
From a technical point of view, the workflow creation should be integrated
into a Scientific Workflow environment. This allows for proper lineage and
provenance tracking as well as for the capability to integrate implemented func-
tionality from practically any type of backend or Web Service. Furthermore,
these created workflows can be exported as executable scripts and can then
be shared with the community by uploading them to the geoprocessing app-
store. EO4VisTrails could serve as such a Scientific Workflow environment as it
already includes required features like basic OGC Web Services and GIS support.
Last but not least: involving the community to extend and maintain the con-
cepts and knowledge derived by this thesis is absolutely crucial and mandatory,
as users are the primary and most important source of geoprocessing and GIS
expertise. Only by the involvement of the community can acceptance, mainte-
nance, and further development of the geooperator thesaurus and browser be
ensured in the long term.

A
A P P E N D I X - I M P L E M E N T I N G T H E T R A N S P O RT R O U T E
W O R K F L O W I N A R C G I S
For each dataset, a demonstration workflow is described below, regardless how
often the dataset is used according to Section 3.2. Respective ArcGIS tools are
given in italics:
• Internationally protected natural areas (Natura 2000 sites), provided by
IUCN and UNEP (2014):
1. Project from World Geodetic System 1984 (WGS 84) to
European Terrestial Reference System 1989 Lambert Azimuthal Equal
Area (ETRS 1989 LAEA).
2. Clip to study area in North East Poland.
3. Select only areas with valid geometry, as the dataset contains arti-
facts.
4. Select Natura 2000 areas (by selecting Bird Directive and Habitat Di-
rective areas).
5. Select areas which were already protected in 2006. Otherwise there
cannot be a direct route due to blocking areas implemented after
2006 all around Warsawa.
6. Convert to raster dataset with Feature to Raster (cell size 1000 m x
1000 m).
7. Reclassify all Natura 2000 areas as NoData to implement them as con-
straints, and reclassify all other raster cells to 1.
• Forests and semi natural areas, provided by EEA (2013b):
1. Clip to study area in North East Poland.
2. Resample to match the 1000 m x 1000 m cell size, using the NEAREST
resampling method to retain the original values.
3. Resample to mark forests and semi natural areas and thus include the
costs to traverse these areas.
• Roads, provided by GIS-Lab (2014):
1. Clip to study area in North East Poland.
2. Project from WGS 84 to ETRS 1989 LAEA.
3. Convert to raster dataset with Feature to Raster (cell size 1000 m x
1000 m).
4. Reclassify all suitable roads by classifying them as 1.
• Urban areas, provided by GIS-Lab (2014):
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1. Clip to study area in North East Poland.
2. Project from WGS 84 to ETRS 1989 LAEA.
3. Calculate a Multiple Ring Buffer to differentiate according to distance
to urban areas (10 km, 20 km, and 30 km).
4. Convert to raster dataset with Feature to Raster (cell size 1000 m x
1000 m).
5. Reclassify 10 km buffer to 1, 20 km to 5, and 30 km to 10.
6. Normalize reclassified raster to a range between from 0 to 1 using
Raster Calculator.
• Economic zones, derived from nighttime light showing nightly activity
and provided by NGDC-EOG (2012):
1. Clip to study area in North East Poland.
2. Reclassify raster cells to range from 2 to 10 in two-steps, where the
brightest pixels get the lowest cost.
3. Normalize reclassified raster to a range between 0 and 1 using Raster
Calculator.
• Soil type, provided by JRC (2004):
1. Clip to study area in North East Poland.
2. Reclassify to assign pixels representing peat the highest possible cost.
After these individual data preparation steps, the following ArcGIS tools are
used step by step to calculate the overall least cost path:
1. Calculate a weighted (according to vision) raster by using Raster Calcula-
tor, adding together the overall cost to traverse a single pixel. N.B., costs
are abstract and do not have units.
2. Calculate a cost distance raster and the corresponding backlink raster us-
ing the town of Budzisk as source feature by using Cost Distance.
3. Calculate least cost path based on these two rasters and the city of War-
sawa as destination feature by using Cost Path.
4. Finally, by using Raster to Polyline the least cost path can optionally be
vectorized.
The workflow implemented as ArcGIS model shows the overall complexity
of the case study workflow (see Figure 24).
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Figure 24: Transport route planning implemented in an ArcGIS model. Source datasets
are depicted in blue, output datasets in green and used tools in yellow.
B
A P P E N D I X - G E O O P E R AT O R C AT E G O R I E S A L I G N E D T O
P E R S P E C T I V E S
Table 22: Categories based on the underlying geodata model of the geooperators’
operands.
underlying geodata model
perspective Geodata (Table 15 in Section 4.4.2)
parent Geodata (perspective)
siblings Dimensionality (2D, 3D, 4D, time, further the-
matic dimensions)
Measurement scale (nominal, ordinal, interval,
ratio, “beyond Stevens” (Chrisman, 1995), ...)
Targeted component of geodata (geometry, topol-
ogy, thematic attributes, time)
Focussing spatial data (Aronoff, 1991, pp. 195-
204)
Focussing attribute data (Aronoff, 1991, pp. 204-
206)
Integrating spatial and attribute data (Aronoff,
1991, pp. 204-237)
subcategories Vector (2D, 3D, Point, Polyline, Polygon,
ISO 19107, ISO 19125)
Raster (2D, 3D, 4D, ISO 19123, ...)
Raster to vector and vector to raster (represent-
ing the transformation from one model into the
other)
Network (transportation, ...)
Raster and Vector (e.g. geooperators that are
available as raster and as vector implementa-
tion)
TIN
links GRASS - functionality class (see Table 23)
origin See description in Section 5.3.
Table 23: Categories derived from GRASS functionality classes.
grass - functionality class
perspective Legacy GIS (Table 15 in Section 4.4.2)
... continued on next page ...
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... continued from previous page ...
grass - functionality class
parent ./.
siblings GRASS - keyword, GRASS - topic
subcategories Display (d.*)
Database (db.*)
General (g.*)
Imagery (i.*)
Misc (m.*)
Postscript/printing (p.*)
Raster (r.*)
3D raster (r3.*)
Temporal (t.*)
Vector (v.*)
links Underlying geodata model (see Table 22)
origin Neteler and Mitasova (2007, p. 26), GRASS online
documentation full index (GRASS, 2014a, Full
Index).
Table 24: Categories derived from GRASS GUI vector menu structure.
grass - gui vector menu structure
perspective Legacy GIS (Table 15 in Section 4.4.2)
parent Child category for GRASS - functionality class
siblings GRASS - keyword, GRASS - topic
subcategories Develop vector map
Topology maintenance
Manage colors
Query vector map
Feature selection
Map type conversion
Buffer vectors
Lidar analysis
Linear reference
Nearest features
Network analysis
Overlay vector maps
Manage categories
Update attributes
Generate area for current region
Generate area from points
Generate grid
Generate points
... continued on next page ...
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grass - gui vector menu structure
Reports and statistics
origin GRASS GUI vector menu structure as shown in
Figure 6 (Section 4.3.1).
Table 25: Categories derived from GRASS topics.
grass - topic
perspective Legacy GIS (Table 15 in Section 4.4.2)
parent Parent category for the GRASS - keyword category
(including several overlaps among the subcate-
gories).
siblings GRASS - functionality class, GRASS - keyword (is
also a child category)
subcategories Accumulation, Aggregation, Albedo, Alge-
bra, Atmospheric correction, Attribute table,
Biomass, Buffer, Cartography, Category, Cen-
troid, Classification, Color table, Color trans-
formation, Composite, Connection settings,
Conversion, Cost surface, Diagram, Display,
Dissolve, Distance, Edges, Editing, Elevation,
Emissivity, Energy balance, Evapotranspiration,
Export, Extract, Fire, Fusion, Generalization, Ge-
ometry, Geomorphology, Graphics, Groundwa-
ter flow, Gui, Histogram, Hydrology, Imagery
quality assessment, Import, Installation, Inter-
polation, Kernel density, Landsat, Landscape
structure analysis, Latitude, Lidar, Linear ref-
erence system, Manual, Map annotations, Map
management, Mapalgebra, Mask, Measurement,
Merge, Metadata, Neighbor, Network, Null
data, Orthorectify, Paint labels, Printing, Pro-
file, Projection, Quantization, Querying, Radio-
metric conversion, Raster, Reclassification, Re-
code categories, Rectify, Resample, Rescale, Rgb,
Sampling, Segmentation, Series, Settings, Shift,
Snap, Solar, Statistics, Support, Surface, Terrain,
Tiling, Topology, Transect, Transformation, Vege-
tation index, Viewshed, Volume, Voxel
origin GRASS online documentation topic index
(GRASS, 2014a, Topics Index).
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Table 26: Categories derived from GRASS keywords.
grass - keyword
perspective Legacy GIS (Table 15 in Section 4.4.2)
parent Child category for the GRASS - topic category
(including several overlaps among the subcate-
gories).
siblings GRASS - functionality class, GRASS - topic (is also a
parent category)
subcategories 3D, ACCA, ASCII, Accumulation, Actual evap-
otranspiration, Aggregation, Albedo, Algebra,
Allocation, Animation, Area, Area estimation,
Articulation points, Atmospheric correction, At-
tribute columns, Attribute table, Attributes, Au-
tocorrelation, Biomass, Biophysical parameters,
Brightness temperature, Brovey, Buffer, CCA,
Cartography, Category, Centrality measures,
Centroid, Chart maps, Choropleth map, Classi-
fication, Clumps, Color table, Color transforma-
tion, Colors, Components, Composite, Connec-
tion settings, Connectivity, Contours, Conver-
sion, Copying, Correlation, Cost allocation, Cost
surface, Create, Create location, Cumulative
costs, DXF, Deposition, Diagram, Digitization,
Displacement, Dissolve, Distance, Diversity
index, Edges, Editing, Elevation, Emissivity,
Energy balance, Erosion, Evaporative fraction,
Evapotranspiration, Export, Extensions, Extent,
External, Extract, FPAR, Fast Fourier Transform,
Filter, Fire, Flood, Flow, Fractal, Fusion, GCP,
GPS, GUI, Gazetteer, Generalization, Geome-
try, Geomorphology, Georectification, Graphi-
cal modeler, Graphics, Groundwater flow, Gui,
HIS, Hazard, Help, Histogram, History, Hydrol-
ogy, IDW, IHS, Imagery quality assessment, Im-
port, Installation, Interpolation, Isolines, Kernel
density, Kriging, LIDAR, Land flux, Land sur-
face temperature, Landsat, Landscape analysis,
Landscape metrics, Landscape pattern, Land-
scape structure analysis, Latitude, Layer, Leg-
end, Line of sight, Linear Reference System,
List, Longitude,
... continued on next page ...
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... continued from previous page ...
grass - keyword
MLC, MODIS, Manual, Map annotations, Map
management, Mapalgebra, Mask, Maximum
Likelihood Classification, Measurement, Merge,
Metadata, Miscellaneous, Monitors, Mosaick-
ing, Multispectral, Neighbor, Net radiation,
NetCDF, Network, Network generalization, Net-
work maintenance, Networking, Node, Null
data, OGC web services, OGR, Object recog-
nition, Orthorectify, Output, Overview, PCA,
PNG, Paint labels, Patch index, Permission,
Points, Position, PostGIS, Printing, Profile, Pro-
jection, Quantization, Querying, RGB, RST, Ra-
diance, Radiometric conversion, Rainfall, Ran-
dom, Raster3d, Rasterization, Rate of spread,
Reclass, Reclassification, Recode categories, Rec-
tify, Reflectance, Register, Remove, Rename, Re-
sample, Rescale, SEBAL, SMAP, SQL, Salesman,
Sampling, Scripts, Search path, Sediment flow,
Segmentation, Select, Series, Settings, Sharpen,
Shift, Shortest path, Signatures, Simple features,
Simplification, Sites, Smoothing, Snap, Soil, Soil
heat flux, Soil moisture, Solar, Solute transport,
Spanning tree, Spatial query, Spread, Statistics,
Steiner tree, Stream network, Sun energy, Sun
position, Supervised classification, Support, Sur-
face, Tasseled Cap transformation, Terra-ASTER,
Terrain, Texture, Thematic, Tiling, Timestamp,
Topographic correction, Topology, Transect,
Transformation, Triangulation, Univariate statis-
tics, Unregister, VRML, VTK, Variables, Vec-
torization, Vegetation, Vegetation index, Ver-
tex, Viewshed, Visibility, Visualization, Volume,
Voxel, Watershed, Workflow, Yield, Zonal statis-
tics
origin GRASS online documentation keyword index
(GRASS, 2014a, Keywords Index).
Table 27: Categories derived from ArcGIS Toolboxes.
arcgis - toolbox
perspective Legacy GIS (Table 15 in Section 4.4.2)
... continued on next page ...
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arcgis - toolbox
parent Parent categorization for ArcGIS toolsets, e.g.
ArcGIS - Anaylsis Toolbox toolset
siblings ./.
subcategories 3D Analyst Tools
Analysis Tools
Cartography Tools
Conversion Tools
Data Interoperability Tools
Data Management Tools
Editing Tools
Geocoding Tools
Geostatistical Analyst Tools
Linear Referencing Tools
Multidimension Tools
Network Analyst Tools
Parcel Fabric Tools
Schematics Tools
Server Tools
Spatial Analyst Tools
Spatial Statistics Tools
Tracking Analyst Tools
origin Extracted from the ArcGIS 10.2 Desktop GUI,
given subcategories are limited to the ones cur-
rently licensed. A full list of available toolboxes
can be found in Esri (2014c).
Table 28: Categories derived from ArcGIS Analysis Toolbox toolsets.
arcgis - analysis toolbox toolset
perspective Legacy GIS (Table 15 in Section 4.4.2)
parent Child category for ArcGIS - toolbox
siblings Categories derived from other ArcGIS toolbox
toolsets.
subcategories Extract
Overlay
Proximity
Statistics
origin Extracted from the ArcGIS 10.2 Desktop GUI
and documented in Esri (2014c, Analysis tool-
box).
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Table 29: Categories derived from PCRaster operation groups.
pcraster - operation group
perspective Legacy GIS (Table 15 in Section 4.4.2)
parent The subcategories given below contain further
subdivisions.
siblings ./.
subcategories Point operations (boolean operators, comparison
operators, conditional statements, missing value
creation / detection / alteration, relations in
tables, order, maximize / minimize, arithmic
[sic!] operators / trigonometric / exponential
/ logarithmic functions, rounding, data types:
conversion and assignments, random number
generation - cells, coordinates / unique IDs)
Neighbourhood operations (window operations,
local drain direction operations / derivatives
of elevation maps, friction path operations /
spread operations, transport of material over
a local drain direction operations / operations
with local drain direction maps, visibility anal-
ysis operations / operations for visibility analy-
sis)
Area operations (operations over areas, random
number generation - map)
Map operations
Time operations
Data management (map creation / changing at-
tributes, conversion of data, cutting and joining
together PCRaster maps, generation of legends,
screen output)
origin PCRaster (2011) and Table 14 in Section 4.3.4.
Table 30: Categories derived from transport route planning (case study as described in
Chapter 3.
transport route planning (case study)
perspective Pragmatic (Table 15 in Section 4.4.2)
parent Pragmatic (perspective)
siblings ./.
subcategories Data preparation (Transform CRS, feature to
raster, clipping, spatial aligning, reclassifying)
... continued on next page ...
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transport route planning (case study)
Weighting layers (Calculating weights per layer,
summing up weights)
Calculating cost path (Creating source/destina-
tion layer, creating cost distance layer, creating
cost direction layer, creating least cost path)
origin Keshkamat et al. (2009), Section 3.3, and
Mitchell (2012, p. 215-268).
C
A P P E N D I X - M AT C H I N G A R C G I S T O O L S A N D G R A S S
M O D U L E S
This appendix contains tables showing the results from the ArcGIS tools and
GRASS modules matchmaking analysis (see Section 6.2 for details).
Table 31: Form for the ArcGIS vs. GRASS comparison. Parameters are matched to corre-
sponding ones.
arcgis grass
name Name of the ArcGIS tool Name of the cor-
responding GRASS
module
category Toolbox:
Toolbox name
Toolset(s):
Toolset name(s)
Functionality class:
Functionality class
name (according to
command naming
scheme)
Keywords:
Keyword1, anoth-
erKeyword, ... (ac-
cording to GRASS
documentation
(GRASS, 2014a))
Menu structure:
Menu and submenu
(according to the
GRASS wxGUI)
parameters parameter_arcgis_a parameter_grass_1
(if available)
parameter_arcgis_b (spa-
tial)
parameter_grass_2
(spatial)
./. parameter_grass_3
parameter_arcgis_c ./.
... ...
comments Additional information that cannot be reflected in
the table structure above.
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Table 32: ArcGIS Clip vs. GRASS v.overlay.
arcgis grass
name Clip v.overlay
category Toolbox:
Spatial Analysis
Toolset(s):
Extract
Functionality class:
Vector
Keywords:
vector, geometry
Menu structure:
1. Vector,
2. Overlay vector
maps,
3. Overlay vector
maps.
parameters in_features ainput
alayer
atype=line or
atype=area
clip_features binput
blayer
btype=area
./. operator=and
out_feature_class output
olayer
cluster_tolerance snap
comments v.overlay allows for clipping of either lines or poly-
gons by a polygon. For clipping points by points, by
lines, or by polygons, and lines by lines the module
v.select has to be used (compared in Table 33).
v.overlay requires operator=and to be set for clipping.
Table 33: ArcGIS Clip vs. GRASS v.select.
arcgis grass
name Clip v.select
... continued on next page ...
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arcgis grass
category Toolbox:
Spatial Analysis
Toolset(s):
Extract
Functionality class:
Vector
Keywords:
Vector, geometry,
spatial query
Menu structure:
1. Vector,
2. Feature selection,
3. Select by another
map.
parameters in_features ainput
alayer
atype=point or
atype=line
clip_features binput
blayer
btype
./. operator=overlap
out_feature_class output
cluster_tolerance ./.
comments v.select allows for clipping of points by points, lines,
or polygons, and lines by lines. For the clipping of
lines and polygons by polygons the v.overlay tool has
to be used (compared in Table 32).
v.select requires operator=overlap to be set for clip-
ping.
Table 34: ArcGIS Buffer vs. GRASS v.buffer.
arcgis grass
name Buffer v.buffer
... continued on next page ...
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arcgis grass
category Toolbox:
Spatial Analysis
Toolset(s):
Proximity
Functionality class:
Vector
Keywords:
Vector, buffer, geom-
etry
Menu structure:
1. Vector,
2. Buffer vectors.
parameters in_features input
layer
type
out_feature_class output
buffer_distance_or_field distance
./. minor_distance
(only applicable for
point buffers)
./. angle
buffer_distance_or_field bufcolumn
./. scale
./. tolerance
line_side
=FULL ./. (default)
=LEFT/RIGHT v.parallel (Table 35)
=OUTSIDE_ONLY Subsequent v.overlay
with operator=xor
required
line_end_type
=ROUND ./. (default)
=FLAT -c -s flags required
dissolve_option
=ALL ./. (default)
=NONE Requires -t to be
set and subsequent
v.dissolve
... continued on next page ...
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arcgis grass
=LIST with
dissolve_field set
Requires -t to
be set and subse-
quent v.dissolve with
column set
comments In GRASS, buffers to just one side of a feature require
v.parallel to be used (see Table 35).
In GRASS, calculation of an outside polygon buffer
requires a subsequent v.overlay to be executed with
operator=xor to be set.
In GRASS, all buffers are dissolved per default. For
creating one buffer feature per feature the flag -t
needs to be set and a subsequent v.dissolve needs to
be run. Details about this paradox can be found in
the Buffer subsection in Section 6.2.1.
Table 35: ArcGIS Buffer vs. GRASS v.parallel.
arcgis grass
name Buffer v.parallel with -b
flag to be set
category Toolbox:
Spatial Analysis
Toolset(s):
Proximity
Functionality class:
Vector
Keywords:
Vector, geometry
Menu structure:
1. Vector,
2. Develop vector
maps,
3. Parallel lines.
parameters in_features input
layer
out_feature_class output
buffer_distance_or_field distance
./. minor_distance
./. angle
line_side side
=FULL =both or v.buffer
(Table 34)
... continued on next page ...
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arcgis grass
=LEFT/RIGHT right/left
=OUTSIDE_ONLY v.buffer with sub-
sequent v.overlay
with operator=xor
required
line_end_type
=ROUND -r flag required
=FLAT ./. (default)
dissolve_option
=ALL ./. (default)
=NONE ./.
=LIST with
dissolve_field set
./.
comments In GRASS, regular buffers require v.buffer to be used
(see Table 34). Alternatively, side=both can be set for
dissolved buffers.
D
A P P E N D I X - G E O O P E R AT O R T H E S A U R U S
This appendix contains the detailed UML and SKOS matching tables, an SKOS
encoding of GRASS r.mapcalc, the listing for the configuration file to publish
the thesaurus on the Web, and the additional non-SKOS properties required for
usage in the geooperator browser. Details are discussed in Section 6.3.1 and
Section 7.2.2.
Table 36: Matched geooperator UML attributes and SKOS properties.
uml skos range
id rdf:Description rdf:about
label skos:prefLabel xsd:string
abstract skos:inScheme
rdf:resource=
"#AbstractGeooperators"
skos:
ConceptScheme
implementedIn E.g. skos:inScheme
rdf:resource="#GRASS_GIS"
skos:
ConceptScheme
definition skos:definition xsd:string
inputs ./.
Linking to external vocab-
ularies.
./.
outputs ./.
Linking to external vocab-
ularies.
./.
parameters ./.
Linking to external vocab-
ularies.
./.
categories skos:relatedMatch
linking to instances of
GeooperatorCategories
skos:ConceptScheme.
skos:Concept
sameAs skos:closeMatch* skos:Concept
... continued on next page ...
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uml skos range
sameAsLimited Splitted into:
• skos:narrowMatch
(linking to geooper-
ators that cover only
parts of the same
functionality)
• skos:broadMatch
(linking to geooper-
ators that cover the
same functionality
and more)
skos:Concept
contextRelated skos:related skos:Concept
references skos:scopeNote rdfs:Resource
comments skos:note, although if
possible use subtypes:
• skos:scopeNote and
skos:historyNote
shall be used if the
note is related to the
definition.
• skos:editorialNote
and
skos:changeNote
shall be used to com-
ments related to
the metadata of the
term’s vocabulary.
• skos:example shall
be used for usage
examples.
rdfs:Resource
notes
... continued on next page ...
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uml skos range
The XML namespaces are used as follows:
• rdf for RDF,
• rdfs for RDFS,
• skos for SKOS,
• xsd for XSD.
skos:related, skos:closeMatch, skos:narrowMatch, skos:broadMatch,
relatedMatch, skos:scopeNote, and skos:notes and subtypes can occur
multiple times.
* skos:exactMatch is not used as two geooperators are always different even
when they deliver identical results.
Table 37: Matched geooperator category UML attributes and SKOS properties.
uml skos range
id rdf:Description rdf:about
label skos:prefLabel xsd:string
abstract skos:inScheme
rdf:resource=
"#Abstract-
GeooperatorCategories"
skos:
ConceptScheme
perspective E.g. skos:inScheme
rdf:resource="#Geodata-
Perspective"
skos:
ConceptScheme
parent skos:broaderTransitive skos:Concept*
children skos:narrower skos:Concept*
siblings ./.
Only implicitly
by first accessing
skos:broaderTransitive
and then skos:narrower.
./. (see children)
linksTo skos:related skos:Concept*
... continued on next page ...
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uml skos range
similarTo ./.
Cannot be explicitly
matched to appropri-
ate SKOS property and
thus integrated into
skos:related. Explicit
modeling is part of a fu-
ture fully-fledged ontol-
ogy (see Section 8.2).
./. (see linksTo)
contains skos:relatedMatch
However this does not
need to be explicitly mod-
eled as it is a symmetric
property and can thus be
inferred from the respec-
tive geooperator attribute
(see Table 36).
skos:Concept
references skos:scopeNote rdfs:Resource
comments skos:note, although if
possible use subtypes:
• skos:scopeNote and
skos:historyNote
shall be used if the
note is related to the
definition.
• skos:editorialNote
and
skos:changeNote
shall be used to com-
ments related to
the metadata of the
term’s vocabulary.
• skos:example shall
be used for usage
examples.
rdfs:Resource
notes
... continued on next page ...
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uml skos range
The XML namespaces are used as follows:
• rdf for RDF,
• rdfs for RDFS,
• skos for SKOS,
• xsd for XSD.
skos:narrower, skos:related, skos:relatedMatch, skos:scopeNote, and
skos:notes and subtypes can occur multiple times.
* skos:Concept instances require to be in skos:ConceptScheme Geooperator-
Category.
Listing 7: GRASS r.mapcalc encoded in SKOS RDF/XML. Facet categories as described in
Table 38 are ommitted.
1 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#r.mapcalc">
2 <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#Concept"/>
3 <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="#GRASSGIS"/>
4 <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="#Geooperators"/>
5 <skos:prefLabel rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">
r.mapcalc</skos:prefLabel>
6 <skos:scopeNote rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">
Raster map calculator.</skos:scopeNote>
7 <skos:definition rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string
">http://grass.osgeo.org/grass71/manuals/r.mapcalc.html</skos:
definition>
8 <skos:narrowMatch rdf:resource="#LocalDifference"/>
9 <skos:closeMatch rdf:resource="#Raster_calculator"/>
10 <skos:relatedMatch rdf:resource="#Available_in_operating_system"/>
11 <skos:relatedMatch rdf:resource="#Available_online"/>
12 <skos:relatedMatch rdf:resource="#GRASS"/>
13 <skos:relatedMatch rdf:resource="#Geodata"/>
14 <skos:relatedMatch rdf:resource="#Geoinformatics"/>
15 <skos:relatedMatch rdf:resource="#Legacy_GIS"/>
16 <skos:relatedMatch rdf:resource="#Linux"/>
17 <skos:relatedMatch rdf:resource="#LocalFUNCTION_operations"/>
18 <skos:relatedMatch rdf:resource="#Map_Algebra"/>
19 <skos:relatedMatch rdf:resource="#Mathematical"/>
20 <skos:relatedMatch rdf:resource="#Modeling_paths"/>
21 <skos:relatedMatch rdf:resource="#
Modeling_suitability_and_movement_and_interaction"/>
22 <skos:relatedMatch rdf:resource="#OGC_Web_Processing_Service"/>
23 <skos:relatedMatch rdf:resource="#Pragmatic"/>
24 <skos:relatedMatch rdf:resource="#Raster"/>
25 <skos:relatedMatch rdf:resource="#Raster_-_functionality_class"/>
26 <skos:relatedMatch rdf:resource="#Raster_-_keywords"/>
27 <skos:relatedMatch rdf:resource="#Raster_to_raster"/>
28 <skos:relatedMatch rdf:resource="#Technical"/>
29 <skos:relatedMatch rdf:resource="#Transport_route_planning"/>
30 <skos:relatedMatch rdf:resource="#Windows"/>
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31 <skos:relatedMatch rdf:resource="#n-ary"/>
32 </rdf:Description> ✆
Listing 8: Apache Directory directive configuration enabling content negotiation for
the geooperator thesaurus.
1 <Directory "/var/www">
2 Require all granted
3
4 # Turn off MultiViews
5 Options -MultiViews
6
7 # Directive to ensure *.rdf files served as appropriate content
type,
8 # if not present in main apache config
9 AddType application/rdf+xml .rdf
10
11 # Rewrite engine setup
12 RewriteEngine On
13 RewriteBase /
14
15 # Rewrite rule to make sure we serve HTML content from the
namespace URI if requested
16 RewriteCond %{HTTP_ACCEPT} !application/rdf\+xml.*(text/html|
application/xhtml\+xml)
17 RewriteCond %{HTTP_ACCEPT} text/html [OR]
18 RewriteCond %{HTTP_ACCEPT} application/xhtml\+xml [OR]
19 RewriteCond %{HTTP_USER_AGENT} ^Mozilla/.*
20 RewriteRule ^geooperators/?$ index.html [R=303]
21
22 # Rewrite rule to make sure we serve the RDF/XML content from the
namespace URI by default
23 RewriteRule ^geooperators/?$ data/geooperator_thesaurus_xml.rdf [R
=303]
24 </Directory> ✆
Table 38: Additional thesaurus geooperator properties required for faceted browsing
as described in Section 7.2. An overview about the perspectives forming the
base for the facets is given in Table 15.
aspect thesaurus range
Associative
links between
geooperators
(skos:mapping-
Relations and
skos:related)
relatedGeooperators skos:Concept
Categories for
geodata facet
geodataCategories skos:Concept
... continued on next page ...
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aspect thesaurus range
Categories for
legacy GIS facet
legacyGISCategories skos:Concept
Categories for
pragmatic facet
pragmaticCategories skos:Concept
Categories for
geoinformatics
facet
geoinformaticsCategories skos:Concept
Categories for
technical facet
technicalCategories skos:Concept
Categories for
formal facet
formalCategories skos:Concept
notes
Properties related to facets can contain multiple instances from
skos:ConceptScheme GeooperatorCategories. relatedGeooperators can con-
tain multiple instances from skos:ConceptScheme Geooperators.
All properties are formalized as owl:ObjectProperty. The XML names-
paces are used as follows:
• owl for OWL,
• skos for SKOS.
E
A P P E N D I X - G E O O P E R AT O R B R O W S E R R E Q U I R E M E N T S
I M P L E M E N TAT I O N
Table 39: Implemented requirements for the geooperator browser based on faceted
browsing. Requirement labels are given in italics and implementation details
given in normal text. Requirement descriptions are given in Table 20 in Sec-
tion 7.2.1.
id label and implementation details
GUI - functional requirements
FR_010 Discover by data model
Implemented by Geodata facet and respective category hierarchy.
FR_020 Discover by backend
Implemented by Legacy GIS facet and respective category hierar-
chy.
FR_030 Discover by context
Implemented by Pragmatic facet and respective category hierar-
chy.
FR_040 Show all geooperators
Initially, a list of all available geooperators is shown in the table
view. The table view can be reset to the initial state by clicking
Reset all filters.
FR_050 Discover alternative geooperators
Alternative geooperators are shown as clickable links in the table
view and detail view.
FR_060 Iterative/interactive discovery
The result set is immediately modified according to selected or
deselected categories. Categories can be arbitrarily selected and
deselected to allow for an iterative and interactive discovery.
FR_070 Discover by keyword
Implemented by the search slot above the facet tree.
FR_080 Explorative search
Using facets and selecting geooperator categories qualifies as
explorative search, as all geooperator are initially shown.
FR_090 Wizard mode
The wizard mode can be invoked by clicking the Toggle wizard
mode button.
... continued on next page ...
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id label and implementation details
FR_100 Freedom of search mode
Users can use all search modes simultaneously. Whether cate-
gories are selected or deselected in the facet tree or the wizard
does not make any difference.
FR_110 Show available keywords
As the table view initially shows all available geooperators, and
all categories are unfolded in facet tree, almost all available key-
words can be seen.
FR_120 Faceted search interface
Users are able to see the discovery results in a faceted search
interface consisting of facets in the left column and a tabular list
of geooperator results in the main column.
FR_130 Discovery workflow
All steps described in the respective use case (Table 21 in Sec-
tion 7.2.1) can be followed by users.
FR_140 Select multiple categories
Multiple categories can be selected at once. The applied search
logic is implemented according to Table 21 in Section 7.2.1.
FR_150 Reset all selected categories
The table view can be reset to the initial state by clicking Reset all
filters.
FR_160 Explain search logic
The search logic is briefly described in the introductory text (top
component). See Table 21 in Section 7.2.1 for the underlying
logic.
FR_170 Reduce user interface complexity
Users can fold and unfold category branches according to their
needs.
FR_180 Visual feedback
Selecting or deselecting categories results in immediate visual
feedback by reducing or extending geooperators shown in the
table view. After selecting categories, related categories (if avail-
able) are highlighted on top of the table view.
FR_190 Show current selection
Selected categories are marked by checked check boxes and for-
matted in a bold font.
FR_200 Show geooperator details by click
Clicking on arbitrary geooperator labels opens a popup showing
all contained geooperator attributes.
... continued on next page ...
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id label and implementation details
FR_210 Show geooperator details by parametrized URL
Adding a #GeooperatorName to the geooperator browser URL di-
rectly opens the respective geooperator details view popup in
the geooperator browser.
FR_220 Show search results alphabetically
The geooperators shown in the table view are sorted alphabeti-
cally. By clicking on the table column header, the sort direction
can be switched.
FR_230 Export full data set for shown geooperators
A download link is provided in the information and wizard sec-
tion.
Data model - informational requirements
IR_010 Geooperators need to be implemented
Only geooperators are included that are implemented in a
legacy GIS or at least well described in the literature.
IR_020 Link related operators
Geooperators link to related geooperators.
IR_030 Implement geooperator and category conceptualization
The data model implements the main attributes of the conceptu-
alized UML model (Chapter 5).
Integration and maintenance - non-functional requirements
NF_010 Integration into community platform
Maintenance ideas are given in Section 7.3.
F
A P P E N D I X - A R C G I S M E N U I N G R A S S
Instructions where to copy and how to further modify these files are given in
Section 7.4 and in GRASS (2014b, wxGUI toolboxes).
Listing 9: File: main_menu.xml representing the GRASS main menu XML configuration
file.
1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
2 <toolbox name="MyMainMenu">
3 <label>Default GRASS GIS main menu bar</label>
4 <items>
5 <subtoolbox name="File"/>
6 <subtoolbox name="Settings"/>
7 <subtoolbox name="ArcGIS"/>
8 <subtoolbox name="Raster"/>
9 <subtoolbox name="Vector"/>
10 <subtoolbox name="Imagery"/>
11 <subtoolbox name="Volumes"/>
12 <subtoolbox name="Database"/>
13 <subtoolbox name="Help"/>
14 </items>
15 </toolbox> ✆
Listing 10: File: toolboxes.xml representing ArcGIS menu XML configuration file for
GRASS.
1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
2 <toolboxes>
3 <toolbox name="ArcGIS">
4 <label>ArcGIS</label>
5 <items>
6 <subtoolbox name="AnalysisToolbox"/>
7 </items>
8 </toolbox>
9 <toolbox name="AnalysisToolbox">
10 <label>Analysis toolbox</label>
11 <items>
12 <subtoolbox name="ExtractToolset"/>
13 <subtoolbox name="OverlayToolset"/>
14 <subtoolbox name="ProximityToolset"/>
15 <subtoolbox name="StatisticsToolset"/>
16 </items>
17 </toolbox>
18 <toolbox name="ExtractToolset">
19 <label>Extract toolset</label>
20 <items>
21 <module-item name="v.overlay">
22 <label>Clip (by polygons)</label>
23 </module-item>
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24 <module-item name="v.select">
25 <label>Clip (by points/lines)</label>
26 </module-item>
27 <module-item name="v.select">
28 <label>Select</label>
29 </module-item>
30 <module-item name="TBD">
31 <label>Split</label>
32 </module-item>
33 <module-item name="TBD">
34 <label>Table select</label>
35 </module-item>
36 </items>
37 </toolbox>
38 <toolbox name="OverlayToolset">
39 <label>Overlay toolset</label>
40 <items>
41 <module-item name="v.overlay">
42 <label>Erase</label>
43 </module-item>
44 <module-item name="v.overlay">
45 <label>Identity</label>
46 </module-item>
47 <module-item name="v.overlay">
48 <label>Interset</label>
49 </module-item>
50 <module-item name="v.overlay">
51 <label>Spatial join</label>
52 </module-item>
53 <module-item name="v.overlay">
54 <label>Symmetrical difference</label>
55 </module-item>
56 <module-item name="v.overlay">
57 <label>Union</label>
58 </module-item>
59 <module-item name="v.overlay">
60 <label>Update</label>
61 </module-item>
62 </items>
63 </toolbox>
64 <toolbox name="ProximityToolset">
65 <label>Proximity toolset</label>
66 <items>
67 <module-item name="v.buffer">
68 <label>Buffer</label>
69 </module-item>
70 <module-item name="v.parallel">
71 <label>Buffer (half-sided)</label>
72 </module-item>
73 <module-item name="v.voronoi">
74 <label>Create Thiessen polygons</label>
75 </module-item>
76 <module-item name="v.distance">
77 <label>Generate near table</label>
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78 </module-item>
79 <module-item name="v.buffer">
80 <label>Multiple ring buffer</label>
81 </module-item>
82 <module-item name="v.distance">
83 <label>Near</label>
84 </module-item>
85 <module-item name="v.distance">
86 <label>Point distance</label>
87 </module-item>
88 <module-item name="TBD">
89 <label>Polygon neighbors</label>
90 </module-item>
91 </items>
92 </toolbox>
93 <toolbox name="StatisticsToolset">
94 <label>Statistics toolset</label>
95 <items>
96 <module-item name="TBD">
97 <label>Frequency</label>
98 </module-item>
99 <module-item name="v.univar">
100 <label>Summary statistics</label>
101 </module-item>
102 <module-item name="TBD">
103 <label>Tabulate intersection</label>
104 </module-item>
105 </items>
106 </toolbox>
107 </toolboxes> ✆
G
A P P E N D I X - D I G I TA L D ATA
A compact disc is enclosed that contains the digital data related to this thesis:
• Digital version of this document (file: dissertation_brauner.pdf),
• Source code of the geooperator browser (folder: www)1,
• Formalized geooperator thesaurus
(file: www/data/geooperator_thesaurus_xml.rdf).
1 The most current source code can also be found on GitHub: https://github.com/
GeoinformationSystems/GeooperatorBrowser.
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